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Chiasma: A Site for Thought was established in September 2013 as an annual, 
double-blind, peer-reviewed journal to further the disruption, generation and 
dispersion of  theory. Each year we will feature invited essays, peer-reviewed 
IZ\QKTM[�� IVL� [WTQKQ\ML� ZM^QM_[� WN � JWWS[� IVL� WN � IKILMUQK� ÅMTL[�� NZWU� JW\P�
established and emerging scholars. While housed in Western University’s 
Centre for the Study of  Theory and Criticism, Chiasma’s editorial board and 
contributors are drawn together each year from disciplines within the arts, 
humanities and social sciences to a common site—theory—where we pursue 
\PM�JZMISLW_V�IVL�ZMKWVÅO]ZI\QWV�WN �_PI\��PW_�IVL�_Pa�_M�\PQVS�QV�\PMWZa�
 The theme of  our inaugural issue is “What the Doing of  Thinking 
Does and Doesn’t Do Today.”   Starting from the name of  hip-hop artist 
KRS-ONE—Knowledge Reigns Supreme Over Nearly Everyone—this 
issue’s Call for Papers asked contributors to respond to any of  these three 
interrelated problems: Who is excepted by the “Nearly” of  “Nearly Every-
one,” or, what, if  anything, maintains a power of  sovereignty in the face of  
¹3VW_TMLOMº'��?PI\�IZM�\PM�XWTQ\QKIT�WZ�QV\MTTMK\]IT�KW[\[�WN �I�¹KWVÆQK\�WN �
knowledges,” and how are technologies and the doing of  thinking implicated 
QV�[]KP�KWVÆQK\['�0W_��_PMV��IVL�_Pa�LWM[�WZ�KW]TL�WVM�ZM[Q[\��WZ�IL^IVKM��
“knowledge”?  
 Responding to this call, we are delighted to feature invited papers 
from Roland Boer and Eileen Joy, peer-reviewed articles from Andrew Reszit-
nyk, Roshaya Rodness, Michael Mackenzie, and Casey Beal, and a premiere 
English-language translation of  a text by philosopher François Laruelle from 
Nicholas Hauck.  
 Eileen Joy inaugurates our issue by addressing the impact of  digital 
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technologies on current trends in academic publication and the library as an 
institution in her bracing article, “A Time for Radical Hope.” After surveying 
the dialectic of  institutionalism and anti-institutionalism in contemporary art 
and scholarship, and proceeding from her deep commitments to style and the 
utopian, Joy argues that if  future publics and para-institutional spaces desire 
to live, with Foucault, “counter to all forms of  fascism,” and, with Derrida, to 
embrace “the university without condition,” then they—and we—in the do-
ing of  thinking today must accept the responsibility of  using the opportunities 
that these new technologies present to actualize the potential for freedom of  
thought, and to preserve the possibility of possibility.  
 Then, the three-part work of  Andrew Reszitnyk, Nicholas Hauck and 
Roshaya Rodness on François Laruelle’s non-philosophy contributes to con-
temporary scholarship on the distinctions between non-philosophy and the 
XZQVKQXTM� WN � �\KQMVٻ[] XPQTW[WXPa�� IVL�PW_� \PM� \MKPVWTWOQM[� WN � XPQTW[WXPa�
and philosophical praxes can be used.  Andrew Reszitnyk’s “Wonder Without 
Domination” provides an overview of  the core tenets, arguments, and terms 
WN �VWV�XPQTW[WXPa���<PQ[�I[[Q[\[�\PM�ZMILMZ�QV�IXXZWIKPQVO�\PM�ÅZ[\�-VOTQ[P�
language translation of  Laruelle’s essay “Deconstruction and Non-Philoso-
phy,” which appears here courtesy of  Nicholas Hauck.  In “On Dismantling 
the Master’s House,” Roshaya Rodness then completes the triptych by exam-
ining the retooling of  Laruelle’s vocabulary, arguing that the relationship be-
tween theory and practice must be rethought—that the aim of  mastery must 
be set aside for non-philosophy to be practiced.
 In “Music in the Monopolization of  Knowledge,” Michael Macken-
zie takes up Glenn Gould’s turn from live performance to broadcast media in 
the context of  Gould’s engagement with Marshall McLuhan’s work and the 
post-war top-down structuring of  Canadian media. Taking three of  Gould’s 
television programmes as case studies, Mackenzie uses Harold Innis’ and Ben-
edict Anderson’s theories to argue that CBC Television incorporated viewers 
into its emerging monopoly of  knowledge while working to build an imagined 
community, and that Gould, at the nexus of  music and media, embraced his 
privileged and political role in the formation of  the Cold War era discourse 
of  Canadian national identity.
� +I[Ma�*MIT�M`IUQVM[�\PM�[QOVQÅKIVKM�WN �\PM�NWZU�KWV\MV\�LQKPW\WUa�
and the idea of  “rupture” for political theory, aesthetics, and philosophy in 
“Political Percontation,” responding to our questions with a series of  his own.   
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 Finally, in “Karl Kautsky’s Forerunners of  Modern Socialism,” Roland 
Boer discusses Kautsky’s historical materialist work on the revolutionary (and 
heretical) tradition of  early Christian communism.  Boer argues that, in the 
KW]Z[M�WN �PQ[�M`\MVLML�M`IUQVI\QWV�WN �\PM�KWVÆQK\�JM\_MMV�XWTQ\QKIT�IVL�\PMW-
logical thinking during revolutionary times, Kautsky draws closer to Engels’ 
assertion that theology is a language for expressing political aspirations, while 
still preserving a greater distinction between politics and theology as means 
of  thinking and knowing.
 In addition to the above articles, this year’s review section includes 
book reviews from Allan Pero, Mazen Saleh, Matthew Halse, and Vincent 
Marzano. Allan Pero reviews After Queer Theory��IZO]QVO� \PI\� \PM� \M`\�WٺMZ[�
a serious critique of  the identity politics and emerging nihilism of  academic 
queer theory. Heidegger, Metaphysics, and the Univocity of  Being is reviewed by 
Mazen Saleh, who questions if  the vocabulary of  univocity and analogy is the 
most adequate to Heidegger’s work. Queer theory is taken up again in Halse’s 
review of  The End of  San Francisco, and Marzano closes the section with a re-
view of  Rolf  Kühn’s French-language book on Michel Henry’s phenomenol-
ogy, originally a lecture series, entitled Individuation et vie culturelle.  
 Thanks are due to the faculty of  the Centre for the Study of  Theory 
and Criticism, especially Dr. CǶlin MihǶilescu, for their support of  this pro-
ject; to the members of  our Advisory Board, for their advice and encour-
agement; to the invited authors, for their generosity; to the contributors, for 
their enthusiasm and dedication; and to the editors of  this inaugural issue, 
NWZ�[]ZUW]V\QVO�M^MZa�WJ[\IKTM�\PI\�I�KWVÆQK\�WN �NIK]T\QM[��SVW_TMLOM[��IVL�
\MKPVWTWOQM[�KW]TL�WٺMZ�WV�\PM�_Ia�\W�X]JTQKI\QWV����

Alayna Jay
Chief  Editor
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�� �1�_IV\�\W�\PIVS�)TM`I�0]IVO��,QOQ\IT�0]UIVQ\QM[�1V[\Q\]\M���2MٺZMa�2MZWUM�+WPMV�
(Medieval and Early Modern Studies Institute), and Geneva Henry and Karim Boughida 
(Gelman Library), all at The George Washington University, for inviting me to give this talk 
on the state(s) and future(s) of  open-access publishing at Gelman Library in November 2013. 
This essay represents an augmentation of  that talk, which also appeared on my blog, In The 
Middle, November 19, 2013: 
http://www.inthemedievalmiddle.com/2013/11/a-time-for-radical-hope-freedom.html

Professional Challenges. Amateur Solutions.
—The Bruce High Quality Foundation

.WZ�_PI\�UIa�_M�PWXM'�3IV\�X]\�\PQ[�Y]M[\QWV�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�XMZ[WV�[QVO]TIZ�ITWVO�_Q\P�\_W�
others—What can I know? What ought I to do?—that he thought essentially marked the 
P]UIV�KWVLQ\QWV��?Q\P�\_W�KMV\]ZQM[�WN �XPQTW[WXPQKIT�ZMÆMK\QWV��Q\�[MMU[�\PI\�\PM[M�Y]M[�
\QWV[�IZM�JM[\�\ZIV[XW[ML�\W�\PM�ÅZ[\�XMZ[WV�XT]ZIT��)VL�_Q\P�\PI\�[IUM�PQVL[QOP\��ZI\PMZ�

than attempt an a priori inquiry, I would like to consider hope as it might arise at one of  
the limits of  human existence [such as the collapse of  an entire culture]. What makes hope 

[in the face of  such a collapse] radical is that it is directed toward a future goodness that 
transcends the current ability to understand what it is. Radical hope anticipates a good for 

which those who have the hope as yet lack the appropriate concepts with which to under�
stand it.

—Jonathan Lear, Radical Hope: Ethics in the Face of  Cultural Devastation

10

A TIME FOR RADICAL HOPE

Eileen A. Joy

Freedom, Responsibility, Publishing, and Building New Publics 
‡
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The Bruce High Quality Foundation1 is an anonymous collective and unac-
credited art school, formed in 2004 by graduates of  Cooper Union art school 
in New York City, who wanted to “foster an alternative to everything,” espe-
KQITTa�QV�6M_�AWZS�+Q\a¼[�ZIZMÅML�IZ\�_WZTL��*Z]KM�0QOP�9]ITQ\a�Q[�\PMQZ�_PQU-
[QKITTa�QV^MV\ML�ÅO]ZM�PMIL"�I�[K]TX\WZ�_PW�[]XXW[MLTa�XMZQ[PML��ITWVO�_Q\P�
all of  his works, in the 9/11 attacks, and whose memory and legacy the collec-
\Q^M�[MMS[�\W�UIQV\IQV��7VM�WN �\PMQZ�ÅZ[\�QV\MZ^MV\QWV[��WZ�IK\[�WN �QV[\Q\]\QWVIT�
critique, happened in 2005 when the Whitney Museum wanted to honor the 
TMOIKa�WN � \PM� QTT][\ZI\WZ�:WJMZ\�;UQ\P[WV�Ja�KWV[\Z]K\QVO�IV�IK\]IT�¹ÆWI\-
ing island” based on one of  his drawings, “Floating Island to Travel Around 
Manhattan Island.”2 The constructed island, complete with living trees, was 
pulled by a tugboat around New York Harbor. The Bruce High Quality Foun-
dation responded to the event with their own performance, titled “The Gate: 
Not the Idea of  the Thing but the Thing Itself,” in which members of  the 
KWTTMK\Q^M�X]Z[]ML�\PM�;UQ\P[WV�Q[TIVL�QV�I�[UITT�[SQٺ�KIZZaQVO�I�UWLMT�WN �WVM�
of  the orange gates by Christo and Jeanne-Claude that had been displayed in 
Central Park earlier that year.3 In 2007, they donned football gear and “tack-
TMLº�X]JTQK�[K]TX\]ZM[��<PMa�IT[W�XZWL]KML�I�ÅTU�QV���� �QV�_PQKP�bWUJQM[�
\ISM�W^MZ� \PM�/]OOMVPMQU��IVL� \PM�*Z]KM�0QOP�9]ITQ\a�.W]VLI\QWV�ÅOP\[�
them with the actual art collections (for example, decapitating the zombies 
with Brancusi sculptures while the art critics hide and cower in the museum’s 
KINM\MZQI���1V�������IVL�LM[XQ\M�\PM�*Z]KM�0QOP�9]ITQ\a�.W]VLI\QWV¼[�MٺWZ\[�
to remain anonymous and iconoclastic, they were included in the Whitney’s 
2010 Biennale.4 We’ll call this the “coming full circle” narrative, from inside 
the institution (Cooper Union) to its radical Outside and then back in again 
(the Whitney).
 I open with this brief  anecdote about the Bruce High Quality Foun-
1  On the Bruce High Quality Foundation and their various public art projects, see 
their website here: http://www.thebrucehighqualityfoundation.com/.
2  See Robert Smithson, “Floating Island to Travel Around Manhattan Island,” Rob-
ert Smithson: Earthworks [website], P\\X"��___�ZWJMZ\[UQ\P[WV�KWU�MIZ\P_WZS[�ÆWI\QVOG
island.htm.
3  See Christo and Jeanne-Claude, “The Gates,” Central Park, New York City, 1979-
2005, Christo and Jeanne Claude: Artworks [website], http://christojeanneclaude.net/proj-
ects/the-gates- .UycqKl4ge5d.
4   See “The Bruce High Quality Foundation,” Whitney Museum of  Art: Exhibitions 
[website], http://whitney.org/Exhibitions/2010Biennial/TheBruceHighQualityFounda-
tion.
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dation to call attention to some of  the really interesting movements, events, 
and projects (including new galleries, schools, journals, zines, presses—a 
whole host of  what I will call alt-cult, or “alternate-cultural” organizations) 
that have been founded in the past 10 or so years by students but also by 
post-grads without secure footholds in the academy (or museum) proper who 
are just deciding, with some faculty and other collaborators, to make things 
happen: things like the Brooklyn Institute of  Social Research, the Organism 
for Poetic Research (in New York City), continent., Speculations and TAG (three 
of  the most exciting new multidisciplinary journals run by graduate students 
and post-grad adjuncts spread out around the globe), The Public School New 
York, the Department of  Eagles in Tirana, Albania, the Confraternity of  
6MWÆIOMTTIV\[��QV�-LQVJ]ZOP��4WVLWV��IVL�5WV\ZMIT���\PM�)Z\�;KPWWT�_Q\P-
in the Art School (in Syracuse, New York), the Dublin Unit for Speculative 
Thought (D.U.S.T.), Silent Barn (a performance-incubation space in Brook-
lyn), the Leeds Weirdo Club, the Vancouver Institute of  Social Research, and 
one of  my personal favorites, The Hollow Earth Society, a group of  artist-
[KQMV\Q[\[�JI[ML�QV�*ZWWSTaV�_PW�JMTQM^M�QV�\PM�IXXTQKI\QWV�WN �[KQMV\QÅK�ZQOWZ�
to dreams. I have been interested in these groups and projects for a long time 
now, especially for the ways in which they mine, from historically-invested 
perspectives, the interstitial spaces of  institutionality and also bring into being 
new para-institutional spaces. These are not groups who reject the museum, 
the gallery, the conventional publishing world, or the university—rather, they 
seek to inhabit the position of  the ‘para-’ (the ‘beside’), a position of  intimate 
exteriority, or exterior intimacy.
 I have personally been inspired by the energies and projects and prod-
ucts of  these groups, while I also worry over their long-term sustainability. 
It may be that the ephemeral nature of  such movements and group forma-
tions is perfectly all right—think of  something like the anti-gallery and anti-
U][M]U�.T]`][�VM\_WZS�QV�\PM��!��[�IVL��!��[��_PQKP�QVKT]LML�ÅO]ZM[�[]KP�
as John Lennon and Yoko Ono), which produced many “happenings” and 
important ephemeral art projects. The Fluxus network no longer really ex-
ists, but it did help to found SoHo, after all, and institutions such as The New 
School for Social Research also arose out of  such rebellious and radically in-
novative alt-cult social formations.5 

5  On this point, see Ken Friedman, ed., The Fluxus Reader (London: Academy Edi-
tions, 1998), Richard Kostelanetz, Soho: The Rise and Fall of  an Artists’ Colony (New York: Rout-
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 At the same time, I’m keenly interested in seeing how we might create 
new institutions for fostering such innovative work and helping it to thrive, be-
cause I believe we need such creative provocations right now regarding what 
we do “in here,” because I would like to provide some dose of  radical hope 
for the youngest members of  our humanistic professions and trades who are 
currently grasping for increasingly inhospitable space within our institutions 
�WN �PQOPMZ�ML]KI\QWV��WN �\PM�ÅVM�IZ\[��WN �\PM�K]T\]ZIT�QVL][\ZQM[��M\K����IVL�JM-
cause I believe, with Jonathan Lear, that hope requires courage. And courage 
Q[�I�KWTTMK\Q^M�IٺIQZ¸Q\�Q[�IV�IK\QWV�WZ�IV�M^MV\�\PI\��NWTTW_QVO�)ZQ[\W\TM��¹IQU[�
I\�_PI\�Q[�ÅVM�º�J]\�IT[W�¹XIZILQOUI\QKITTa�QV^WT^M[�\PM�[MZQW][�ZQ[S�WN �[MZQ-
ous loss and of  enduring certain pains,”6 and yet nothing could be so neces-
sary now within our current institutional situation. So, on one level, punctum 
books was founded to respond to the “siren call” of  these groups, and to try 
to devise some sort of  institutional and corporate shelter for them that would 
not impinge in any way on these groups’ radical energies and creativity, which 
XIZ\Ta�LMXMVL�WV�� NZIVSTa��JMQVO�IV\Q�QV[\Q\]\QWVIT��*]\� TM\¼[�XI][M� \W�ZMÆMK\�
as well that there is almost no act of  anti-institutionality that does not also 
aim at a reform of  the institution, and therefore also represents some sort of  
investment in, and even love for, that institution. In other words, institutional 
critique, and even occasional radical departures to the Outside, are forms of  
love for the institution. Take Diogenes, for example, our original Cynic. If  he 
hated Athens so much and thought it was so corrupt, why did he set up shop 
in a large jar in the marketplace where he could be seen and heard harangu-
ing the citizens of  Athens all day long?
 Regarding what goes on within the institution, punctum books was 
also founded to respond to what I hope we can agree is a sort of  crisis in 
academic publication (with “publication” here understood not only as the pri-
mary vehicle for the dissemination of  our thinking, but also as the production 
WN �IK\]IT�X]JTQK[��_Q\PW]\�_PQKP�QV\MTTMK\]IT�IVL�K]T\]ZIT�TQNM�KIVVW\�ÆW]ZQ[P�
nor be shared7). We are currently witnessing a period of  unprecedented tech-
ledge, 2003), and Craig Saper, Intimate Bureaucracies (Brooklyn: punctum books, 2012). See 
IT[W�8M\MZ�5��:]\SWٺ��New School: A History of  The New School for Social Research (New York: Free 
Press, 1998).
6  Jonathan Lear, Radical Hope: Ethics in the Face of  Cultural Devastation (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2006), 110–11.
7  On this point, see Paul Boshears, “Open-Access Publishing as Para-Academic 
Proposition: Besides OA as Labor Relation,” tripleC 11.2 (2013): 614–19.
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VWTWOQKIT� QVVW^I\QWV� �\PI\� XZWUQ[M[� []J[\IV\QIT� JMVMÅ\[� NWZ� \PM� XZWL]K\QWV�
of  our work, its dissemination, its analysis, and its safekeeping as archive, or 
memory), while we are also experiencing the rapid and austere contraction of  
ÅVIVKQIT�IVL�W\PMZ�NWZU[�WN �[]XXWZ\�NWZ�XZWL]KQVO�\PM�UW[\�ZQOWZW][Ta�M^IT]-
ated, closely edited, and aesthetically appealing scholarship. You don’t have 
\W�[MIZKP�\WW�NIZ�\W�ÅVL�ITT�[WZ\[�WN �M`IUXTM[�WN �\PQ[�KWV\ZIK\QWV��M^MV�[WUM-
times embedded in announcements for the most newly innovative publishing 
platforms. 
 We might survey some recent experiments by university and com-
mercial academic presses to cultivate and produce shorter-form e-books and 
“gray” literature (e.g., Princeton Shorts, Stanford Briefs, University of  Min-
nesota Press’ Forerunners, and Palgrave Pivot),8 that are intended to “pull in 
new readers for serious scholarship,” and at a time, moreover, when “academ-
ic libraries have ever-smaller amounts of  money and space to lavish on [lon-
ger] books, which often have more pages than they have readers.”9 Paul Har-
vey, the new director of  Stanford University Press, explains that these books 
will be “IKKM[[QJTM�J]\�VW\�[QUXTQÅML��IVL�[PW]TL�JM�LQOM[\QJTM�QV�WVM�WZ�\_W�
sessions—bite-sized—and not require a month of  reading”10 (as if  that’s a bad 
thing). At the same time, we are witnessing the launching of  new (and frankly, 
exciting) academic publishing initiatives, such as Anvil Academic, a platform 
for “born-digital” and “born-again-digital” “post-monograph” (non-book) 
research that is pinning its hopes for the future of  academic publishing on 
networked and “digital-only” environments that would “free scholarly argu-
ment from the limitations of  the printed monograph and allow authors to 
bring the full force of  technology to the presentation of  their work.”11 So now, 

8 See, for example, Princeton Shorts: Short Takes, Big Ideas, http://press.princeton.edu/
Princeton Shorts/, and “‘Bite-sized’ Reading from SUP,” Stanford University: The Dish, 
May 17, 2012, http://news.stanford.edu/thedish/?p=19315. There is something delight-
fully silly in how the titles of  both these book series conjure up images of  men’s underwear, 
and it also reminds me that not many university presses are run by women. See also Danielle 
Kasprzak, “#UPweek: Announcing Forerunners,” University of  Minnesota Press [weblog], 
November 12, 2013, http://www.uminn pressblog.com/2013/11/upweek-announcing-fore-
runners.html.
9  Jennifer Howard, “Ditch the Monograph,” The Chronicle of  Higher Education, last 
UWLQÅML� 7K\WJMZ� ���� ������http://chronicle.com/article/Ditch-the-Monograph/135108/ (ac-
cessed March 24, 2014).
10  “‘Bite-sized’ Reading from SUP.”
11  See “About Anvil Academic,” Anvil Academic, http://anvilacademic.org/about-
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somehow, the monograph is a limitation (?), as opposed to a unique genre 
of  scholarly writing that might still serve particular purposes alongside other 
sorts of  new genres that might be activated through newer technologies.12 
 At the same time, under pressure from the UK government and the 
recommendations of  the Working Group on “expanding access to published 
ZM[MIZKP�ÅVLQVO[º��W\PMZ_Q[M�SVW_V�I[�\PM�.QVKP�:MXWZ\13), all faculty at UK 
research universities must now publish only in open-access platforms (and ac-
tually won’t receive credit for their work in the national research exercise 
unless they do). We’re thus seeing the rise of  initiatives such as Open Library 
of  Humanities (where, full disclosure, I serve on the Editorial Committee), 
which has decided that the so-called “bound codex,” and even the PDF, are 
dead, or almost-dead, and which has placed all of  its bets on a PLOS (Public 
Library of  Science)-style megajournal where we would simply upload our 
ZM[MIZKP�\W�I�[WZ\�WN �WXMV�IKKM[[�KTW]L�TQSM�MV\Q\a��J]\�_Q\P�¹ÅT\MZ[º��Q�M���[WUM�

anvil-academic/. See also Adeline Koh’s interview with the head editor of  Anvil, Fred 
Moody: “Digital Killed the Analog Star: An Interview with Fred Moody Anvil Academic,” 
8ZWN0IKSMZ� C+PZWVQKTM�WN �0QOPMZ�-L]KI\QWV�_MJTWOE�� TI[\�UWLQÅML�;MX\MUJMZ�����������
http://chronicle.com/blogs/profhacker/digital-killed-the-analog-star-an-interview-with-
fred-moody-of-anvil-academic/42936 (accessed March 24, 2014). I will note here that Anvil 
was conceptualized and is admirably (collaboratively) managed by a consortium of  institu-
tions (such as the Council on Library and Information Resources [CLIR], the National In-
stitute for Technology in Library Education [NITLE], and University of  Michigan Library’s 
58]JTQ[PQVO�WٻKM��_PQKP�Q[�IT[W�XIZ\VMZML�_Q\P�7XMV�0]UIVQ\QM[�8ZM[[���]VQ^MZ[Q\a�[KPWT-
ars, and academic librarians, and is partly funded by various universities with an intensive 
interest in the digital humanities (such as the University of  Virginia, Washington University 
in Saint Louis, and Stanford University, among others). I must pause to note here that An-
vil Academic, along with Open Humanities Press, is actually my favorite digital publishing 
initiative, because rather than building one particular type of  digital platform and asking 
authors to shape their work within that platform—whatever it might be—they have taken 
\PM�ZQ[SQMZ�UW^M�WN �WٺMZQVO�QVNZI[\Z]K\]ZM�IVL�W\PMZ�\aXM[�WN �[]XXWZ\�[MZ^QKM[�\PI\�_W]TL�JM�
uniquely designed to meet the desires and needs of  whatever creative and complex types of  
born-digital scholarship might be conceptualized by individual scholars, and I consider that 
incredibly progressive and exciting.
12  For an important conference held at the British Library in July 2013 on the possible 
futures of  open-access monographs, see “Open Access Monographs in the Humanities and 
Social Sciences,” see: http://www.jisc-collections.ac.uk/JISC-Collections-events/oabooks-
conf/.
13   On the Finch Report, see Alok Jha, “Open Access is the Future of  Academic Pub-
lishing, Says Finch Report,” The Guardian, June 19, 2012, http://www.theguardian.com/
[KQMVKM������R]V���!�WXMV�IKKM[[�IKILMUQK�X]JTQ[PQVO�ÅVKP�ZMXWZ\.
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sort of  specialist gatekeeping), and then afterwards, we can all “aggregate” 
this material however we like into “overlay journals” or Mendeley-style share-
able databases.14 This is a groovy, almost Napster/Pandora/Spotify way to 
publish and share scholarship, but I worry that too much attention is being 
spent on how to navigate platform and coding costs, with the assumption that 
so-called “editing” isn’t really necessary (as long as certain experts determine 
_PI\�OM\[�QV�IVL�_PI\�LWM[V¼\¸\PQ[�Q[�VW_�KITTML��IOIQV��¹ÅT\MZQVOº���WZ�\PI\�
if  it is necessary, it will remain as the service work it always has been (a system 
that is seriously broken in certain respects), and what falls away here is the 
idea that certain groups of  scholars and their students—call them associa-
\QWV[��[WKQM\QM[��OZW]X[��ÅMTL[��[XMKQIT\QM[��_PI\PI^MaW]¸UQOP\�VMML�[XMKQÅK�
[WZ\[�WN �XTI\NWZU[��QVNZI[\Z]K\]ZM[��UWLM[�IVL�OMVZM[�WN �LMTQ^MZa��IVL�[XMKQÅK�
products around which certain types of  communities would not only gather, 
J]\�ÆW]ZQ[P�IVL� \PZQ^M�� I[�_MTT� I[�XZWL]KM�LQ[\QVK\Q^M� [\aTM[�WN � [KPWTIZ[PQX��
Herein lies the critical link between publishing and publication, or the mak-
ing of  distinctive publics which must needs be diverse, each with their own 
voice, values, modes and styles of  enunciation, and so on. CONFESSION: I 
am concerned with style, especially as it is not just an adornment laid on top 
of  content: it is, in fact, what generates content. Another way of  putting this 
is: form matters, and a diversity of  genres and forms of  writing helps to guar-
antee a diversity of  thought, without which, knowledge doesn’t accumulate. 
“One megajournal to rule them all” is a phrase that sometimes disturbs my 
sleep at night.15

 Now, Open Library of  Humanities, admirably, is faculty- and library-
driven (indeed, OLH favors library-partnership-subsidized article processing 
charges over the author-pay model that PLOS uses16), so how, then, are com-
mercial publishers in the UK responding to the open-access mandate? Pal-
grave recently announced Palgrave Open, which allows individual authors and 
14  See Open Library of  Humanities’ website here: https://www.openlibhums.org/. 
See also the Public Library of  Science’s website here: http://www.plosone.org/.
15  To see how Open Access initiatives are shaping up within the University of  Califor-
nia system and also at Harvard, see Jennifer Howard, “Open Access Gains Major Support in 
U. of  California’s Systemwide Move,” The Chronicle of  Higher Education, August 2, 2013. 
http:// chronicle.com/article/Open-Access-Gains-Major/140851/, and “Harvard Open 
Access Project,” Berkman Center for Internet and Society, http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/
research/hoap.
16   See “Most Common PLOS ONE Questions,” PLOS | Blogs, http://blogs.plos.
org/everyone/ authors/qa/.
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institutions to pay to have their work published in open-access form: $2,600 + 
VAT for individual articles, $12,000 + VAT for shorter-form Pivot books, and 
$17,500 + VAT for monographs. That’s Gold Open-Access. (Please insert a 
pregnant pause here.) Or, you can go with Green Open-Access, which is a bit 
of  a misnomer, because it means that Palgrave can keep your material locked 
behind various paywalls for a certain length of  time (they call that an “em-
bargo”), after which authors are allowed to place, or “self-archive,” their work 
in a repository at their university where it can be shared with that university’s 
users, but the self-archived version must be “the original pre-peer-reviewed 
version or the post-peer-reviewed pre-copyedited version of  the manuscript.” 
(Please insert another pregnant pause here).17 And who will pay for this? In 
the UK (and also in Europe)—where it has to be admitted academic research 
is better supported than in the US—there are research councils that will dole 
out money for these publication fees (and you can’t entirely blame publishers 
for charging them—how else are they to sustain their enterprise?), and while 
the pool of  money is in the millions, everyone agrees that it is still not enough 
to fund each and every researcher’s publications, and thus we have a situa-
tion where researchers will have to compete with each other over access to 
X]JTQKI\QWV��<PQ[�NMMT[�ÅVIVKQITTa�]V\MVIJTM�IVL��Y]Q\M�NZIVSTa��_ZWVO�QV�\PM�
extreme. 
 I share this admittedly woefully brief  and selective overview of  cur-
rent trends in academic publishing initiatives simply to highlight their auster-
ity of  imagination as well as their “heavy” managerial structures.18 For even 

17  7V�8ITOZI^M�7XMV�IVL�Q\[�LQٺMZMV\�TM^MT[�WN �IKKM[[��[MM�¹.ZMY]MV\Ta�)[SML�9]M[-
tions,” Palgrave Open [website], https://www.palgrave.com/open/faq.asp, and “Open Ac-
cess at Palgrave Macmillan,” Palgrave Open [website], https://www.palgrave.com/open/
openaccess.asp. On the dangers of  the ways in which corporate interests are more than will-
QVO�\W�KIXQ\ITQbM�WV�¹WXMV�IKKM[[º�XTI\NWZU[��[MM�+PZQ[\WXPMZ�6M_ÅMTL��¹+WZXWZI\M�7XMV�
Source: Intellectual Property and the Struggle Over Value,” Radical Philosophy 181 (Sep/Oct 
2013), http://www. radicalphilosophy.com/commentary/corporate-open-source.
18  I would note here that I am in deep admiration of  the work of  Open Humanities 
Press (http://openhumanitiespress.org/), and am especially keen on their experimental 
writing and publishing modes as evidenced in their Living Books About Life series (http://
www.livingbooks aboutlife.org/) and Liquid Books imprint (http://liquidbooks.pbworks.
com/w/page/11135951/ FrontPage), edited by Clare Birchall and Gary Hall, as well as 
in some of  their journals, such as Vectors (http://www.vectorsjournal.org/issues/index.
php?issue=6). From my vantage point, OHP has been consistent in thinking “outside the 
box” of  traditional university and commercial academic publishing and they have published 
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while I applaud the initiative of  these initiatives (I am a pluralist, after all), I 
also despair a little at the ways in which they are each, in their own way, also 
locked into certain structures (whether corporate, academic, technological, 
or even ideological) that determine in advance what is and isn’t (supposed-
ly) possible and what is (supposedly) necessary now—such that, for example, 
the monograph is now “out” and shorter books (or serialized e-extracts from 
longer works) are “in,” e-texts are more desirable (and supposedly cheaper 
to produce and disseminate) than traditional print media, it is necessary to 
shift (and even dispense with) certain publishing modes to meet the demands 
of  currently popular text-delivery technologies (such as iPads, Kindles, and 
smart-phones), expert and specialist peer review of  a certain traditional stripe 
is still necessary for “legitimacy” yet isn’t well-supported, multiple layers of  hi-
erarchical and bureaucratic academic-managerial oversight still obtain while 
at the same time certain layers of  important editorial care and curatorship 
LZWX�I_Ia��L]M�\W�TIKS�WN �\QUM��TIKS�WN �[\Iٺ��TIKS�WN �UWVMa��TIKS�WN �ZMILMZ[¼�
attention spans, lack of  space, etc.), and further, the material archive (the 
dream—or is a nightmare?—of  Borges’ Babelasian library or even Richard 
Fenyman’s 24 million library volumes etched on the head of  a pin19) should 
simply be abandoned, and so on.
 CONFESSION (#2, if  you’re counting): I am an unrepentant uto-
XQIVQ[\�_PW� Q[� IT[W� I� ZMKW^MZQVO�UMLQM^ITQ[\��)VL�PMZM� 1�_IV\�][� \W� ZMÆMK\�
on the fact that the relation between publication (the dissemination of  our 
research but also the creation of  publics) and what a university is, and does, is 
extremely important.20 One of  the most ancient institutions in human culture 
(at Alexandria in ancient Egypt, it was housed within the Institution of  the 

some of  the most radical new thinking in the humanities (albeit somewhat slowly), but they 
cannot be viewed as completely “independent” of  the university milieu from which all of  
their Editorial and Open-Access Board members, as well as the members of  their Steering 
Group and Partners, hail. I simply seek a more radical, even anti-peer departure out of  the 
academy for so-called “academic” publishing, while at the same time I support the idea of  
the university as one place among others where more radical publishing modes might be 
cultivated (as is the case with Anvil, OHP, Stanford Shorts, etc.).
19  See Richard Feynman, “There’s Plenty of  Room at the Bottom,” Engineering and 
Science 23.5 (February 1960): 22–36. Available here: http://www.zyvex.com/nanotech/feyn-
man.html.
20  On this point, see Paul Boshears’ comments in “Discussion Before an Encounter,” 
continent. 2.2 (2012): 136–47. Available here: http://continentcontinent. cc/index.php/conti-
nent/article/view/92.
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Muses where it served as both universal memory and the hive of  scholarship), 
the Library (here capitalized to indicate its status as Ideal) plays no little role 
in this relation as well, although that fact is often obscured by the fact that 
less and less people are actually going in to the library anymore (except to get 
KWٺMM�I\�;\IZJ]KS[�IVL� \W�XQKS�]X�JWWS[�WZLMZML� \PZW]OP� \PM�WVTQVM�KI\I-
logue), and thus are also becoming less and less aware of  the library’s func-
tion as a sort of  thrumming brain of  the university, and also because many 
of  the university library’s functions have been taken over, quite literally, by 
corporate and other types of  pirates. But libraries, as orderly and ordered as 
they may appear, with their neat rows of  books and catalog numbering and 
storage protocols and databases and so on, are also beautiful messes—great, 
unmoored galleons—that contain within all of  their ultimately fragile and 
incomplete systems of  control and order, the most baroquely disorderly house 
of  wild thought ever built that could never be domesticated. That is also my 
_WZSQVO�LMÅVQ\QWV�NWZ�\PM�P]UIVQ\QM[��\PM�[KQMVKM[��IVL�\PM�]VQ^MZ[Q\a�UWZM�
largely: these are the very sites, par excellence, for anything being possible at 
all. And this is what we need to protect. And this is where the utopianist and 
recovering medievalist part of  me comes in, because I believe that if  we have 
today more technological tools than we have ever had before, then what we 
should be doing now is maximalizing what it is possible to say, do, and pub-
lish, and in as many material forms as possible, and not winnowing down, 
or streamlining, the possible modes and platforms for our work and its dis-
semination, or else we risk turning our enterprise into Amazon.edu. One size 
VM^MZ�LQL�Å\�ITT��IVL�_PMZM�LQL�\PI\�M`XZM[[QWV�KWUM�NZWU��IVa_Ia'�;W]VL[�
like a bad sales pitch to me.
� 7VM�WN �\PM�ÅJ[�UWLMZVQ\a�TQSM[�\W�\MTT�Q\[MTN �Q[�\PI\�[]XXW[MLTa�_M�PI^M�
more choices, and more things, and more modes of  expression, and more 
platforms for the delivery of  the things we want to express and produce now 
than we ever did in the past. But the reverse is true: in the Middle Ages there 
were more genres of  writing than there are now. It would take me hours to list 
all of  them, whereas I could tell you how many genres of  writing predominate 
\PM�_WZTL�JWWS�UIZSM\�QV�IJW]\�\_MV\a�UQV]\M[��1V�UWLMZVQ\a��_M�TQSM�\W�ÅO-
]ZM�W]\�_PI\�_WZS[�JM[\��IVL�UW[\�MٻKQMV\Ta��IVL�UW[\�KPMIXTa��IVL�\PMV�_M�
\PZW_�M^MZa\PQVO�MT[M�W]\�\PM�_QVLW_��0Q[\WZa�Q[�ÅTTML�_Q\P�\PM�R]VS�PMIX[�WN �
discarded forms, and one of  the jobs of  a publisher, I really believe, is to keep 
all forms in play, precisely because it is in keeping all forms in play—forms 
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which are themselves always being reshaped in some fashion as they come 
into contact with each other—that creativity has the widest possible purchase 
on how things might turn out. This means that publishing, as a system, must also 
always be open to productive errancy. Punctum books and punctum records, 
for example, have both partly been designed, as enterprises, to attract work 
that both recuperates discarded forms (the medieval breviary, for example, or 
\PM�KI[[M\\M�\IXM��WZ�\PM�QV\MZ�WٻKM�UQUMWOZIXPML�UMUW��WZ�\PM�MXQK��IVL�
so on) and also requires modes of  delivery that did not exist until particular 
works called them forth.
 For a very long time, and especially in my academic-activist career 
as it currently manifests itself  in my work with the BABEL Working Group, 
punctum books, and more recently, punctum records, my vision of  the uni-
versity and the public commons the university helps to constitute has been 
inspired by words written by Michel Foucault in his Preface to Gilles Deleuze 
and Félix Guattari’s )V\Q�7MLQX][.21 These are, as it were, the starting premises 
for what might be called as-yet still unrealized futures for cultural-intellectual 
life and thought and the publishing enterprises that might nourish those. In 
his Preface, Foucault argued that “the art of  living counter to all forms of  fas-
cism […] carries with it a certain number of  essential principles,” such as, 

�� ,M^MTWX�IK\QWV��\PW]OP\��IVL�LM[QZM[�Ja�XZWTQNMZI\QWV��R]`\IXW[Q\QWV��IVL�
disjunction, and not by subdivision and pyramidal hierarchization. 
�� ?Q\PLZI_�ITTMOQIVKM�NZWU�\PM�WTL�KI\MOWZQM[�WN �\PM�6MOI\Q^M��TI_��TQUQ\��
castration, lack, lacuna), which Western thought has so long held sacred as 
a form of  power and access to reality. Prefer what is positive and multiple, 
LQٺMZMVKM�W^MZ�]VQNWZUQ\a��ÆW_[�W^MZ�]VQ\QM[��UWJQTM�IZZIVOMUMV\[�W^MZ�[a[-
tems. Believe that what is productive is not sedentary but nomadic. 
�� ,W�VW\�\PQVS�\PI\�WVM�PI[�\W�JM�[IL�QV�WZLMZ�\W�JM�UQTQ\IV\��������22

 What I want to pose now is the hypothesis that the future of  academic 
publishing, as well as its ability to create and sustain more capaciously-imag-
ined and also radically innovative publics, rests upon its willingness to take 
21   For an overview of  the mission, history, and ongoing projects and events of  the BA-
BEL Working Group, see: http://www.babelworkinggroup.org and http://babelrabble.tum-
blr.com. See also punctum books (http://punctumbooks.com) and punctum records (http://
punctumrecords. com). 
22  Michel Foucault, “Preface,” in Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, )V\Q�7MLQX]["�+IXQ�
talism and Schizophrenia, trans. Robert Hurley, Mark Seem, and Helen Lane (Minneapolis: 
University of  Minnesota Press, 1983), xv–xvi.
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up these principles in direct embrace with what Jacques Derrida called “the 
university without condition,” which he believed would “remain an ultimate 
place of  critical resistance—and more than critical—to all the powers of  dog-
matic and unjust appropriation,” and which had special safekeeping by way 
of  the humanities, entailing the “principal right to say everything, whether 
Q\� JM�]VLMZ� \PM�PMILQVO�WN �ÅK\QWV�IVL� \PM� M`XMZQUMV\I\QWV�WN � SVW_TMLOM��
and the right to say it publicly, to publish it.”23 Derrida’s university “without 
condition” is, in some important respects, a guarantor of  the freedom of  thought. 
For Derrida, it was always a futural project, one that Derrida claimed could 
take place tomorrow, but that tomorrow, as far as I am concerned, is now. The fu-
ture, of  necessity, needs to remain always open to the unforeseen—this is the 
matter, and the determinative time, of  justice—but there is no reason to defer 
everything. Certain decisions can be made (every day, in fact) that can be de-
signed to keep the future productively open, which is also a way to keep the 
Now creatively messy and unsettled. This will also mean understanding that 
the other critical term here, in addition to freedom, is responsibility. Someone, 
or some distributive collectives of  someones, needs to take responsibility for 
securing this freedom for the greatest number of  persons possible who want 
to participate in intellectual-cultural life, and for enabling the greatest possi-
ble number of  forms of  such life, thereby also ensuring the creative robustness 
of  the larger social systems within which we are all enfolded together, whether 
university, whiskey bar, apartment building, city park, subway car, kitchen, 
church, cruise ship, bedroom, or polis. A publisher is a person, or a group, or 
a collective, or a multiplicity, or a consortium, or a desiring-assemblage, who 
accepts responsibility for this.

23  Jacques Derrida, “The Future of  the Profession or The University Without Condi-
tion (Thanks to the ‘Humanities,’ What Could Take Place Tomorrow),” in Jacques Derrida and the 
Humanities: A Critical Reader, ed. Tom Cohen (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 
2001), 26 [24–57].
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WONDER WITHOUT DOMINATION

Andrew Reszitnyk

)V�1V\ZWL]K\QWV�\W�4IZ]MTTM�IVL�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa
‡

)�[QVO]TIZ�ÅO]ZM�IUWVO�KWV\MUXWZIZa�\PMWZQ[\[�_PW[M�_WZS�XW[M[�I�LQZMK\�KPITTMVOM�\W�UIVa�
of  the practices and presuppositions of  Western philosophy, François Laruelle has been 
referred to as “the most important unknown philosopher working in Europe today.”1 Gilles 
Deleuze and Félix Guattari called his philosophical project, which involves a ceaseless at�
tempt to unfold new ways of  making use of  philosophical material, “one of  the most inter�
esting undertakings of  contemporary philosophy.”2Although it is only recently that Laruelle 
PI[� MV\MZML� \PM� KWV[KQW][VM[[� WN � \PMWZQ[\[� QV� \PM�-VOTQ[P�[XMISQVO�_WZTL�� PQ[� QUXIK\� PI[�
JMMV�XZWNW]VL��QVÆ]MVKQVO�[]KP�\PQVSMZ[�I[�:Ia�*ZI[[QMZ��-]OMVM�<PIKSMZ��)TM`IVLMZ�/IT�
loway, John Mullarkey, Anthony Paul Smith, Katerina Kolozova and others associated 
with the new philosophical movements that have been called Speculative Realism. Undeni�
IJTa�NWZJQLLQVO�QV�Q\[�\MZUQVWTWOa��4IZ]MTTM¼[�_ZQ\QVO[�IZM�XZWPQJQ\Q^MTa�LQٻK]T\��^MZOQVO�WV�
obscurity. The following introduction attempts to clarify, frame, and condense some of  the 
UIQV�[\ZIVL[�WN �4IZ]MTTM¼[�6WV�XPQTW[WXPa�QV�WZLMZ�\W�[M\�\PM�[\IOM�NWZ�\PM�MVKW]V\MZ�\PI\�
\ISM[�XTIKM�JM\_MMV�Q\�IVL�\PM�\PW]OP\�WN �,MZZQLI�QV�¹,MKWV[\Z]K\QWV�IVL�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa�º�
the essay here translated by Nicholas Hauck. This introduction further endeavors to prepare 
\PM�OZW]VL�NWZ�\PM�KWV[QLMZI\QWV�WN �VWV�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�XZIK\QKM�IVL�XMLIOWOa�\PI\�Q[�\ISMV�
]X�QV�LMX\P�QV�¹7V�,Q[UIV\TQVO�\PM�5I[\MZ¼[�0W][M�º�IV�M[[Ia�Ja�:W[PIaI�:WLVM[[��<PM�
intention of  this project is not to adjudicate between Laruelle and Derrida—it is not our 
OWIT�\W�LQ[XTIKM�LMKWV[\Z]K\QWV�WZ�[]XXTIV\�Q\�_Q\P�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa��I[�QN �[]KP�IV�WXMZI\QK�
OM[\]ZM�WN �W^MZKWUQVO�_MZM�M^MV�XW[[QJTM��U]KP�TM[[�LM[QZIJTM��7V�\PM�KWV\ZIZa��W]Z�IQU�Q[�\W�
ZMIL�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�I[�IV�]VLMZ\ISQVO�\PI\�MUMZOM[�W]\�WN �\PM�[IUM�QUX]T[M�\PI\�IK\Q^I\M[�
deconstruction: the desire to practice a form of  thought that is uncompromising in its pursuit 
of  justice and productive of  new possibilities for reading and learning. 

1  Ray Brassier, “Axiomatic Heresy: The Non-Philosophy of  François Laruelle,” Radi�
cal Philosophy, 121 (2003): 24.
2  Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, What is Philosophy, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and 
Graham Burchell, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 220 n5.
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 Plato informs us that the exhilaration and awe which attends opening 
oneself  to the unknown is what supplies philosophy with its prime motivation. 
“[W]onderment,” Socrates tells the young Theaetetus, “this is where philoso-
phy begins and nowhere else.”3 This seductive origin story, which suggests 
that philosophy is inaugurated by a practice of  marveling, is what the work 
of  François Laruelle urges us to hold in suspension. Is it really the case that 
philosophy sprouts from the fertile ground of  deferential awe? Do the proce-
dures of  the discipline substantiate the claim that philosophy begins with a 
sort of  meekness toward its subject matter? Laruelle’s provocative response 
to these questions is a resounding no: despite posturing as the only discipline 
able to approach objects on their own terms and to let reality be,4 philosophy 
is plagued by an irremediable narcissism and an insatiable will to dominate. 
At the core of  philosophical practice, he claims, is a hidden presumption, to 
which philosophy itself  is inherently oblivious, that surreptitiously endows the 
philosopher with sovereignty over that into which she inquires.5  

<PM�8ZQVKQXTM�WN KQMV\�8PQTW[WXPaٻ[;�
 Socrates’ words to Theaetetus supply an important clue to under-
[\IVLQVO� \PM�XZWJTMUI\QK� \PI\�4IZ]MTTM� QLMV\QÅM[�I\� \PM�KWZM�WN �XPQTW[WXPQ-
cal practice. After declaring wonder to be the site of  philosophy’s genesis, 
Socrates muses that, “the man who made Iris the child of  Thaumas was per-
haps no bad genealogist.”6�<PQ[�W[\MV[QJTa�Wٺ�PIVL�Z]UQVI\QWV��_PQKP�Q[�VM^-
er again taken up in the dialogue, is unexpectedly revealing. As John M. Coo-
per explains, Thaumas is a god whose name means “wonder,” while Iris, like 
Hermes, is a messenger of  the gods, whose rainbow links earth and heaven, 
conjoining the province of  humanity with the realm of  the divine.7�;QOVQÅ-
cantly for Socrates’ stated view of  philosophy, this means that wonder eventu-
ally supplies access to that which by all rights should be foreclosed to human 

3  Plato, “Theaetetus,” Collected Works of  Plato. Edited John M. Cooper (Indianapolis: 
Hackett Publishing Company, 1997),155d.
4  Recall, for example, Heidegger’s celebration of  gelassenheit, the capacity to let 
things in existence be as they are. See Martin Heidegger. “Conversation on a Country Path,” 
Discourse on Thinking, trans. J.M. Anderson, E. Hans Feund (New York: Harper Collins, 1969). 
5  François Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” <PM� 6WV�8PQTW[WXPa� 8ZWRMK\. 
trans. Ray Brassier, (New York: Telos Press, 2012), 25.
6  Plato, “Theaetetus,” 155d.
7  Plato, “Theaetetus,” 173 n12.
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awareness: the progeny of  wonder is, quite literally, a correlation between hu-
man apprehension and celestial knowledge. Socrates’ casual aside betrays his 
faith in what Laruelle calls “\PM�XZQVKQXTM�WN -KQMV\�XPQTW[WXPa”:8 the belief—unٻ[]�
thinkingly held by each and every philosopher, in Laruelle’s view—that phi-
losophy has the potential to open all doors, overcome all boundaries, and ad-
dress all things. This principle secures philosophy’s status as a discipline that 
¹KIVVW\�JM�LMÅVML�º9 a mode of  thought and a practice of  inquiry that can 
potentially take any subject matter as its object. It enables the ease with which 
we are able to accept the possibility of  a Philosophy of  Mathematics, a Phi-
losophy of  Film, or a Philosophy of  Dance, while, at the same time, causing 
us in all likelihood to remain hesitant about the prospects for a Mathematics 
of  Philosophy, a Film of  Philosophy, or Dance of  Philosophy—i.e., anything 
that would attach restrictions or conditions to philosophical practice. For 
Laruelle, this principle “expresses philosophy’s absolute autonomy and self-
��KQMVKaٻ[] Q\[� M[[MVKM�I[� self-positing/donating/deciding/grounding…[The 
XZQVKQXTM�WN KQMV\�XPQTW[WXPaE�MV[]ZM[�XPQTW[WXPa¼[�LWUQVI\QWV�WNٻ[]� �ITT�ZM-
gional disciplines and sciences. Ultimately, [this principle] articulates philoso-
phy’s idealist pretension as that which is able at least to co-determine the most 
radical real.”10�*]\\ZM[[QVO�XPQTW[WXPa¼[�KWVÅLMVKM�QV�Q\[�W_V�QVLMXMVLMVKM��
\PM�XZQVKQXTM�WN �KQMV\�XPQTW[WXPa�MVLW_[�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�XZIK\QKM[�_Q\P�Iٻ[]�
kind of  sovereignty over all of  existence. It guarantees that there is a corre-
lation between the philosophical subject and reality,11 while simultaneously 
separating philosophy from that which is philosophized. The principle of  suf-
ÅKQMV\�XPQTW[WXPa�WXMZI\M[�I[�I�SQVL�WN �]VQ^MZ[IT�TIVL�OZIV\��_PQKP�JMY]MI\P[�
the entirety of  existence to the uses of  a philosophical subject. Yielding to 
philosophy the means to regard existence as from a superior transcendental 
^IV\IOM��\PM�XZQVKQXTM�WN �KQMV\�XPQTW[WXPa�OZIV\[�XPQTW[WXPa�\PM�IJQTQ\a�\Wٻ[]�
articulate a judgment or unfold a decision about the essential nature of  reality.

8  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 25.
9  Bertrand Russell, Wisdom of  the West (New York: Crescent, 1987), 7.
10  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 25.
11� �1V�\PQ[�ZM[XMK\��4IZ]MTTM¼[�ÅO]ZI\QWV�WN �\PM�XZQVKQXTM�WN �KQMV\�XPQTW[WXPa�Q[�IVٻ[]�
uncanny precursor to Quentin Meillassoux’s recent exposé of  “correlationism,” “the idea ac-
cording to which we only ever have access to the correlation between thinking and being, and 
never to either term considered apart from the other.” Quentin Meillassoux, After Finitude, 
trans. Ray Brassier (New York: Continuum, 2008), 5.
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The Philosophical Decision
  “Philosophical decision” is Laruelle’s term for a “hybrid structure 
that combines transcendence and immanence,”12�I�[\Z]K\]ZM�_PQKP�QLMV\QÅM[�
the real with some particular blend or mixte of  the transcendental and the 
empirical. Decision always takes the form of  what might be called a tripartite 
dyad, composed of  a philosophical binary and the distinction between the 
two opposed terms, which is understood as a third term in its own right. As 
Ray Brassier explains, this third term “is simultaneously intrinsic and im-
manent to the distinguished terms and extrinsic and transcendent insofar 
I[�Q\�Q[�[]XXW[ML�\W�ZMUIQV�KWV[\Q\]\Q^M�WN �\PM�LQٺMZMVKM�JM\_MMV�\PM�\MZU[�
themselves.”13 Presumed to be both auto-positional and auto-donational—
i.e., already given, prior to the appearance of  the particular philosophy 
that gives it expression—a decision posits the concomitant separation and 
immanent unity of  empirical phenomena with the a priori categories that are 
supposed to condition them. In other words, it makes out of  disparate ob-
jects, entities, and ideas, “a World”14—that is, a totality or generality capable 
WN �JMQVO�ZMÆMK\ML�Ja�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�LQ[KW]Z[M�IVL�KIX\]ZML�_Q\PQV� \PW]OP\��
The decisional philosopher understands this supposedly self-positing unity 
not simply to represent, but rather to ZMÆMK\, KW�KWV[\Q\]\M, and ensnare the real 
Q\[MTN��<PQ[�]VQ\a�KWZZM[XWVL[� \W� \PM�¹ÅZU�IVL� QUUW^IJTMº15 Archimedean 
point that philosophy requires in order to ensure the validity of  its own con-
jectures. Via decision, philosophy “hallucinates”16 the real, imagining that its 
W_V�LQ[KW]Z[M[�IVL�QV^MV\QWV[�IZ\QK]TI\M�\PM�LMÅVQ\Q^M�\Z]\P�WN �ZMITQ\a��,MKQ-
[QWV�KWV[\Z]K\[�I�_WZTL�WN �IZ\QÅKM¸I�KZMI\ML�ZMITU�WN �KI\MOWZQM[�IVL�KWV-
cepts, substances and schemata, forms and philosophemes—which it then 
treats as an explanatory paradigm for the whole of  existence.  By enabling the 
fantasy that philosophy can enter into a reciprocal relationship with the real, 
and obtain and communicate the supposed truth of  it, decision establishes 

12  François Laruelle, “Controversy Over the Possibility of  a Science of  Philosophy,” 
<PM�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa�8ZWRMK\, trans. Ray Brassier and Robin Mackay (New York: Telos Press, 
2012), 89.
13  Brassier, “Axiomatic Heresy,” 26.
14  François Laruelle, Struggle, Utopia and the End Times of  Philosophy, trans. Drew S. Burk 
and Anthony Paul Smith (New York: Univocal Press, 2012), 4.
15  Rene Descartes, Meditations on First Philosophy, trans. Michael Moriarty (Oxford: Ox-
ford University Press, 2008), 17.
16  François Laruelle, <PM�+WVKMX\�WN �6WV�8PW\WOZIXPa, trans. Robin Mackay (Falmouth: 
Urbanomic Press, 2011), 16.
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“the domination of  philosophy over man [sic].”17 Decision relegates human 
beings to the margins, positioning the accounts of  reality that result from the 
contemplations of  philosophers as more real, more fundamental, than the 
individuals who experience reality. Exalting philosophy as superincumbent 
over both the subjects who practice it and the objects of  philosophical study, 
decision upholds the discipline as the most privileged mode of  thought, which 
alone is capable of  “reading the book of  nature” and dictating its contents to 
humanity. Philosophy may begin in wonder, Laruelle rejoins Socrates, but it 
ends in mastery.
 The Theory of  Forms that emerges out of  Plato’s Republic18 provides 
an exemplary model of  the structure and method of  decision, which Laru-
elle suggests is typical of  philosophy as such. Although its characteristic act 
is the generation of  unity, philosophical decision is in fact composed of  three 
distinct components, which are conjoined via a series of  three sequential 
“moments.” In The Republic�� \PM�ÅZ[\�MTMUMV\�WN �LMKQ[QWV�� empirical data,19 is 
constituted by the bottom half  of  the divided line, the visible world of  sense 
perception and belief  [pistis]; the second element, a priori metaphysical categories 
or conditions,20 by the multitude of  Forms [eidoi] that make the qualities of  
particular objects and concepts in the sensible world intelligible (the Form of  
Piety, the Form of  Justice, the Form of  Beauty, etc.); and the third, an overarch�
ing transcendental structure��Ja�\PM�.WZU�WN �\PM�/WWL��<PM�ÅZ[\�UWUMV\�WN �XPQTW-
[WXPQKIT�LMKQ[QWV�MV\IQT[�\PM�[XTQ\\QVO�WN �ZMITQ\a�QV\W�\PM�ÅZ[\�\_W�KWUXWVMV\["�
\PQ[�[\MX�Q[�\ISMV�I[�[WWV�I[�\PMZM�Q[�I�LQٺMZMV\QI\QWV�JM\_MMV�WJRMK\[�I[�\PMa�

17  François Laruelle, “Theorems on the Good News,” An und für sich.[blog] trans. 
Alexander Galloway. http://cultureandcommunication.org/galloway/pdf/Laruelle,%20
Theorems%20on%20the%20Good%20News.pdf  (accessed August 4, 2013).
18  In restricting my archive to the Republic, I consciously avoid confronting the prob-
lem of  whether Plato revised or abandoned the Theory of  Forms. My intention is solely to 
illustrate Laruelle’s theory of  philosophical decision, not to intervene in debates concerning 
Platonism.
19  Laruelle at times refers to empirical data as “the transcendent,” in order to em-
phasize the manner in which philosophy presumes “the continua of  common experience 
WZ�M`XMZQMVKM�_PQKP�Q[�[KQMV\QÅK��XMZKMX\]IT��TQVO]Q[\QK��M\K�º�\W�JM��QV�M[[MVKM��\PM�KWZZMTI\M�
and derivative of  a higher, transcendental schema. François Laruelle, “The Transcendental 
Method,” in From Decision to Heresy, trans. Christopher Eby (London: Urbanomic, 2012), 144.
20  Laruelle refers to this component as “transcendence,” to highlight its role in condi-
tioning and giving form to “the transcendent.” 
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are experienced and the conditions that structure them.21 Socrates does this 
early on in The Republic, when he distinguishes between ostensible instances of  
justice—such as Cephalus’ example of  “speaking the truth and paying what-
ever debts one has incurred”22—and the logos of  justice, which determines all 
of  its contingent manifestations, making them appear as such. The second 
moment of  decision involves the incorporation and amalgamation of  all of  
the disparate a priori conditions within some one transcendental master term, 
entirely removed from lived experience, which is understood to be already 
given, auto-positional and auto-donational.23�;WKZI\M[�XZWٺMZ[� \PM�.WZU�WN �
the Good as just such a master-term, claiming that, “not only do the objects 
of  knowledge owe their being known to the good but their being is also due 
to it, although the good is not being, but superior to it in rank and power.”24 
Standing apart from ordinary existence, just as the sun remains aloof  toward 
the creatures that make use of  its light, the Form of  the Good is that which 
allows all of  the lesser Forms to be recognized as such, supplying them with 
intelligibility and substance. All Forms are subsumed within the Good, even 
as it remains irreducible to the multitude of  Forms.25�<PM�\PQZL�IVL�ÅVIT�UW-
ment of  decision occurs when this transcendental master term returns the as-
sortment of  abstractions bound together in the second moment to the realm 
of  the empirical,26 securing the existence of  an essential correlation between 
lived experience and the a priori conditions of  experience. In other words, the 
\ZIV[KMVLMV\IT�\MZU�NI[\MV[�\WOM\PMZ�\PI\�_PQKP�_I[�[XTQ\�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�[\IOM�WN �
decision, providing assurance that the two seemingly opposed entities are in 
NIK\�QUUIVMV\Ta�]VQÅML��NWZUQVO�\WOM\PMZ�_PI\�*ZI[[QMZ�KITT[�IV�¹QLMV\Q\a�QV�

21  François Laruelle, “The Transcendental Method” in From Decision to Heresy, 147.
22  Plato, “The Republic” in Collected Works of  Plato, ed. John M. Cooper (Indianapolis: 
Hackett Publishing Company, 1997), 331c.
23  Laruelle, “The Transcendental Method,” 147-50.
24  Plato, “The Republic,” 509b.
25  As Socrates explains, “it is right to think of  knowledge and truth as good-like but 
wrong to think that either of  them is the good—for the good is yet more prized,” Plato, “The 
Republic,” 509a.
26  This return is absolutely essential for the functioning of  philosophy, Laruelle ex-
plains, insofar as it provides the basis for philosophy’s supposed capacity to account for both 
empirical and metaphysical reality. “That the transcendental conditions the transcendent 
[i.e., the empirical] is the condition for responding to the question of  a knowledge in general 
and, in particular, of  a speculative knowledge or one that transcends the limits of  experi-
ence.” Laruelle, “The Transcendental Method,” 145.
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LQٺMZMVKM�º27 At this juncture, decision fully unfolds “the co-belonging and 
co-penetration of  a syntax and an experience of  what [philosophy] calls the 
‘real.’”28 In The Republic�� \PM�.WZU�WN � \PM�/WWL�VW\�WVTa�]VQÅM[�ITT� WN � \PM�
myriad Forms into a single universal unity, it also brings this abstract col-
lection of  ideas “down to earth,” ensuring that these a priori transcendences 
cohere immanently with the empirical data they are supposed to condition. A 
consummate decisional postulation, the Form of  the Good is co-constitutive 
of  the real, insofar as it functions as the necessary condition both for ordi-
nary empirical experience and for the a priori metaphysical accounts or logoi 
obtained by philosophy which are presumed to organize ordinary empirical 
experience. As that which catalyzes and impels philosophy, the Form of  the 
Good is also responsible for obliging philosophers to “return to the cave,” 
and re-enter the sensible world of  empirical experience and opinion. In the 
XZWKM[[��Q\�^ITQLI\M[�\PM�XZQVKQXTM�WN �KQMV\�XPQTW[WXPa��XZW^QLQVO�I[[]ZIVKMٻ[]�
not only that all things are attainable by philosophy, but also that philosophers 
are able to make comprehensible inhuman knowledge, and to distribute it 
IUWVO[\�P]UIVQ\a�TQSM�8ZWUM\PM][�WZ�)OVQ�JZQVOQVO�LW_V�ÅZM�NZWU�\PM�OWL[��
� 4IZ]MTTM¼[�IKKW]V\�WN �XPQTW[WXPQKIT�LMKQ[QWV�VW\�WVTa�WٺMZ[�OWWL�ZMI-
son to be suspicious of  the validity and import of  the truth-claims obtained 
by philosophy, it also provides an invaluable tool for understanding the history 
of  philosophical disagreement in the West. Laruelle demonstrates that deci-
sional philosophies are inherently dogmatic, insofar as the bedrock upon which 
their philosophical systems and assertions are erected—the transcendental 
term which guarantees the union of  thought and being, and which conjoins 
immanence and transcendence—is ultimately arbitrary. As Brassier notes, 
“there is a sense in which explanations of  phenomena couched in terms of  
philosophical Decisions explain nothing because the formal structure of  the 
explanatory theory, the explanans, already constitutes the content of  the thing 
to be explained, the explanandum, and vice versa.”29�<W�X]\�QV�I�[TQOP\Ta�LQٺMZ-
ent register, decision is the unacknowledged process by which philosophers 
create the conditions that are meant to determine the validity and sound-
ness of  their own claims. This tautological kernel at the core of  philosophical 
27 Ray Brassier, “Alien Theory: The Decline of  Materialism in the Name of  Matter” 
(Diss. University of  Warwick, 2001), 170.
28 François Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[� WN �,QٺMZMVKM, trans. Rocco Gangle (New York: Con-
tinuum, 2011), 5.
29 Brassier, “Alien Theory,” 115.
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XZIK\QKM�ZMVLMZ[�Q\�QUXW[[QJTM�\W�ILR]LQKI\M�MٺMK\Q^MTa�JM\_MMV�KWV\ZILQK\WZa�
LMKQ[QWV[��OQ^MV�\PI\�MIKP�QUIOQVM[�Q\[MTN �\W�WٺMZ�\PM�M`KT][Q^M�SMa�\W�\PM�\ZIV-
scendental framework that knots all of  reality together through a kind of  
circular, self-aggrandizing logic. Philosophical “progress” thus, in Laruelle’s 
view, almost exclusively involves not the actual advancement of  thought but 
rather the substitution of  one decisional framework for another—this is what 
occurred, for example, when Plato’s Form of  the Good was, by and large, 
supplanted within Medieval philosophy by Aristotle’s notion of  Substance. By 
unveiling the circular operations of  decision under the surface of  philosophi-
cal discourse, Laruelle purports to show that all philosophies are inherently 
anthropocentric and idealist—including theoretical frameworks, like Marxism, 
which identify themselves as materialist. Decisional philosophy cannot but 
presume that its own assertions are adequate the real, and that the human-
made terms, concepts, and structures it employs provide an accurate render-
ing of  reality as it exists apart from human beings. For philosophy, decision 
amounts to the delusion that reality is essentially determinable by the human 
UQVL��\PI\�P]UIV�^WKIJ]TIZQM[�IZM��QV�[WUM�_Ia��XMZNMK\Ta�Å\\ML�\W�\PM�]VQ-
verse they attempt to explain, and that the real is somehow concerned with 
its apprehension and instrumentalization by philosophical subjects. Decision 
cannot elide its association with a kind of  ethical or political absolutism: it 
is unavoidably a sovereign decision, a unilateral exertion of  power over every-
thing that philosophy takes to be its object—which is to say, anything at all.30 
Laruelle’s uncovering of  decision exposes philosophy for what it really is: not 
the deferential outgrowth of  wonder that Plato’s Socrates imagines it to be, 
J]\�ZI\PMZ�I�PQOPTa�ZMÅVML�UWLM�WN �VIZKQ[[Q[U��

+ZQ\QY]M�WN �\PM�8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM
� )\�\PQ[�[\IOM��WVM�KW]TL�Y]M[\QWV��_Q\P�[WUM�R][\QÅKI\QWV��\PM�M`QOMVKa�
of  Laruelle’s critique of  decision. Are not his observations thoroughly be-
lated? Is “decision” not just another term for the metaphysics of  presence, 
the foil of  “Continental” philosophers since Nietzsche? Do not these latter 
thinkers—who steadfastly refuse the claims that existence constitutes a unity, 
30  In this sense, Laruelle’s critique of  decision inevitably evokes Carl Schmitt’s deci-
[QWVQ[\�XWTQ\QKIT�XPQTW[WXPa��[XMKQÅKITTa�;KPUQ\\¼[�KTIQU�\PI\�XWTQ\QKIT�IK\[�]T\QUI\MTa�LMXMVL�
not upon legal principles or precedents, but upon the decisions of  an unaccountable sover-
eign. Laruelle illustrates that a kind of  Schmittian absolutism is at work even within philoso-
phies that, on the surface, seem diametrically opposed to that of  Schmitt.
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that there is some single, logocentric ground, structure, or sameness binding 
experience together, and that philosophy can obtain absolute truths—unsettle 
Laruelle’s indictment of  philosophy in toto as irreparably decisional? On the 
contrary, Laruelle suggests, despite the apparent radicalness and indisputable 
innovation of  philosophers like Nietzsche, Heidegger, Deleuze and Derrida, 
all of  these thinkers continue to adhere to a decisional rubric, one which 
no longer articulates itself  by means of  some unitary construct like Form 
WZ�;]J[\IVKM��J]\�ZI\PMZ�]VLMZ�\PM�¹IV\Q�0MOMTQIV�JIVVMZ�WN �»,QٺMZMVKM�¼º31 
1V�4IZ]MTTM¼[�][IOM��¹,QٺMZMVKMº�Q[�LQ[\QVK\�NZWU�¹LQٺMZMVKMº¸I�KWV\QVOMV\�
state of  dissimilarity or uniqueness—in that it functions in the decisional phi-
losophies of  Nietzsche, Deleuze, Heidegger and Derrida not as an adjectival 
quality, but rather as an explanatory sine qua non. Laruelle always self-con-
[KQW][Ta� KIXQ\ITQbM[� ¹,QٺMZMVKMº� qua decisional postulation in order to em-
XPI[QbM� Q\[� QUIOQVML� ]VQ^MZ[ITQ\a�� [MTN�[]ٻKQMVKa�� IVL� I]\W�XW[Q\QWVITQ\a��<W�
reiterate: decision occurs whenever some transcendental concept is presumed 
in order to make our conditioned experiences of  reality coalesce with their 
XPQTW[WXPQKITTa� QLMV\QÅML�KWVLQ\QWV[��_PI\M^MZ�\PMa�UIa�JM¸\PQ[�\ZIV[KMV-
dental term does not need to be static, logocentric, or metaphysical to be 
the product of  philosophical decision. In all of  the diverse forms it has taken 
throughout history, decision just is that which is presumed by philosophy in 
order to answer what Laruelle calls “the oldest Greco-Occidental question…
how to think the unity or the passage from one contrary to the other.”32 For 
Nietzsche, Deleuze, Heidegger and Derrida, Laruelle argues, ,QٺMZMVKM is both 
the self-positing transcendental fabric that weaves reality together as a dis-
continuous and dynamic heterogeneity, and the self-legitimating syntax that 
WZOIVQbM[�M`XMZQMVKM�IVL� \PW]OP\��<PZW]OP� Q\[� [aV\IK\QKIT�XZQUIKa��,QٺMZ-
ence guarantees the authority of  the philosophers who invoke it, preserving 
philosophy’s status as the measure of  all things. 
 Calling it “the most general philosophical horizon that has been ours 
[QVKM�6QM\b[KPM�IVL�0MQLMOOMZ�º�4IZ]MTTM�ZMOIZL[�,QٺMZMVKM�I[�¹\PM�UIRWZ�
problematic lending its dominant hue to twentieth-century philosophy, as 
‘history’ and ‘dialectic’ did to that of  the nineteenth.”33 Whereas previous 
systems of  thought constructed metaphysical binaries, only to privilege one 

31 Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, xiv.
32 Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, 6.
33 Ibid., xv.
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term over the other—e.g., Plato’s championing of  the intelligible over the vis-
ible, the Forms over the senses, the in-itself  over the for-us—the philosophies 
WN �,QٺMZMVKM�¹IٻZU�\PM�[]XMZQWZQ\a�WN �C\PM�\_W�\MZU[¼E�KWUJI\��WN �\PMQZ�KW]-
pling and hierarchy over the content of  the embattled terms…rais[ing] apo-
ria to the truth of  essence.”34 In other words, rather than claim that one as-
pect of  a binary provides the truth of  the other, “lesser” side, the philosophies 
WN �LQٺMZMVKM�XW[Q\� \PM�KWVÆQK\�WN � \PM� \MZU[� Q\[MTN¸Q�M��� \PM�^MZa�XZWKM[[�WN �
LQٺMZMV\QI\QWV¸I[�N]VLIUMV\IT��<PM�XPQTW[WXPMZ[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM�IZM�LMÅVML��
in Laruelle’s eyes, by their commitment to the primacy of  contradiction, de-
marcation, and disunity. While these philosophers regarded as indefensible 
the claim that a stable, unitary metaphysical substratum or identity—such as 
God or Substance—underwrites the diversity of  experience, they felt it was 
IKKMX\IJTM�\W�I[[MZ\�\PI\�I�LaVIUQK��VWV�Å`IJTM�QV\MZXTIa�WN �LQٺMZMVKM[�KW]TL�
constitute a universal condition. Aporia, undecideability, LQٺMZMVb, LQٺuZIVKM, de-
ferral, eternal recurrence, the plane of  immanence, the double bind, the body 
without organs…these are examples of  decisional terms the philosophies of  
,QٺMZMVKM�QV^WSM�QV�WZLMZ�\W�M`XTIQV�PW_�W]Z�M`XMZQMVKM[�WN �ZMITQ\a�IZM�[\Z]K-
tured, and to safeguard philosophy’s privilege of  ascertaining the thresholds 
of  thought. As Gabriel Alkon and Boris Gunjevic explain, “These suppos-
edly self-critical philosophies are in fact insidious exaltations of  philosophy’s 
power to know its own limitations and to preemptively incorporate all forms 
of  extra-philosophical thought.”35�<PM�XPQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM�[\QTT�VIQ^MTa�
presume that the fundamental states of  reality are graspable, conceptualiz-
able, philosophizable. By subsuming the clash of  opposed binary terms within 
\PM�Z]JZQK�WN �,QٺMZMVKM��\PMa�QVKWZXWZI\M�\PI\�_PQKP�Q[�[]XXW[ML�\W�JM�W]\-
side of  philosophy, the unthinkable itself, into philosophy, capturing it like 
wind in a jar. 
 Laruelle is careful to specify that, although all are decisional in a simi-
TIZ�UIVVMZ�� \PM�XPQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM�IZM� NIZ� NZWU�PWUWOMVW][��<PM�
work of  Jacques Derrida, in particular, constitutes a special case for Laru-
elle, who calls him “the thinker who carries philosophical decision to the 
limit of  aporetic dislocation, and who yet, through a virtuosity of  the en-
dangered tightrope-walker, undertakes to seize decision again one last time 

34 Ibid., 8.
35� /IZQMT�)TSWV�IVL�*WZQ[�/]VRM^QȎ��¹1V\ZWL]K\QWV�º�<PM�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa�8ZWRMK\, 1.
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IVL� \W�UIQV\IQV� Q\[� XW[[QJQTQ\a� IVL� \Z]\P�� ZMN][QVO� \W� \ISM� \PM� ÅVIT� [\MX�º36 
To his credit, Derrida acknowledges the fundamental limitations of  philo-
sophical inquiry, emphasizing its irremediable disunity, inconsistency, and de-
constructibility. By making visible the undecideability and overdetermination 
that undermine the coherence of  all philosophical assertions and unravel the 
KWV[Q[\MVKa�WN �ITT�XPQTW[WXPMUM[��PM�IT[W��QV�I�[MV[M��[][XMVL[�\PM�[]ٻKQMVKa�
of  philosophical decisions. However, Laruelle cautions, these virtues do not 
entail that Derrida is not also, in his own way, complicit with decision. While 
Derrida “avows” philosophy’s “primitive incapacity to assure its real and rig-
orous unity with itself,” he nevertheless remains locked in a kind of  death 
grip with decisional metaphysics, and accordingly “refuses to unknot… deci-
sion and conserves it despite everything as aporia.”37 Although he has done 
more than perhaps anyone else to undercut the presumed sovereignty and 
[MTN�[]ٻKQMVKa�WN �XPQTW[WXPQKIT�LQ[KW]Z[M��,MZZQLI�Q[�[QUXTa�]V_QTTQVO�\W�TM\�
go of  philosophy—which is also to say, unwilling to give up decision. This 
unwillingness prevents deconstruction from ever fully subduing the persistent 
violence of  logocentrism, instead ossifying it in the form of, to borrow Laru-
elle’s provocative phrase, an “unlimited or continued logocentric dictatorship, 
built upon the continuous ruin of  its most immediate forms.”38 To Laruelle, 
Derrida demonstrates not only that philosophical decisions are inconsistent, 
incoherent, and deconstructible, but also that they are, in a sense, everlasting, 
indomitable, and inveterate. Deconstruction helps to preserve the reign of  
logocentric decisions by allowing them to persist in spite of  their contingency 
IVL� QVKWPMZMVKM��8]\�LQٺMZMV\Ta�� Q\�XMZUQ\[� TWOWKMV\ZQK�XPQTW[WXPQM[� \W� []Z-
vive, provided that they make available the implements of  their own demo-
tion and debasement.
 At this juncture, it is worth taking a step back from Laruelle’s critique 
WN �,MZZQLI¼[�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�XZIK\QKM�QV�WZLMZ�\W�ZMÆMK\�]XWV�\PM�UM\PWLWTWOa�
that informs his rendering of  Derrida. It should be immediately apparent that 
Laruelle’s critique of  what he refers to as “Deconstruction”—conspicuously 
spelled with a capital “d”—does an injury to Derrida’s thought without being 
merely thoughtless. Simply by discussing Derrida’s work as though it were ho-
mogenous, as though it could be captured by the singular term “Deconstruc-

36  Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, 104.
37  Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, 104.
38  Ibid., 132.
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tion,” Laruelle transforms it into something directly contrary to Derrida’s 
intentions—i.e., an ideology that can be made fully present, a unitary system 
of  thought. Deconstruction is not a consistent method or process, identical in 
all circumstances: one cannot speak of  deconstruction in general, as though it 
PIL�I�[QVOTM�M[[MVKM��_Q\PW]\�LQ[ÅO]ZQVO�Q\��)[�4IZ]MTTM�VW\M[�QV�¹,MKWV[\Z]K-
tion and Non-Philosophy,” he responds to an “image” of  Derrida’s philo-
sophical practice, “one that allows for an easy comparison with Non-philoso-
phy,” not the practice itself. Laruelle ÅK\QWVITQbM[ Derrida’ work in this way out 
of  necessity. It is only by treating deconstruction as something unitary and 
totalizable that Laruelle is able to question the unstated conditions that make 
IVa� WKK]ZZMVKM� WN � LMKWV[\Z]K\QWV� XW[[QJTM��<PM�_WZS� WN � ÅK\QWVITQbI\QWV� Q[�
R][\QÅIJTM��4IZ]MTTM�PWTL[��JMKI][M�ITT�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�I[[MZ\QWV[�IVL�LMKQ[QWV[�
\ISM�WV�\PM�IXXMIZIVKM�WN �KWV^MVQMV\�ÅK\QWV[�_PMV�\PMQZ�^ITQLQ\a�Q[�X]\�QV\W�
question and they are examined from the perspective of  the unphilosophiz-
able.  Casting his own theory against that of  the thinker who informed him 
UW[\�� 4IZ]MTTM� LQ[ÅO]ZM[�,MZZQLI� QV� WZLMZ� \W� ZIQ[M� \PM� PMZM\QKIT� XW[[QJQTQ\a�
that, perhaps, the global susceptibility of  any given ideology, metaphysics, or 
text to displacement and deconstruction is itself  a kind of  universality—one 
LMKQ[QWVIT�QV�VI\]ZM��6WV�XPQTW[WXPa�KIV�JM�ZMOIZLML�I[�\PM�UI\]ZM�Wٺ[XZQVO�
of  this wager.
 In Laruelle’s analysis, Derrida preserves decision, and thus metaphys-
ics, through the invocation of  a notion of  radical alterity that emerges out 
of  Judaic philosophy, which proposes the transcendental primacy of  radical 
discontinuity, separation, and scission.39�,MKWV[\Z]K\QWV�]VQÅM[�M`Q[\MVKM� QV�
a decisional manner via disjunction, positing aporia and contradiction, rather 
than consistency and coherence, as the fundamental syntactical structures 
that (dis)organize our empirical experiences and metaphysical conjectures. 
.WZ�,MZZQLI��MIKP�IVL�M^MZa�W[\MV[QJTa� [MTN�[]ٻKQMV\�XZM[MVKM�WZ� \W\ITQ\a� Q[�
belied by an immanent LQٺuZIVKM that renders the apparent wholeness or con-
sistency of  the given term impossible or undecideable—which is also to say 
\PI\� []JRMK\[� IVL� KWVKMX\[� IZM� QZZMUMLQIJTa� LQٺMZMV\� NZWU�IVL�W\PMZ� \PIV�
themselves. Although the precise character of  this LQٺuZIVKM and the means 
Ja�_PQKP�Q\�Q[�UILM�^Q[QJTM�IZM�XIZ\QK]TIZ�\W�MIKP�[XMKQÅK�KWV\M`\��\PM�OMVMZIT�
39  In Laruelle’s view, this mode of  alterity represents a departure from the fundamen-
tal oppositions of  Greek philosophy—of  which Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Deleuze are the 
heirs, he claims—oppositions that include the singular and the many, the self  and the other, 
\PM�[IUM�IVL�\PM�LQٺMZMV\��IVL�\PM�[aV\PM[Q[�WZ�UQ`\]ZM�WN �\PM[M�\MZU[�
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process of  impossibilization can be applied universally. As a consequence, 
4IZ]MTTM�IZO]M[��¹M^MV�QN �,MKWV[\Z]K\QWV�LWM[�VW\�ZMNWZU�I�KTW[ML�IVL�ÅVQ\M�
_PWTM��Q\�JMKWUM[�IV�QVÅVQ\M�_PWTM��JZWSMV�and�QVÅVQ\M��<PQ[�ILR]VK\QWV�ZM-
forms a structure of  ‘sameness,’ if  not of  identity.”40 In other words, even 
though its characteristic procedure is to dissolve that which postures as total, 
Derrida’s philosophical practice constitutes and constructs a kind of  totality. By refusing 
to allow binary oppositions to synthesize under any circumstances, the “ab-
solute process”41 of  Deconstruction not only projects the continual reitera-
tion, reinscription, and reconstruction of  that which it inverts, displaces, and 
PWTL[�IXIZ\��Q\�IT[W�I[[]UM[�\PM�QVÅVQ\M�IXXTQKIJQTQ\a�WN �Q\[�W_V�LM^QKM[��<PQ[�
is only possible, Laruelle claims, if  Deconstruction is predicated upon the 
existence of  some positive identity, an ideal continuum of  discontinuity and 
scission, one which he calls—in an unmistakable allusion to Deleuze’s plane 
of  consistency—a “plane of  dehiscence.”42�)UITOIUI\QVO�\PM�QVÅVQ\M�U]T\Q-
tude of  local alterities or “traces” into a single, transcendental constellation 
via what Laruelle calls “the univocity of  the system-of-the-other,”43 this plane 
plays the same role as any other decisional postulation: it describes all experi-
ences and concepts as being fundamentally constituted by the same rubric, 
in this case, the separation of  contraries, LQٺuZIVKM. Incidents of  deconstruc-
tion are impelled and legitimated, Laruelle claims, by the presumption of  this 
WZQOQVIZa��IJ[WT]\M�Z]X\]ZM�WZ�QV\ZQV[QK�LQٺMZMVKM��KWUXZQ[ML�WN �\PM�ZMTI\QWV�
between two terms that are disjoined, non-related. Insofar as all texts are 
arranged and dismantled—constructed and deconstructed—by and through 
some particular iteration of  this radical alterity, all are equivalently impressed 
upon the transcendental plane of  dehiscence. What this means is that, despite 
Derrida’s protestations to the contrary, LQٺuZIVKM�Q[�I�UWLM�WN �,QٺMZMVKM"�\PM�
same decisional invariant that Laruelle suggests is employed by Nietzsche, 
Heidegger, and Deleuze. Deconstruction is thus not the undoing of  meta-
physics, but rather its fullest—qua maximally supple, accommodating, and 
explanatory—realization, the most rigorous and bare articulation of  decision 
yet conceived.44 As Laruelle states:

40  Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, 122.
41  Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, 114.
42  Ibid., 122.
43  Ibid., 145.
44  I suggest that the “Radical Atheist” interpretation of  Derrida’s work recently pro-
posed by Martin Hägglund, which advocates the structural primacy of  the trace, strengthens 
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The deconstruction of  metaphysics is the ‘truth’ of  metaphysics, the magni-
ÅKI\QWV�IVL�ZILQKITQbI\QWV�WN �_PI\�\PMZM�Q[�WN �\PM�LMÅVQ\Q^MTa�QV[]J[\IV\QIT��
]VZMIT��X]ZMTa�ÅK\QWVIT�IVL�QVLMML�PITT]KQVI\WZa�]VQ\a�_Q\PQV�XPQTW[WXPa�QV�
general… \PM�[MTN�LQ[TWKI\QWV�WN �XPQTW[WXPQKIT�LMKQ[QWV�Q[�I\�\PM�[IUM�\QUM�Q\[�JMKWUQVO�
]VQ\IZa��Q\[�[MTN�MV[VIZMUMV\��Q\[�QV\ZQV[QK�[MTN�QVPQJQ\QWV¸Q\[�XIZITa[Q[.45 

 Deconstruction’s emergence marks philosophy’s greatest humbling; it 
Q[�\PM�UWUMV\�I\�_PQKP�XPQTW[WXPa�ÅVITTa�ZMTQVY]Q[PM[�IVa�XZM\MV[QWV�Q\�UIa�
WVKM�PI^M�PIL�WN �JMQVO�IJTM� \W�Iٻ`�UMIVQVO� \W�I�]VQ\IZa�UM\IXPa[QK[�WN �
presence, which is exclusively given in all of  its plenitude to the philosophi-
cal subject. At the same time, it also, in a way, signals philosophy’s maximal 
self-aggrandizement, wherein the discipline trumpets its own unreality and 
QV[]ٻKQMVKa��IVL�aM\�[\QTT�LMKTIZM[�Q\[MTN �\W�JM�\PM�IZJQ\MZ�WN �Q\[�W_V�ÅVQ\]LM"�
XPQTW[WXPa�I\�TI[\�OQ^M[�Q\[MTN �IJ[WT]\M�\Z]\P��I�\Z]\P�_PQKP�Q[�JW\P�QVÅVQ\M�IVL�
broken. For Laruelle, Deconstruction is to be commended for its nuanced dis-
MV\IVOTMUMV\�WN �TWOWKMV\ZQ[U�QV�ITT�WN �Q\[�NWZU[��J]\�Q\�Q[�\W�JM�TI]LML�KPQMÆa�
NWZ�\PM�¹ÅVIT�[\MXº�\PI\�Q\�OM[\]ZM[�\W_IZL"�VIUMTa��I�_Ia�W]\�WN �\PM�LMKQ[QWVIT�
cage of  philosophy itself.

<W_IZL�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa"�\PM�7VM��\PM�^Q[QWV�QV�7VM��IVL�=VQTI\MZIT�,]ITQ\a
� )T\PW]OP�,MKWV[\Z]K\QWV�IVL�\PM�XPQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM�I_ISMV�
philosophy from its logocentric slumber, they leave it still captivated within the 
reveries of  decision and all of  its attendant drawbacks—circularity, anthropo-
centrism, authoritarianism, and narcissism. Inasmuch as it continues to cling 
to the fantasy that it alone is capable of  deciphering and co-determining the 
real, philosophy has hardly improved since the time of  Plato. “I posit the 
equivalence of  all philosophical decisions,” Laruelle tells Derrida, in a famous 
1988 conversation between the two, “there is not a principle of  choice between 
a classical type of  ontology and the deconstruction of  that ontology. There 
Laruelle’s argument. Hägglund’s claim, that Derrida’s corpus illustrates the conditioning ef-
fects of  the constitution of  time upon all concepts, experiences, and texts resonates with 
Laruelle’s assertion that a plane of  dehiscence underwrites Deconstruction. The overarching 
structure of  the trace, which Hägglund claims organizes all things via deferral and non-
KWV\MUXWZIVMQ\a��IUW]V\[�\W�IVW\PMZ�VIUM�NWZ�\PM�XTIVM�QLMV\QÅML�Ja�4IZ]MTTM��;MM��5IZ\QV�
Hägglund, Radical Atheism: Derrida and the Time of  Life (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
2008).
45  Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, 105.
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is no reason to choose one rather than the other.”46 From the perspective of  
\PM�ZMIT�Q\[MTN¸_PQKP��QV�4IZ]MTTM¼[�^QM_��Q[�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W_IZL�ITT�I\\MUX\[�I\�
MV[VIZMUMV\�IVL�ZMQÅKI\QWV��IVL��QV�I�KMZ\IQV�[MV[M��is�\PQ[�QVLQٺMZMVKM¸ITT�
decisions are equally contingent, equally circular, and equally violent. Against 
philosophy’s insistent attempts to establish the limits of  thought, to delineate 
the boundaries of  the knowable, and to ascertain the transcendental ground-
work of  cognition, Laruelle dares to ask the heretical question: “[D]o we still 
need a horizon?”47 Although it has historically been the case that all varieties 
of  philosophy seem to articulate some form of  decision,48 might it be pos-
sible to engage in a kind of  theoretical practice that does not presume that 
thinking has a knowable underpinning? Non-philosophy is Laruelle’s term 
NWZ� R][\� []KP�I�UWLM�WN � \PW]OP\��<PM�XZMÅ`�¹VWV�º� QV� \PQ[� \MZU� N]VK\QWV[�
not as a negation—it is not “anti-philosophy”—but rather as a generaliza-
tion. As John Mullarkey explains, the “‘non-’ in non-philosophy should be 
taken in terms similar to the meaning of  the ‘non-’ in ‘non-Euclidean,’ being 
part of  a ‘mutation’ that locates philosophy as one instance in a larger set of  
theoretical forms.”49�*a�[][XMVLQVO�\PM�[]ٻKQMVKa�WN �LMKQ[QWV¸Ja�ZMN][QVO�
the presumption that philosophical discourse is a reciprocal correlate of  the 
real—non-philosophy recasts philosophy as just one way of  interpreting the 
real, not as an object-less master knowledge capable of  ruling over all other 
disciplines. Another way to conceptualize non-philosophy is to think of  it as 
a VWV�LMKQ[QWVIT use of  philosophical material—viz. a “democratic” approach 
46  Laruelle, “Controversy,” 83.
47  Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM��`Q`��+N��,MZZQLI¼[�MٺWZ\�\W�XZWJTMUI\QbM�XPQTW[W-
phy’s attempts to give itself  its own name, set its own limits, and determine its own other in 
“Tympan,” Margins of  Philosophy, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago: University of  Chicago Press, 
1982).
48  It must be noted that, although it is certainly Laruelle’s position that all philosophy 
partakes of  decision, it is questionable whether this is actually the case. Not only does Laru-
elle fail to take stock of  non-European philosophies which can only uneasily be labeled de-
cisional—such as the pragmatism of  W.V.O. Quine or the Chan Buddhism of  a thinker like 
Dajian Huineng—he also presumes that philosophy has a general structure that is somehow 
distinguishable from the multitude of  particular philosophies. As Brassier notes, “Far from 
unmasking philosophy’s totalitarian propensities, the assertion that the contingent collection 
WN �\M`\[�IVL�XZIK\QKM[�KITTML�»XPQTW[WXPa¼�QV[\IV\QI\M[�IV�I]\W�IٺMK\QVO�_PWTM°�IK\]ITTa�ZM-
iterates the Hegelian idolatry of  philosophy which Laruelle claims to subvert.” Ray Brassier, 
Nihil Unbound: Enlightenment and Extinction (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 134.
49  John Mullarkey, 8W[\�+WV\QVMV\IT�8PQTW[WXPa"�)V�7]\TQVM (New York: Continuum, 2006), 
138.
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to thought that refuses to consider itself  either superior to the objects of  its 
analysis or at parity with the real that provides the basis for its operations. 
Non-philosophy is the product of  a non-reciprocal relationship with the real.
The crucial “discovery” that makes this new approach to and use of  philoso-
phy possible is what Laruelle calls “the One.” This term is potentially mislead-
ing, and warrants some explanation. In origin, the One is a Neo-Platonic con-
cept, which refers to a speculative transcendental unity supposed to preside 
over the visible and intelligible realms, determining them through emanation. 
1V�I�UW^M�\PI\�XZMÅO]ZM[�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa¼[�LZIUI\QK�ZMKWVÅO]ZI\QWV�WN �XPQTW-
sophical material, Laruelle saps this term of  its transcendentality, paleonymi-
KITTa�LQ[ÅO]ZQVO�Q\�ITUW[\�\W�\PM�XWQV\�WN �]VZMKWOVQbIJQTQ\a��1V�PQ[�][IOM��\PM�
One functions as another name for the real,50 for reality as it exists apart from 
our intellection of  it, which is also to say insofar as it is “non-determinable 
by thought and language.”51 The One can be thought of  as a real without 
JMQVO��I[�IV�QVÅVQ\MTa�QVKT][Q^M�]VQ^MZ[M�\PI\�Q[�VW\�[WUM�WV\WTWOQKIT�WZ�UM\I�
ontological totality, a sum of  atomic entities, or an immense assemblage of  
relations. Unlike the One of  Plotinus, which is decidedly transcendental,52 
the One of  non-philosophy is radical immanence itself, an immanence that 
allows for no trace of  transcendence whatsoever. The immanence of  the One 
“is not thinkable on the terrain of  transcendence (ecstasy, scission, nothing-
ness, objectivation, alterity, alienation, meta or epekeina).”53 It is not immanent 
“in” or “to” anything other than itself, comprising an “immanence (to) itself  
without constituting a point or a plane; without withdrawing or folding back 
upon itself.”54 In order to emphasize its radical immanence to itself, and to 
PQOPTQOP\�Q\[�ZILQKIT�I]\WVWUa�NZWU�IVL�QVLQٺMZMVKM�\W�XPQTW[WXPQKIT��\ZIV-

50� �¹<PM�7VMº�Q[�IV�M`IUXTM�WN �_PI\�4IZ]MTTM�KITT[�I�¹ÅZ[\�VIUMº�NWZ�\PM�ZMIT��1\�Q[�
non-conceptual—which is also to say, non-transcendental and non-decisional—symboliza-
tion or adequation of  radical immanence. First names can be understood as philosophical 
concepts that have been emptied of  transcendence and deprived of  the decisional aspiration 
\W�KIX\]ZM�\PM�ZMIT��1V�\PMQZ�VWV�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�][IOM��ÅZ[\�VIUM[�IZM�I`QWU[��_PQKP�IZM�KWV-
sidered to be identical with the real in the last instance.
51  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 28.
52  Plotinus describes the One, in no uncertain terms, as a “transcendental unity,” the 
“All-trancending,” which exists “apart from all things.” Plotinus, 7V�\PM�7VM�IVL�/WWL"�*MQVO�\PM�
Treatises of  the Sixth Ennead, trans. Stephen Mackenna (Boston: Charles T. Branford, 1960), 
155, 252, 143.
53  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 28.
54  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 28.
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scendental) attempts to capture it, Laruelle often refers to it as the “One-in-
One.”55 In crucial contradistinction to the One of  Neo-Platonism, which is 
unitary56�IVL�QVMٺIJTM�57 the One-in-One of  Laruelle is non-consistent and 
QVÅVQ\MTa�MٺIJTM�58�1V�W\PMZ�_WZL[��Q\�Q[�JW\P�]VLQٺMZMV\QI\ML¸QV�[\IZS�KWV-
\ZI[\�\W�\PM�IJ[WT]\M�LQٺMZMV\QI\QWV�WN �,MTM]bM¼[�XTIVM�WN �KWV[Q[\MVKa¸IVL�
ceaselessly realizable. To borrow Timothy Morton’s description of  the uni-
verse of  objects that underwrites Object Oriented Ontology, the One is “an 
QVÅVQ\M�VWV�\W\ITQbIJTM�ZMITQ\a�WN �]VQY]M�WJRMK\[��I�ZMITQ\a�\PI\�Q[�QVÅVQ\MTa�ZQKP�
and playful, enchanting [and]…rippling with illusion and strangeness.”59 The 
One has no positive identity of  its own; it is not another name for the in-itself. 
¹<PQ[�VWV�KWV[Q[\MVKa�MV\IQT[�\PI\�\PM�7VM�Q[�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�WZ�\WTMZIV\�WN �IVa�
material, any particular doctrinal content whatsoever,” Laruelle explains, “al-
though it has no need of  them [language, thought, or philosophy], it is able 
to manifest them or bring them forth according to its own particular modality 
(if they present themselves).”60 Given that it is radically immanent, and thus 
has no real “outside,” the One accommodates anything and everything that 
exists, has existed, or will ever exist, even if  it is not reducible to the totality of  
possible objects. Yet, unlike the One of  Plotinus, which produces the existence 
ITT�\PQVO[�^QI�\PM�[]ٻKQMV\�KI][ITQ\a�WN �MUIVI\QWV�61 the One of  Laruelle “in 
no way produces philosophy or the world.”62 It is not the source of  thoughts 
or beings, nor that which gives thoughts or beings, rather it is the already-
extant, immanent identity of  whatever should materialize—in other words, it 

55  François Laruelle, “The Transcendental Method,” 198.
56  “It is inevitably necessary to think of  all as contained within one nature… all must 
be mutually present within a unity.” Plotinus, 144.
57� �<PM�7VM��8TW\QV][�M`XTIQV[��PIZJWZ[�_Q\PQV�Q\[MTN �¹I�_WVLMZN]T��IV�QVMٺIJTM�JMI]-
ty.” Plotinus, 7V�\PM�7VM�IVL�/WWL, 145.
58  As Laruelle explains, “it is devoid of  ontological, linguistic, and worldly consis-
tency. It is without-being and without-essence, without-language and without-thought, even 
thought it is said to be thus with the help of  being language and thought.” Laruelle, “A Sum-
mary of  Non-Philosophy,” 30.
59  Timothy Morton, “Like an Illusion,” Realist Magic (Ann Arbor, MI: Open Humani-
ties Press, 2013), http://quod.lib.umich.edu/o/ohp/13106496 (accessed July 29, 2013).
60  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 30.
61  As Plotinus explains, the One “has produced Intellectual-Principle, it has produced 
Life, the souls which Intellectual-Principle sends forth and everything else that partakes of  
Reason, of  Intellectual-Principle or of  Life.” Plotinus, 7V�\PM�7VM�IVL�/WWL, 190.
62  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 30.
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“does not give, it is the given.”63 This is an important distinction, since if  the 
7VM�_MZM�\W�LM\MZUQVM�WJRMK\[�QV�M`Q[\MVKM�[]ٻKQMV\Ta��Q\�_W]TL�N]VK\QWV�I[�I�
transcendental relative to them—as opposed to as radical immanence—and 
would consequently operate at a meta-level aspired to, or “graspable” by, 
LMKQ[QWV��;QOVQÅKIV\Ta�� \PM�7VM�M`MZ\[�I�VWV�ZMKQXZWKIT��]VQTI\MZIT�KI][ITQ\a�
\PI\�N]VK\QWV[�I[�I�¹VMKM[[IZa�J]\�VWV�[]ٻKQMV\�KWVLQ\QWV�º�WZ�¹I�»VMOI\Q^M¼�
condition or condition sine qua non”64 for whatever material non-philosophy 
takes as its object. Laruelle refers to this causality as “determination-in-the-
last-instance.”65 
 As a consequence of  its radical immanence, the One cannot be proven 
or deduced, since to do so would require the assumption of  a transcendental 
perspective with respect to it. Since the One admits of  no transcendentality, it 
can only be posited axiomatically; it can only be presupposed as already given. 
What this means is that non-philosophy and all of  its tenets are the fruit of  a 
XW_MZN]T�¹I[�QN º�[\I\MUMV\��WVM�\W�\PM�MٺMK\�WN��¹TM\�][�XZWKMML�I[�QN �\PM�ZMIT�Q[�
radical immanence itself  and unfold the consequences of  this hypothesis for 
thought.” Whereas decisional philosophy purports to deduce and determine 
the conditions of  the real, and to render it reliant upon philosophical specula-
tion in the process, non-philosophy refuses to assume that the real discloses 
itself  to either thought or language. Non-philosophy is thus predicated upon 
a kind of  leap of  faith, a dive into unknown and unknowable terrain. The 
non-philosophical use of  axioms is not a sign of  weakness but of  consistency, 
insofar as it proceeds from the realization that the real is neither dependent 
upon nor given to thought. The use of  axioms becomes necessary as soon as 
\PM�TMOQ\QUIKa�WN �\PM�XZQVKQXTM�WN KQMV\�XPQTW[WXPa�Q[�X]\�QV\W�Y]M[\QWV"�QNٻ[]� �
we acknowledge that not all things are philosophizable, that not everything 
can be grasped by the mind or guaranteed by symbols, we are obliged to ad-
mit that some things we say and think do not and cannot have a secure basis. 
What axioms allow for is the possibility that thought and language are capable 
of  adequating the real, even if  they do not co-determine, constitute, or engage 
with it reciprocally. I suggest that the very notion of  radical immanence actu-
ally substantiates this possibility of  adequation: although a radically imma-
nent real may not be correlated with thought, it cannot be absolutely removed 

63  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 29.
64  François Laruelle, “Determination-in-the-Last-Instance,” <PM�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa�8ZRMK\, 
trans Taylor Adkins (New York: Telos Press, 2012), 170.
65  Laruelle, “Determination-in-the-Last-Instance,” 170.
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from lived experience. If  it were, it would be transcendental a propos lived 
experience, and thus no longer be radically immanent. In other words, if  the 
One is radically immanent and utterly inclusive, accommodating not a shred 
of  transcendentality, thoughts are always already within it—even if  they are 
posited axiomatically.  While it is out of  the question to think about the One, 
let alone articulate a decision that expresses its fundamental essence, it is still 
possible, in Laruelle’s view, to think according to it. Non-philosophy is just this 
practice of  thought according to the One.66 When it aligns itself  with the One 
and thinks according to it, non-philosophical thought becomes what Laruelle 
calls the “vision-in-One,”67 a manner of  seeing whatever objects or situations 
appear—which may or may not include philosophical material—from the 
^QM_XWQV\�WN �\PM�VWV�WJRMK\QÅIJTM��VWV�ZMKQXZWKIT��ZILQKITTa�QUUIVMV\�ZMIT�68 
The vision-in-One is the starting point for all non-decisional thought; it is a 
lingering with and within the One, a participation in its radical immanence. 
Inverting philosophy’s characteristic gesture of  “proceed[ing] from the tran-
scendental to the real,” non-philosophy employs the vantage accorded by the 
vision-in-One to move “from the real [the One] to the transcendental (and 
from the latter to the a priori).”69 If  philosophy—and its attendant decisional 
structure and transcendental form—should manifest itself, the vision-in-One 
is able to make visible its real identity in-the-last-instance70 with the One (or, 
as Laruelle would more accurately say, in-One). 
 Laruelle makes clear that the One is not a substitute for philosophical 
66� �<PM�XMK]TQIZQ\a�WN �4IZ]MTTM¼[�_ZQ\QVO¸_PQKP�Q[�ZQNM�_Q\P�VMWTWOQ[U[��XZMÅ`M[��VWV����
UWLQÅMZ[��M�O���_Q\PW]\����PaXPMV[��IVL�JZIKSM\[¸KIV�JM�M`XTIQVML�I[�IV�I\\MUX\�\W�ZMOQ[\MZ�
\PM�MٺMK\[�WN �\PM�7VM�_Q\PQV�PQ[�XZW[M��4IZ]MTTM¼[�[\aTM�MUXPI[QbM[�\PM�ZM\ZMI\�WN �\PM�7VM�
from language and thought.
67  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 28.
68  Mullarkey suggests that we should understand the vision-in-One as “a necessar-
ily situated glimpse, each variant or mutant of  which bringing along its own logic.” John 
Mullarkey, “The Non-Consistency of  Non-Philosophical Practice,” 4IZ]MTTM�IVL�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa 
(Edinburgh: Edinburg University Press, 2012), 157.
69  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 34.
70  Identity in-the-last-instance is a way of  describing the relationship that exists be-
tween the real and the material of  non-philosophy. Insofar as the latter, should it materialize, 
is already given by and already inherent within the real, from the vantage of  the real—and, 
\P][��WN �\PM�^Q[QWV�QV�7VM¸\PMZM�Q[�VW�LQٺMZMV\QI\QWV�JM\_MMV�\PM�\_W��1\�Q[�WVTa�\PM�UI\M-
rial of  the real, not the real itself, that regards the two as separate from one another. Identity 
QV�\PM�TI[\�QV[\IVKM�Q[�IV�MٺMK\�WN �\PM�XIZ\QK]TIZ�UWLM�WN �KI][ITQ\a�M`MZKQ[ML�Ja�\PM�ZMIT¸Q�M���
unilateralization or determination-in-the-last-instance.
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decision, nor is it a conjecture of  a transcendental “something” beyond deci-
sion: its use by non-philosophy is “not a question of  pursuing the same old 
game, of  proceeding through substitution and proposing the question of  the 
One in place of  the question of  Being, and in the same place.”71 As a conse-
quence, non-philosophy is not revolutionary with respect to philosophy, but 
rather heretical. The One is not above philosophy or opposed to philosophy, rather 
it exists in a unilateral duality with philosophy. The One and philosophy exist 
not in a dyadic, oppositional relationship, but rather in a WVM�[QLML�JQVIZa, which 
Brassier describes as “a structure comprising non-relation…and the relation 
of  relation and non-relation.”72 Laruelle refers to this unique, dual relation 
as “[a] duality which is an identity, but an identity which is not a synthesis.”73 
What this means is that the two terms contained within the unilateral duality 
are, in a certain sense, identical (in-the-last-instance), insofar as the latter term 
(philosophy) is already inherent within the former. This is why it is possible to 
claim that it is a binary with only one side. From the perspective of  the unilat�
eralizing term in this association (the One and the vision-in-One), there is no real 
distinction or relation between the two terms��<PM�7VM�Q[�]\\MZTa�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�IVa�
apparent demarcation or splitting of  its unbroken radical immanence. It is 
only from the perspective of  the unilateralized term (decisional philosophy) that 
IVa�LQٺMZMV\QI\QWV�PI[�\ISMV�XTIKM��<PQ[�Q[�_PI\�*ZI[[QMZ�UMIV[�_PMV�PM�KITT[�
it a “structure of  non-relation and the relation of  relation and non-relation.” 
It is important to note that the One does not generate philosophical opposi-
tions; it is not the wellspring of  philosophy. Rather, the One is the radically 
immanent identity of  philosophical materials, should they appear. 
 Non-philosophy’s unilateralization of  philosophy—or, to put it an-
other way, its determination-in-the-last-instance of  philosophy74—irrevers-
ibly obstructs the latter’s ceaseless attempts to resolve binary oppositions via 
dialectical synthesis or transcendental decision. It prevents philosophy from 
71  Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, xviii-xix.
72  Brassier, “Axiomatic Heresy,” 27.
73  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 30.
74  Determination-in-the-last-instance and unilateralization are, more or less, inter-
changeable terms. Both refer to the One’s unique mode of  causality, which is non-reciprocal 
�IVL� \P][�� ]VQLQZMK\QWVIT��� ZILQKITTa� QUUIVMV\�� IVL� VWV�[]ٻKQMV\�� ,M\MZUQVI\QWV�QV�\PM�
last-instance is, at times, a more useful phrase, insofar as it helps to index and clarify the 
peculiar form of  identity that exists between the One which unilateralizes and that which is 
unilateralized—i.e., an identity only in the last instance, which is constituted by the unilater-
alized term’s already extant inherence in the real.
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according itself  a position of  privilege or reciprocity ^Q[�o�^Q[ the real, which 
is fundamentally foreclosed to philosophical speculation. In other words, it 
reduces all philosophical claims to the status of  thought experiments, positing 
an inviolable degree of  separation between thought and its object. Within the 
unilateral duality of  the One and philosophy, the One/real is characterized 
by an absolute autonomy, being determined in no way whatsoever by phi-
losophy or anything else. Despite its being foreclosed to the One, philosophy 
nevertheless retains a relative autonomy—as opposed to the absolute autonomy 
it craves and pretends to—insofar as it is permitted to establish whatever con-
ventions it will, decisional or otherwise, for its own practices, mechanisms, 
and structures. Philosophy retains authority over its internal organization, but 
it is no longer able to extend this authority into other realms. As the One 
LWM[�VW\�[]ٻKQMV\Ta�KI][M�anything to come into being, philosophy is regarded 
as the occasional cause of  the vision-in-One—in other words, as the catalyst for 
the non-philosophical use of  the One. Philosophy’s retention of  relative au-
tonomy is critical, in that it explains why non-philosophy is not a negation or 
delimitation of  philosophy. As Laruelle explains:

Real immanence neither absorbs nor annihilates transcendence, it is not 
opposed to it, but is capable of  ‘receiving’ it and of  determining it as a 
relative autonomy. Real immanence is so radical…that it does not reduce 
the transcendence of  the World—whether philosophically or phenomeno-
logically—it does not deny or limit it, but, on the contrary, gives it—albeit 
in accordance with its own modality: as that being-given-without-givenness 
of  transcendence which…acquires a relative autonomy with regard to the 
Real.75

The One’s radical immanence is limitlessly inclusive and accommodating. 
It is able to “receive” whatever mode of  transcendence is decided upon by a 
given instance of  philosophy, without itself  becoming transcendental in any 
_Ia��7VKM�IOIQV�� \PQ[� Q[�JMKI][M�\PM�7VM�Q[� QVLQٺMZMV\�\W� Q\[� QV\MZXZM\I\QWV�
and demarcation by philosophy: from its perspective, the transcendental ele-
ments of  philosophy are just other terms for immanence. Anything that ap-
pears is understood to be already inherent within the Real—in other words, 
to be “in-One.”  In its receptiveness to and accommodation of  all manner of  
XPQTW[WXPQKIT�LMKQ[QWV[��\PM�MٺMK\�WN �\PM�7VM�Q[�\P][�M`\ZMUMTa�[]J\TM��ITUW[\�
75 Brassier, “Alien Theory.”
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to the point of  innocuousness. However, in its delimitation of  philosophy’s 
power to dictate and determine the shape and quality of  reality, its impact is 
radical. The constructed totalities, the Worlds, that philosophers make of  the 
]VQ^MZ[M�TQ^M�WV��J]\�QV�I�[]J[\IV\QITTa�LQٺMZMV\�NWZU�\PIV�\PM�\PQVSMZ[�QV\MVL�
 The radical immanence brought to bear upon philosophy by non-
philosophy does not in any appreciable way deform philosophical practice, 
it instead only exposes the latter’s decisional hallucinations as hallucinations. 
When regarded from the vantage of  the vision-in-One, any given philosophi-
cal decision can be seen for what it really is: to borrow the words of  Mul-
larkey and Smith, “[as] neither the right or wrong representation of  reality, but 
a material part of  the Real.”76 Philosophy is a “part of  the Real,” insofar as 
its claims and inventions are always already contained within, and given by, 
the One. The One yields the internal consistency of  individual philosophies, 
but it does not generate it. As a result, philosophy is not rendered useless by 
\PM�XW[\]TI\QWV[�WN �VWV�XPQTW[WXPa��:I\PMZ��\PM�KPQMN �MٺMK\�WN �\PM�^Q[QWV�QV�
One upon philosophy is to short-circuit its presumption to sovereignty over 
all things. As Mullarkey and Smith note, insofar as “there is no explaining 
the Real, every thought is as good or bad… as any other—for they are all 
(non-summative) material parts.”77 Philosophy consequently remains as valu-
able as any other kind of  knowledge. In a sense, it is only through the lens of  
non-philosophy that philosophy actually performs the mandate outlined for 
it in the Theaetetus: the axiomatic postulation of  the One frames philosophy 
as the outgrowth of  wonderment at the real that Socrates suggests it is. The 
Worlds that philosophers make of  reality are not destroyed, but rather shown 
\W�JM�ÅK\QWVIT��QUIOQVIZa���6WV�XPQTW[WXPa�XMZUQ\[�XPQTW[WXPa�\W�JMKWUM�I�
practice of  marveling, not mastery, construing in it a new fashion of  wonder-
without-domination, a knowledge-without-superiority. 

<PM�)ZZQ^IT�WN �\PM�;\ZIVOMZ"�5IV�QV�8MZ[WV�IVL�6WV�8PQTW[WXPQKIT�8ZIK\QKM
� 7VM�WN �\PM�UW[\�[QOVQÅKIV\�KWV[MY]MVKM[�WN �VWV�XPQTW[WXPa¼[�M^IK]-
I\QWV�WN �XPQTW[WXPQKIT�LWUQVI\QWV�Q[�\PI\�Q\�XZMKQXQ\I\M[�I�ZMKWVÅO]ZI\QWV�WN �
76  John Mullarkey and Anthony Paul Smith, “Introduction: The Non-Philosophical 
Inversion: Laruelle’s Knowledge Without Domination,” 4IZ]MTTM� IVL� 6WV�8PQTW[WXPa (Edin-
burgh: Edinburgh University Press), 1.
77  John Mullarkey and Anthony Paul Smith, “Introduction: The Non-Philosophical 
Inversion: Laruelle’s Knowledge Without Domination,” 4IZ]MTTM� IVL� 6WV�8PQTW[WXPa (Edin-
burgh: Edinburgh University Press), 3.
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the relationship between philosophy and the subjects who make use of  philos-
WXPa��4IZ]MTTM�[]OOM[\[�\PI\�XMZPIX[�\PM�UW[\�XMZVQKQW][�MٺMK\�WN �XPQTW[WXPQ-
cal decision is its violent subjugation of  human beings. Although decision is 
anthropocentric—inasmuch as it is predicated upon the dream that human 
TIVO]IOM�IVL�\PW]OP\�IZM�MTMUMV\ITTa�KWZZMTI\ML�_Q\P�WZ�Å\\ML�\W�\PM�ZMIT¸Q\�
is also profoundly IV\Q�P]UIV, in that it considers humans to be ultimately 
subject to the transcendental postulations of  philosophy. Forcing people to 
become components of  the Worlds that it creates, decision invariably con-
ceives of  humans in essentialist philosophical terms, describing their identities 
in ways that are ultimately dependent upon and subordinate to its own trap-
pings. Like a deceptive lawyer, decision tricks human subjects into adopting 
philosophical judgments about themselves, convincing them to conceptualize 
the human as a rational animal, a being-for-itself, a being-in-the-world, etc.—
each of  which constitutes a philosophically determinable essence. For deci-
sional philosophy, Laruelle claims, “man [sic]… [is] a denatured animal one 
must re-establish or to which one must re-attach new chains.”78 In order to 
liberate humanity from the shackles placed upon it by philosophical decision, 
Laruelle once again invokes the radical immanence of  the real, symbolizing 
\PQ[�QUUIVMVKM�\PZW]OP�\PM�ÅZ[\�VIUM�¹5IV�QV�XMZ[WV�C[QKE�º79 This name 
is meant to index the primacy of  humans’ identity in-the-last-instance with 
\PM�7VM�W^MZ� \PM�U]T\Q\]LM�WN � ZMQÅKI\QWV[�WN �P]UIV�M[[MVKM�IL^IVKML�Ja�
decision.80�<PM�UWLQÅMZ�¹QV�XMZ[WVº�MUXPI[QbM[�\PI\�\PM�ZMIT�Q[�VW\�ZMUW^ML�
NZWU�WZ�\ZIV[KMVLMV\IT�\W�TQ^ML�M`XMZQMVKM��J]\�Q[�ZI\PMZ�¹QV�\PM�ÆM[P�º81 so to 
speak, insofar as all people are always already in-One, inborn within radical 
immanence. When human subjects understand themselves in this way, as be-

78  Laruelle, Struggle, Utopia and the End Times of  Philosophy, 3.
79  Laruelle, Struggle, Utopia, and the End Times of  Philosophy, 6.
80� �*ZI[[QMZ�XMZ[]I[Q^MTa�XWQV\[�W]\� \PI\� \PMZM� Q[� I� [QOVQÅKIV\�XZWJTMU�_Q\P� [aUJWT-
QbQVO� \PM�ZMIT�_Q\P� \PM�ÅZ[\�VIUM�¹5IV�QV�XMZ[WVº"�VIUMTa�� \PI\� Q\� \PZMI\MV[� \W�ZMQV[KZQJM�
the privileged status of  human beings with respect to the real that philosophy presumes via 
LMKQ[QWV��¹4IZ]MTTM¼[�QV[Q[\MVKM�WV�QLMV\QNaQVO�\PM�]VWJRMK\QÅIJTM�QUUIVMVKM�WN �\PM�ZMIT�_Q\P�
‘’the human’ surreptiously re-ontologizes it,” Brassier observes. “For while it may be perfectly 
coherent to claim, as Laruelle does, that I am identical-in-the-last-instance with radical im-
manence, or that I think in accordance with the real and that my thinking is determined-in-
the-last-instance by it, it does not follow from this that I am the real qua One.” Brassier, Nihil 
Unbound, 136. 
81  François Laruelle, <PM�+WVKMX\�WN �6WV�8PW\WOZIXPa, trans. Robin Mackay (Falmouth: 
Urbanomic, 2011), vii.
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ings identical in-the-last-instance to the real, they cease to be components of  
the World and instead become what Laruelle calls “Strangers,”82 the subjects 
of  non-philosophy. 
 Laruelle refers to the subject who extricates herself  from decision ac-
cording to the vision-in-One as “Stranger” in order to index her estrange-
ment from the World constructed by philosophy. The Stranger is “strange” 
in that it is absolutely ordinary, generic, anonymous—in other words, non-
determinable by philosophical or ideological language. Constituted as an 
MٺMK\]I\QWV� IVL� IOMV\� WN � \PM� ^Q[QWV�QV�7VM�� \PM� ;\ZIVOMZ� M`Q[\[� QV� I� [\I\M�
of  permanent “struggle”83 with this World, with decision. The struggle of  
the Stranger is part and parcel of  the unilateralization of  philosophy by the 
One. While philosophy incessantly tries to encompass all things, including the 
;\ZIVOMZ��_Q\PQV�Q\[MTN��\PM�;\ZIVOMZ�NIQ\PN]TTa�]XPWTL[�\PM�QVLQٺMZMVKM�WN �\PM�
ZMIT��IVL�PMZ�W_V� QLMV\Q\a�_Q\PQV� \PQ[� QVLQٺMZMVKM��<PM�;\ZIVOMZ¼[� [\Z]OOTM�
consists of  a refusal to be subordinated to or subsumed within philosophical 
categories, as well as a steadfast maintaining of  anonymity. Unlike a philo-
sophical subject, the Stranger does not presume to possess a privileged posi-
tion ^Q[�o�^Q[ the real: she can know it no more than anyone else. Indeed, the 
Stranger subject of  non-philosophy does not even face toward the real: as a 
consequence of  the One’s unilateralizing causation, the Stranger irremedi-
ably gazes unidirectionally toward the World and the philosophical material 
\PI\�WKKI[QWV[� Q\�� 1V�W\PMZ�_WZL[�� \PM�;\ZIVOMZ� Q[�LMÅVML� TM[[�Ja� Q\[�_Ia�WN �
relating to the Real, and more by its manner of  seeing philosophical texts, 
ideas, and objects otherwise. The Stranger approaches philosophical mate-
rial like an archaeologist who unearths the artifacts of  an ancient scientist: 
she treats this material with care and generosity, discerning much of  value 
within, but she does not presume that the material provides an accurate or 
privileged account of  the world. Aligning herself  with the vision-in-One, the 
;\ZIVOMZ�QV[\MIL�\ZMI\[�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�UI\MZQIT�I[�\PM�]VQTI\MZITQbML�MٺMK\�WN �
radical immanence by employing a method that Laruelle describes as a prac-
tice of  “cloning”84 or “dualysis,”85 and that Brassier calls “Laruelle’s Razor.”86 

82  François Laruelle, Future Christ, trans. Anthony Paul Smith (New York: Continuum, 
2011), 41.
83  Laruelle, Struggle, Utopia, and the End Times of  Philosophy, 15.
84  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 32.
85  Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, 26.
86  Brassier, “Alien Theory,” 111.
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In a sense, the Stranger is indistinguishable from the implementation of  this 
method.
 Even though they refer to the same method, each of  the names be-
[\W_ML�]XWV�VWV�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�XZIK\QKM�MUXPI[QbM�I�LQٺMZMV\�I[XMK\�WN � Q\[�
treatment of  philosophical material. The term “cloning” emphasizes that 
philosophical material is identical in-the-last-instance with a real that is radi-
cally autonomous with respect to it, and that this identity does not constitute 
a sameness. That a “clone” is identical to that which it is cloned from neither 
means that it is the “same” as its prototype, nor that it has any relationship 
with its predecessor whatsoever. When the Stranger “clones” the One on the 
basis of  a particular instance of  philosophical material, she shows the tran-
scendental component of  philosophical decision to be identical in-the-last-
instance with the real, and causes the real to assume a transcendental function 
a propos� XPQTW[WXPa��)T\PW]OP� \PM�7VM� Q[� ]VIٺMK\ML�Ja� \PQ[� KTWVQVO��XPQTW-
[WXPQKIT�LMKQ[QWV�Q[� QZZM^WKIJTa�IT\MZML��>QI�KTWVQVO��\PM�MٺMK\]I\QWV�WN �\PM�
radical autonomy of  the One by the Stranger subject), decision is deprived 
of  its pretension to be able determine the real and to synthesize the empirical 
and the a priori. By combining and undercutting the concepts of  “analysis” 
and “duality,” the term “dualysis” alludes to the new manner in which the 
non-philosophical unilateralization of  decision construes philosophical bina-
ries of  the empirical and the a priori. Whereas philosophy invariably regards 
such binaries as oppositional, and consequently posits a third, decisional term 
in order to provide the truth of  this opposition, non-philosophy reinterprets 
\PMU�I[�JMQVO�_Q\PW]\�KWVÆQK\�IVL�_Q\PW]\�[aV\PM[Q[��¹4IZ]MTTM¼[�ZIbWZ�º�\W�
borrow Brassier’s term, accomplishes this reinterpretation by cutting open the 
“mixture of  empirical immanence, a priori transcendence and transcendental 
immanence”87 that characterizes decisional philosophy. 
 Through the unilateralization of  decision, the non-philosophical sub-
ject suspends the correlation that philosophy claims exists between empiri-
cal experience and the supposed a priori conditions thereof. In the process, 
it transforms a relatively immanent, empirical term in a philosophical bi-
nary—the immanence of  which is contaminated by its being sutured to the 
transcendence of  the philosophical a priori—into a radical contingency called 
“the (non-)One.”88�<PM�¹7VMº�QV�\PQ[�\MZU�[QOVQÅM[�Q\[�QLMV\Q\a�QV�\PM�TI[\�QV-

87 Brassier, “Alien Theory,” 116.
88 Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, 199.
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stance to the real, while the “(non-)” references its philosophically occasioned 
“mutation”89 of  the real’s radical immanence, which remains foreclosed to 
philosophy. In a similar manner, the Stranger uses unilateralization to ex-
pose the a priori component of  a philosophical dyad as a fantasy of  tran-
[KMVLMVKM�XZMKQXQ\I\ML�Ja�\PM�QVLQٺMZMVKM�WN �\PM�7VM�\W_IZL�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�
thought. After its supposed correlation with the real is dissolved by the vision-
in-One, this fantasy becomes recognizable as what Laruelle calls “non-thetic 
transcendence.”90 Non-thetic transcendence, Laruelle explains, “supposes the 
simple ‘support’ or vehicle of  [the empirical] given without forming…with it 
any philosophical decision, since it forms rather the condition of  philosophi-
cal decision as such.”91 Unlike the transcendence of  decisional philosophy, 
non-thetic transcendence is not presumed to be auto-positional or auto-do-
national. Non-thetic transcendence is instead regarded as “a mode of  the 
special real that is the (non-)One,” it is a choice which “renders possible every 
‘essential’ decision.”92�?PMZMI[�\PM�LQٺMZMV\QI\QWV�WN �\PM�MUXQZQKIT�IVL�a priori 
Q[�� NWZ� LMKQ[QWVIT� XPQTW[WXPa�� \PM� ÅZ[\� [\MX� \W_IZL� IZ\QK]TI\QVO� \PM� M[[MV\QIT�
structure of  reality, for non-philosophy the distinction between the two is con-
tingent, in that it has no essential connection with real, which remains utterly 
foreclosed. From the perspective of  the Stranger, non-thetic transcendence is 
transcendence within philosophy and nothing else: as with everything, its real 
identity (in-the-last-instance) is radical immanence. As such, non-thetic tran-
[KMVLMVKM�Q[�I�SQVL�WN �ÅK\QWVITQbML�IKKW]V\�WN �XPQTW[WXPQKIT�\ZIV[KMVLMVKM��
one which maintains philosophy’s power to catalyze thought, but which ulti-
mately subordinates this power to humanity’s real identity with the One. By 
modifying the constituents of  decision in this way, the Stranger converts any 
given philosophical binary into “a theorem that is—at least temporarily—
philosophically uninterpretable because it cannot be dyadically circumscribed 
or ‘decided.’”93 As a result of  non-philosophy’s interruption of  its capacity to 
interpret and determine the real, philosophy is compelled to acknowledge its 
own shortcomings, reinvent itself, and discover new, more inclusive modes of  
decision.  Non-philosophy helps us to regard the worlds projected by philoso-

89  Anthony Paul Smith, “The Philosopher and the Heretic: Translator’s Introduc-
tion,” Future Christ, xvii.
90  Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, 202.
91  Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, 202.
92  Ibid., 203.
93  Brassier, Alien Theory, 31.
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phy, art, and science with the eyes of  an outsider and hold in suspension the 
inherited ideas we may possess about truth, coherence, and legitimacy.  

Conclusion
 Laruelle’s non-philosophy is the product of  a rigorous attempt to con-
struct an approach to thought that refuses to dominate its subject matter. 
1\[� [QOVQÅKIVKM�LWM[�VW\�PI^M�IVa\PQVO� \W�LW�_Q\P� \PM�IKK]ZIKa�WZ�¹\Z]\Pº�
of  its postulations. The desire for truth is a decisional aspiration, one which 
non-philosophy happily does without: Laruelle freely admits that his claims 
IZM�I`QWUI\QK��IVL�\P][�]V^MZQÅIJTM��0Q[�IQU�Q[�VW\�\W�KWV[\Z]K\�IKK]ZI\M�IK-
KW]V\[�WN �ZMITQ\a��J]\�QV[\MIL�OMVMZI\Q^M�XPQTW�ÅK\QWV[�IVL�[]OOM[\Q^M�¹I[�QN º�
[\I\MUMV\[�\PI\�ZMKWVÅO]ZM�M[\IJTQ[PML�_Ia[�WN �SVW_QVO�QV�VM_��]VNIUQTQIZ�
ways. It is tempting to dismiss Laruelle’s readings of  other philosophers as in-
correct, overly simplistic, or selective, but it is important to remember that his 
intention is not to get the theories of  others “right.” Rather, it is to help make 
other theories more inclusive, more generous, more democratic, and to exor-
cize as much as possible the traces of  absolutism that continue to dog con-
temporary works of  philosophy. Non-philosophy should not be evaluated on 
the basis of  whether its axioms articulate a correct representation of  the real, 
but rather on what new avenues for thought its disposition toward philosophi-
cal (and extra-philosophical) material makes possible. As Brassier explains, 
“although non-philosophy does not have a goal, it does have a function. And 
although it cannot be legitimated in terms of  some transcendent teleological 
horizon, non-philosophical practice is for something: it is for philosophical 
decision.”94 Although Brassier’s contention that non-philosophy is only useful 
insofar as it aids philosophy problematically reinforces the very principle of  
-KQMV\�XPQTW[WXPa�\PI\�4IZ]MTTM�I\\MUX\[�\W�]VLMZUQVM��Q\�QVLQKI\M[�[WUMٻ[]
thing of  the value of  non-philosophical thought.  Non-philosophy is meant 
\W� ZIQ[M�LQٻK]T\��XZWJQVO�Y]M[\QWV[�IJW]\� \PM�PQLLMV�XZMUQ[M[�_Q\PQV�M^MV�
the most apparently inclusive theoretical frameworks. It gives itself  as a tool 
to whatever modes of  thinking will make use of  it, enabling scholars and 
intellectuals of  all disciplines to wonder: to what degree do we automatically 
presume that the objects of  our scholarly investigations are accessible, that, 
_Q\P�MVW]OP�MٺWZ\�IVL�\PMWZM\QKIT�ZQOWZ��IVa\PQVO�_M�\]ZV�W]Z�UQVL[�\W�_QTT�
eventually disclose itself  to our critical gaze? What becomes possible when we 

94  Brassier, “Axiomatic Heresy,” 34.
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put the notion that all things can be grasped into suspension?
 Laruelle and his commentators—myself  included—often encounter 
OZMI\�LQٻK]T\a�_PMV�_ZQ\QVO�IJW]\�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa��<PM�QVR]VK\QWV�\W�OMVMZ-
I\M�[MTN�KWV[KQW][�ÅK\QWV[��I[�WXXW[ML�\W�\ZMI\Q[M[�\PI\�XZM\MVL�\W�[WUM�XZQ^Q-
leged view of  reality, demands that we alter not only what we write, but also 
and especially how�_M�_ZQ\M��<PM�MVL]ZQVO� QVÆ]MVKM�WN �XPQTW[WXPa� Q[� []KP�
\PI\�Q\�KWV\QV]M[�\W�QVÆ]MVKM�\PM�[\aTM�WN �XZW[M��M^MV�QV�I\\MUX\QVO�\W�_ZQ\M�
about or practice non-philosophy. As a consequence, most non-philosophical 
work has been and continues to be written in a philosophical register. Laruelle 
responds to this dilemma in his work by mutating philosophical terms, mim-
ing the style and tone of  the philosophers he critiques, drawing inspiration 
from the sciences and putting punctuation to new uses. However, it must be 
acknowledged that the results of  this attempt are decidedly mixed. Laruelle 
often writes as though he comes from another world, replete with its own for-
eign and radically abstract standards of  truth, clarity, and beauty. His writing 
KIV�PI^M�I�XZWNW]VLTa�ITQMVI\QVO�MٺMK\�]XWV�Q\[�ZMILMZ[��_PW�UIa�JM�TML�\W�
view non-philosophy as a regressive (even reactionary) rendering of  extant 
philosophical material, or even as a fall into obscurity. 
 Even if  the idiosyncratic and intensely abstract methods and vocab-
ulary of  non-philosophy may seem self-indulgent—if  not entirely outland-
ish—it is worth pondering why Laruelle feels that it is necessary to proceed in 
the manner that he does. Even our understanding of  what constitutes “radi-
cal” scholarship is, perhaps, contaminated by the presupposition that no limit 
can or should ever be placed upon what thought and language are capable 
WN �OZI[XQVO��)Va\PQVO� \PI\�MTQLM[� \PM�XZQVKQXTM�WN � �KQMV\�XPQTW[WXPa�_QTTٻ[]
invariably come across as irreparably abstract. Thus, Laruelle’s use of  phi-
losophy is necessarily abstract, since its material is. Laruelle’s suggestion that 
\PQVSQVO�Q[�VW\�QVÅVQ\M��\PI\�\PMZM�IZM�[WUM�\PQVO[�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�W]Z�[XMK]TI-
tions and dreams, is audacious to the point of  heresy. This project maintains 
that this heretical claim is worth dwelling with.
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DECONSTRUCTION AND 
NON-PHILOSOPHY ‡  

‡ All footnotes are those of  the translator.

In order to determine the characteristics of  non-philosophy, we frame it in 
opposition to an image of  an established paradigm: Deconstruction (as sug-
gested by Jean-Luc Nancy in La deconstruction du christianisme).1 We comment 
on this image, we add to it, we transform it. It is a simple image of  Decon-
struction, one that speaks for itself  independently of  all textual techniques 
or mechanisms, yet it allows for an easy comparison with non-philosophy: it 
ITTW_[�][�\W�QLMV\QNa�KTMIZTa�\PMQZ�LQٺMZMV\�WJRMK\Q^M[�IVL�ZM[XMK\Q^M�UM\PWL[��
1V� \PM� \M`\�JMTW_�� \PM�ÅZ[\�V]UJMZ� ZMNMZ[� \W� \PM�^IZQW][� \PMUM[�WN �,MKWV-
struction and non-philosophy that are compared; the second, which is always 
JQVIZa��ZMNMZ[�ÅZ[\�\W�,MKWV[\Z]K\QWV������IVL�\PMV�\W�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa����� 2

1.1 Deconstruction gives itself  a notion and its context, a text and its corpus, 
a set of  doctrinal beliefs (Christianity, for example), in such a way that these 
givens spontaneously present themselves as “philosophical” assumptions. De-
construction is thus auto-donational. It supplies both the material to be de-
1  See Jean-Luc Nancy, “The Deconstruction of  Christianity,” in ,Q[�-VKTW[]ZM"�<PM�
Deconstruction of  Christianity, trans. Bettina Bergo, Gabriel Malenfant, and Michael B. Smith 
(New York: Fordham University Press, 2008).
2  By emphasizing the binarity of  the number scheme, Laruelle alludes to his argu-
ment concerning the structure of  philosophical decision. In his view, philosophy invariably 
purports to be a duality, but is in actuality a tripartite schema consisting of  empirical experi-
ence, its metaphysical conditions, and a transcendental, decisional term which fastens the 
two together. By contrast, non-philosophy is a real unity—insofar as it is already given in-
One—which is discernible as a binary composed of  the Real and its clone, or of  the vision-
QV�7VM�IVL�Q\[�UI\MZQIT��4IZ]MTTM¼[�LMKQ[QWV�\W�LQ[K][[�,MKWV[\Z]K\QWV�ÅZ[\�Q[�TQSMTa�UMIV\�\W�
emphasize that philosophy functions as the occasional cause of  non-philosophy. 
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constructed and the method of  deconstruction, the latter of  which is derived 
NZWU�\PQ[�UI\MZQIT�IVL�\PMZMNWZM�IٺMK\ML�Ja�I�[aUX\WU�WN �W\PMZVM[[�\PI\�PI[�
yet to be determined. These givens, or assumptions, are examined from both 
the exterior and the interior.3 They are subjected to a partial authority, ex-
amined like an objective topology or mechanism that is spontaneously given 
or assumed. The subject is himself  or herself  a constitutive component of  
the system under investigation, albeit only partially. In order for something 
like philosophy to appear, exteriority or meta-language—two concepts that 
are themselves philosophical, through and through—are the necessary condi-
tions. 

1.2 The non-philosophical subject gives itself, or rather lets itself  be given, 
a notion and its context, a system. It is a radically immanent donation. If, 
therefore, a meta-language is still necessary, it should not be considered to be 
constitutive of  this immanence (but rather as, for example, a hallucinatory 
authority), without running the risk of  it taking the form of  the operations 
that the subject itself  carries out on the given.4 Deconstruction is not the only 
way that exterior and interior are able to organize themselves.

2.1 We consider deconstruction as a composition of  terms or parts that mutu-
ally hold themselves together like a tightly knit system, but without any appar-
ent or explicit play between the parts. This system ensures an a priori principle 
of  “logocentric” enclosing or foreclosing. 

2.2 First of  all, the given to be examined is not a textual constitution that 
supplies its own principle of  enclosure, which is in itself  textual. It is not to be 
examined from the outside or from above with authority as though it were an 
WZOIVQbI\QWV�WN �XIZ\[�I[[]UML�\W�JM�[MTN�[]ٻKQMV\�WZ�OQ^MV�QV�IVL�NWZ�\PMU-

3  Cf. Derrida’s discussion of  the “two strategies” of  Deconstruction in “The Ends 
of  Man.” Jacques Derrida, “The Ends of  Man,” Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, 30.1 
(September, 1969), 31–57.
4  Cf. Laruelle in Struggle and Utopia in the End Times of  Philosophy: “There is no meta-
language for saying what non-philosophy is or is capable of  doing… We will not even claim, 
like deconstruction, that there are MٺMK\[ of  meta-language, but that this meta-language of  a 
philosophical origin is the material determined and transformed in-the-last-instance by the 
ÅZ[\�6IUM�WN �5IV�º�.ZIVtWQ[�4IZ]MTTM��Struggle and Utopia in the End Times of  Philosophy, trans. 
Drew S. Burk and Anthony Paul Smith (Minneapolis: Univocal Press, 2012), 55.
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selves. The system to be examined is indeed constituted, but it is not just any 
\M`\]IT�[a[\MU��:I\PMZ��Q\�Q[�XPQTW[WXPa�I[�I�[a[\MU�WN �\PW]OP\��[XMKQÅKITTa�I[�
a principle of  enclosure that cannot in any way be reduced to its texts. Above 
all, the system is a material constitution, for it is immanently given prima facie or 
a priori (in the vision-in-One). Because of  its theoretical or phenomenal status, 
the constitution is both a material and a symptom. It is not an essential or funda-
mental point of  departure that has authority over itself, nor is it an assumed 
and self-legislating symptom that needs to be deconstructed. The primary 
and immanent exclusion of  all authority (not only “objectifying” authority 
but authority in the form of  “actualization” or “realization,” or a “doubly 
objectifying” authority that posits the thing itself  as independent or as be-
ing [étant]) amounts to the impossibility of  a transcendental or metalinguis-
tic account of  radical immanence (which is nevertheless capable of  thinking 
CQ\[MTNE� I`QWUI\QKITTa�WZ�_Q\PW]\� ZMÆM`Q^Q\a���<PQ[� Q[� \PM� ^Q[QWV�QV�7VM��<PM�
system’s a priori condition of  being-given [w\ZM�LWVVu] is the Whole that—even 
QN � Q\� Q[� QVLM\MZUQVI\M�� QUIOQVIZa��WZ� QTT][WZQTa� [MTN�[]ٻKQMV\¸Q[� QLMV\QÅML�I[�
philosophizable. The philosophizable does not appear out of  nowhere, since 
Q\�KWUM[�QV�IVL�I[�\PM�NWZU�WN �I�]VQTI\MZIT�7]\[QLM�[XMKQÅK�\W�QUUIVMVKM��

3.1 A system that is subjected to the partial authority of  a subject, for which 
UM\I�TIVO]IOM�PI[�I\�TMI[\�[WUM�KWV[\Q\]\Q^M�MٺMK\��Q[�XZMLQ[XW[ML�\W�LQ[�I[-
sembly en pointillé—that is, to a rightful, proper disassembly—if  it is not al-
ZMILa�LQ[I[[MUJTML��<PM�\M`\�ITZMILa�QVKT]LM[�_Q\PQV�Q\[MTN �I�ÅZ[\�LMKWV[\Z]K-
tion, a deconstruction that has taken place prior to the intervention of  any 
subject, which only needs to be resumed or revived by an additional act of  
otherness, by a supplementary work of  writing. Greek otherness—the other-
ness of  an opposite, an antonym, black vs. white—cannot exist without the 
need for a Judaic otherness5¸\PM�W\PMZVM[[�WN �IV�ITQMV�[KZQX\��WZ�IV�QVÅVQ\M�
/WL�KWUXIZML�\W� Q\[�ÅVQ\M�KZMI\QWV��2]LIQK�W\PMZVM[[� Q[� \PM�M\MZVIT�[]XXTM-
ment to the Greek. Finally one last variation: Deconstruction as “Christian” 
(Nancy),6 a blend of  Greek and Judaic alterity. 

5  Laruelle here distinguishes between the otherness of  Ancient Greek philosophy—
which is always opposed bi-laterally to some mode of  sameness or selfhood—and the radical, 
non-binary alterity of  Jewish philosophy. See Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, trans. Rocco 
Gangle (New York: Continuum, 2011).
�� �6IVKa�ZIQ[M[�\PM�XW[[QJQTQ\a�\PI\�,MZZQLI¼[�2WaKMIV�KWVÆI\QWV�WN �¹2M_º�IVL�¹/ZMMSº�
as “jewgreek” at the close of  “Violence and Metaphysics” may actually refer to Christianity. 
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3.2 What is primary is not the spontaneously given text with its spontaneous 
self-deconstruction, but rather its being-given a priori as material reduced in 
Q\[�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�[]ٻKQMVKa�Ja�\PM�^Q[QWV�QV�7VM��<PM�OQ^MV�\W�JM�ZM�LMKWV-
structed is not the self-deconstructive spontaneity of  a system but the phe-
nomenon of  (the system of) philosophy itself, a system that exists prior to 
all implied deconstruction or the possibility of  a textual deconstruction. The 
basis of  non-philosophy is neither Greek nor Judaic, nor is it the exagger-
ated and excessive conjugation of  the two. It is pre-eminently “Christian,”7 a 
Christianity that is not simply the blend of  its Greek and Jewish precursors, 
and therefore non-Christian in the non-philosophical sense of  “non-,” which 
consumes Christianity.8 

4.1 The system subjected to Deconstruction is rendered possible to the point 
of  its own suspension or impossibilization. The system’s deconstruction is a 
way of  showing what it truly was, a way of  making its fundamental principles 
and presuppositions appear. The system’s deconstruction balances the pos-
sibility and the impossibility of  the text, which are the same. This sameness 
Q[�VM^MZ\PMTM[[�]VJITIVKML��1\�Q[�IV�]VJITIVKML�JITIVKM�\PI\�Q[�IT_Ia[�ZMÅVML�
and adjusted by equilibrium. 

4.2 Acting as an a priori, the vision-in-One is another combination of  the 
possibility and the impossibility of  philosophy. Its impossibility is immanent 
or radical, its possibility—or its a priori givenness as phenomenon—is unilat-
eral and therefore a complete Stranger to auto-donational philosophy. The 
Stranger remains immanent. The balance between possibility and impossibil-
ity in the vision-in-One is an immanent equilibrium, which is not evened out 

See Nancy, “The Deconstruction of  Christianity,” 140.
7  Cf. Lyotard’s characterization of  the Christian “narrative of  love,” a radically in-
clusive genre of  discourse, which accommodates and accounts for all events: “Any referent 
KIV�JM�[QOVQÅML�I[�I�[QOV�WN �\PM�OWWL�VM_[�IVVW]VKQVO�\PI\�»_M¼�KZMI\]ZM[�IZM�TW^ML�º�2MIV�
François Lyotard, <PM�,QٺMZMVL� trans. Georges Van Den Abbeele (Minneapolis: University of  
Minnesota Press, 1988), 160.
8  Laruelle does not suggest that non-philosophy is “Christian” in the sense of  being 
an extension or symptom of  the organized religion “Christianity.” Rather, he uses the term 
“Christianity”—or “non-Christianity”—heretically��I[�WVM�XW[[QJTM�ÅZ[\�VIUM�NWZ�\PM�VWV�KWV-
sistent, radically immanent Real. See, François Laruelle, Future Christ: A Lesson in Heresy, trans. 
Anthony Paul Smith (New York: Continuum, 2010).
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by equilibrium. It is the Grand Midi of  Man. The vision-in-One acts accord-
ing to a radical unbalance, one without return, and it never ceases to come 
as Stranger or Messiah, as a permanent struggle against the philosophical 
spontaneity of  the world. Thus we uphold and maintain that philosophy is 
given to subjects as the object of  their struggle. We avoid the spontaneous 
IVL�MUXQZQKIT�[MTN�LWVI\QWV�WN �XPQTW[WXPa�I[�I�[QOVQÅMZ�\W�_PQKP�IKKM[[�Q[�WVTa�
granted and assured by Writings and Texts—that also is to say by religion and 
perhaps religious sophism—because subjects have a rightful and legitimate 
access to philosophy as the object of  their struggle. They have this access even 
without taking into account the aporias of  entry, exit, and return.

5.1 Deconstruction consists in establishing play “between” the parts, in mak-
ing them move in relation to each other. This relation between parts is abso-
lute because of  the supplement of  an absolute Other. Deconstruction consists 
in undoing the enclosure or the foreclosure of  a system without breaking it, in 
unbinding the organization of  the set, in weakening the disposition [systase] of  
the system (Heidegger), in making disseminated strangeness appear.

����6WV�XPQTW[WXPa�LWM[�VW\�MUXPI[QbM�W\PMZVM[[�WZ�LQٺMZMVKM[#�Q\�LWM[�VW\�
compound them through LQٺuZIVKM, and does not content itself  with establish-
ing play while conserving the deconstructionist’s ex machina authority (which 
amounts to the same thing as enclosure). It does not add to nor subtract from 
the immanent deconstruction of  the thing (of  texts); rather, it substitutes uni-
TI\MZITQ[U� NWZ�LQٺMZMVKM� �LQٺuZIVKM), the structure of  the immanent existing-
;\ZIVOMZ�NWZ�LQٺMZQVO��IVL�Q\�JZMIS[�\PM�MVKTW[]ZM��I\�TMI[\�NWZ�\PM�:MIT��1N �QV�
\PM�JM[\�WN �XPQTW[WXPQKIT�KI[M[�\PMZM�Q[�X]ZM�LQٺMZMVKM¸I�[QOVQÅMZ�QV�KWV\ZI[\�
\W�VW\PQVO��VW\�M^MV�IVW\PMZ�[QOVQÅMZ�VWZ�WVM�\PI\�Q[�IJ[WT]\MTa�ZMUW^ML�NZWU�
\PM�KPIQV��I�¹/ZMKW�2]LIQKº�[QOVQÅMZ�_M�KW]TL�[Ia¸\PMV�\PMZM�Q[�I�X]ZM�W\P-
erness that delimits, not in opposition to immanence (which has no limit), but 
a One-limitation that is opposed to the system as its possibilizing impossibility.  

����;QVKM�Q\�LWM[�VW\�KWUM�NZWU�IVa�QLMV\QÅIJTM�[XIKM��\PM�XTIa�WN �LQ[\IVKM[�
in a deconstructed system cannot be attributed to any particular or unique 
XIZ\�\PI\�_W]TL�KWV[\Q\]\M�IV�WZQOQV#�[]KP�I�XIZ\�Q[�XZMKQ[MTa�\PM�XWQV\�WN �MٺMZ-
^M[KMVKM�WZ�KWVLMV[I\QWV�WN �XTIa��VW\�I�[W]ZKM��,QٺMZMVKM��LQٺuZIVKM) appears 
to emerge from the core of  the deconstructed system, as an unlocatable, at 
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WVKM�QV\MZVIT�IVL�M`\MZVIT�\W�\PM�[a[\MU��J]\�ÅVITTa�M`\MZVIT�I�[MKWVL�\QUM��
as an exaggerated otherness, a relative-absolute Greco-Judaic alterity, which 
is therefore twice external. Deconstruction is a supplement to Greek logic. It 
initiates the dominance of  metalinguistic exteriority and logocentric enclo-
sure relative to philosophical phenomena, but continues to situate itself  in the 
last instance to this dominance.

6.2 Unilateralism has another structure than the one provided by an exagger-
ated and doubled otherness. It is indeed otherness, but in a unique sense. It 
is a unidirectional otherness. It is immanent without being relative to imma-
nence. It is the “vision” in the vision-in-One, a unique intentionality driven 
by a single impulse, like a drive that renders philosophy impossible precisely 
because it expresses philosophy as the philosophy [“la” philosophie]. Unilater-
alism acts as a radically immanent One-Stranger that does not itself  come 
from the system, nor from its immediate exterior like an enclosure beyond an 
enclosure, nor even from further afar like an otherness with Judaic emphasis. 
It comes from Nowhere and has No Time, the One-Stranger is utopic and 
uchronic, that is to say it is celestial (and not extra-terrestrial) and eternal (and 
not outside of  time). It consists of  an operation that is not internal/exter-
nal but immanent in itself  and therefore heteronomous for philosophy. This 
Outside is an immanent a priori, which makes an a priori understanding of  the 
philosophizable unknown to and impossible for philosophy.

7.1 Duality, because there always is one, takes the form of  a Judaic supple-
ment of  otherness graphed to and integrated in a Greek or weak otherness. 
It is a duality that begins in anonymity and transcendence, one that never 
ceases to be anonymous except as Judaic excess, except as its characterization 
as “Autre homme” (Levinas), or as “epekeina” [beyond].

7.2 It is philosophy that is dualyzed, not the Real itself. Duality belongs to the 
Real, which is immediately non-anonymous because it is Man, and it belongs 
to the transcendental subject. Man is a unilateral duality, without a divided 
One, whether in its capacity as Real or as subject. We cannot say that the 
subject is a supplement to Man’s Real. The subject is Real via the cloning 
of  its essence, and the Real is subject when it is occasionally solicited by suf-
ÅKQMV\�WZ�VWV�ZML]KML�XPQTW[WXPa��<PM�LaIL�]VLWM[�\PM�[a[\MU�NWZU�QV�\_W�
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]VQTI\MZIT�\MUXWZITQ\QM[��<PM�XPQTW[WXPa�NWZU�Q[�VW\�I�[QUXTM�MٺMK\��I[�LMKWV-
struction would have it; it is, on the contrary, divided (transcendental-real and 
transcendental-empirical). Therefore there are two phases to the dualysis of  
philosophy: 1) Unilateral identity suspends, a priori��Q\[�[]ٻKQMV\�NWZU��WZ�VM]-
\ZITQbM[�Q\��<PQ[�Q[�\PM�MٺMK\�WN �\PM�:MIT¼[�QUXI[[M�\W_IZL�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�UI\M-
rial; 2) This non-operation that results from the suspension of  philosophical 
�KQMVKaٻ[] Q[� \PMV� \ZMI\ML� I[� \PM� KWVLQ\QWV� \PI\� XZMXIZM[� \PM� OZW]VL�]XWV�
which dualysis disassembles, takes apart, or decomposes, this time strata by 
strata, the very structure of  the philosophical system. This system has never 
been an indeterminate nor simply textual assembly, but rather a complex or 
\ZIV[KMVLMV\IT� [\Z]K\]ZM� �QV�WZLMZ� \W�KITT�]XWV�I�¹\ZIV[KMVLMV\IT� [QOVQÅMLº�
to be deconstructed, the structure of  the transcendental must be known). We 
therefore distinguish between the suspension that gives rise to the hallucina-
tion of  philosophy and its deconstruction, and a new type of  deconstruction 
or disassembly that acts not on the parts of  the system but on the system’s sub-
jective or transcendental structure. Philosophy, a structure larger than logo-
KMV\ZQ[U�IVL�TIZOMZ�\PIV�\PM�\M`\��Q[�[][XMVLML�I�ÅZ[\�\QUM�Ja�\PM�:MIT�\PI\�
gives it its a priori ]VQTI\MZIT�KPIZIK\MZ�IVL�PMQOP\MV[�Q\[�[]ٻKQMVKa��8PQTW[WXPa�
is then suspended a second time by the strata-by-strata dismemberment of  
the very structure that was committed to the system. The operation of  the 
dyad is purely oriented toward the structure of  philosophy’s transcendental 
system (and toward each of  its parts as they express or condense the structure 
of  which they are a part), but only as an operation that is materially given a 
priori as an intuition or as an immanent Outside. For the system or for its parts, 
the operation of  the dyad appears as a heteronomous subject or Stranger. 
<PM�VWV�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�LaIL�[QOVQÅM[�I�WVM�_Ia�W\PMZVM[[��IVL� Q[� \PMZMNWZM�
lacking any sense, encountering sense only as a symptom.

8.1 Deconstruction is not destruction or annihilation but a “taking apart” 
(Abbau, Heidegger) or a disassembling. However this disassembling is not a 
UMKPIVQKIT�WXMZI\QWV��\PQ[�Q[�\PM�XIZILQOU¼[�QV[]ٻKQMVKa��J]\�I�[XMK\ZIT�[TQX-
ping. It leaves the parts of  the system or even the system itself  in a spectral 
state where the “play” is a form of  LQٺuZIVKM that operates neither from part 
to part (as sign) nor from part to system. Deconstruction is a staggered and 
deferred starting-over of  tradition as a whole, which is each time taken on in 
totality. Tradition is not destroyed in order to be restructured or perpetuated. 
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<W�LMKWV[\Z]K\�Q[�VMQ\PMZ�\W�QLMV\QNa�KWV[\Q\]\ML�UI\MZQIT[��VWZ�\W�ÅVL�I�_Ia�
out of  them into some external space, but rather a means to transmit them. It 
Q[�IV�]V�JMIZQVO��IV�Wٺ[M\\QVO��WN �\ZILQ\QWV��

 ���6WV�XPQTW[WXPa�TMIL[�\W�I�XPQTW�ÅK\QWV9 that consists not so much of  dis-
assembling an assumed and given system in a spectral dimension, but which 
rather starts by presenting the system as given under the auspices of  human 
Identity10 (an identity that is unknown and foreign to the system), and de-
scribes what is deduced as “deconstruction” from the structure of  the philo-
sophical system. On the one hand, the operation is less a spectralization of  
ZMITQ\a��TM[[�I�ZMIT�[]XXTMUMV\�\W�Q\[�QLMITQbI\QWV��IVL�UWZM�I�ZILQKIT�ÅK\QWV��IV�
evacuation of  any mixed solution for a unique and simple unilateralization. 
On the other hand, the operation acts on the fundamental structure of  philo-
sophical systems. From there it eventually acts on the structure of  the textual 
system, rather than starting with the text and then moving on to philosophy 
(there exists a distinct structure of  philosophy apart from all textuality). 

9.1 Coming from the interior and the exterior, play is an archi-possibility from 
which textual constitution is derived. The text conserves its own constitution 
as aberrant and unsuited, as if  the text existed as already deconstructed en 
pointillé or as a spectre.

9.2 Non-philosophy does not conserve philosophy or its structure, whether 
incomplete or misused, thinned out and spectral, ghostly and hidden by the 
[]XXW[MLTa�OQ^MV�[a[\MU��1\�Q[�I�XPQTW�ÅK\QWV�IVL�Q\�PI[�KMZ\IQV�KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK[�
of  the spectre. It is immanent in its principle, and penetrates and encompass-
M[�\PM�[a[\MU��ÅVLQVO�[]J\TM�[]XXWZ\�QV�MIKP�WN �Q\[�XIZ\[��JZ][PQVO�]X�IOIQV[\�
them where necessary without lingering, settling, or becoming attached. Yet, 
\PM�XPQTW�ÅK\QWV�Q[�VM^MZ�[QUXTa�PQLLMV�WZ�KW^MZML�Ja�\PM�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�[a[-
\MU�� 1\� Q[� VW\� \PM� ZWTM� WN � VWV�XPQTW[WXPa� \W� ]VMIZ\P� \PM� XPQTW�ÅK\QWV� \PI\�
was always already there. For the Real there is no philosophical appearance, 
WVTa�I�PITT]KQVI\QWV�\PI\�XPQTW[WXPa�PI[�QLMV\QÅML�WZ�XZWL]KML#�NWZ�\PM�VWV�
!� �¹8PQTW�ÅK\QWVº�Q[�I�\MZU�4IZ]MTTM�PI[�ZMKMV\Ta�][ML�\W�LM[QOVI\M�\PM�]VQTI\MZITQbML�
KTWVM�MٺMK\]I\ML�Ja�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa��;MM��NWZ�M`IUXTM��.ZIVtWQ[�4IZ]MTTM��8PW\W�.QK\QWV��I�6WV�
Standard Aesthetics, trans. Drew S. Burk (Minneapolis: Univocal Press, 2012).
10  “Human Identity” here functions as another name for what Laruelle elsewhere 
calls “Man-in-Person.”
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philosophical subject however, there is a transcendental illusion that is already 
UWZM�KWV[Q[\MV\��=JQY]Q\W][�QV�Q\[�KI][M��XPQTW�ÅK\QWV�XMVM\ZI\M[�IVL�MVKWU-
passes all systems, each time at a point that is no longer nodal but unilat-
eral. For the non-philosophical subject, the philosophizable a priori constantly 
\PZMI\MV[�\W�ZMKTIQU�Q\[�[]ٻKQMVKa�IVL�\W�¹ZMKPIZOMº�NZWU�Q\[�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�
pretenses; it hides the real a priori�IVL�KWVÅZU[�[XWV\IVMW][�XPQTW[WXPa��8PQ-
TW[WXPa�XMZXM\]ITTa�_IV\[�\W�KTIQU�\PM�XPQTW�ÅK\QWV�I[�R][\�UWZM�XPQTW[WXPa��
*]\�ITT�JM\[�IZM�Wٺ#�\PM�4Q^ML�TQNM�Q[�ZM[QTQMV\��\PM�QVITQMVIJTM�:MIT�KIVVW\�JM�
forgotten, for it does not cease to resist any more than the subject (transcen-
dentally radicalized) is able to forget itself  in the struggle. The outcome of  
non-philosophy is a radical Lived-life of  hallucination and illusion. The im-
manent Lived-life is unforgettable without the need for an absolute memory 
or a memory refashioned by operations and then reconstituted. It is the real 
condition of  salvation such that it engages a task and maintains the subject, 
head above the world.
 Let us generalize toward contemporary philosophy. Non-philosophy 
places philosophy in a radical state; it takes phenomena as they are given a 
priori in the human or real state, as they are given in their immanent identity, 
and therefore given a priori unilaterally or by the Other. Non-philosophy does 
not impose an everyday structure or a system of  knowledge, whether linguis-
tic or mathematic and based on the “set.” The linguistically rendered text 
or the ontological knowledge based on the set have to be given as unilateral 
identity, at the risk that they revert to particularity or Judaic exceptionality, or 
to a materialistic void and its corresponding idealism; they have to be given 
I[�7\PMZ� ZI\PMZ� \PIV� QV� \PMQZ�W_V� �KQMVKa��<PMZMٻ[] Q[�VW�XZMKWVLQ\QWVQVO�
set that allows for an immediate and tautological reading of  mathematical 
knowledge, nor is there a textualization that allows for an immediate and 
violent or raw deconstruction. In both cases, we open the door to a practice 
that is burdened with empiricism and therefore theoreticist and spontaneous 
or violent and raw, a practice that has forgotten to radically “phenomenalize” 
the given and in its place has substituted a transcendent phenomenon, in 
other words a philosophical one. By placing both cases in a state of  radical 
identity, a series of  transformations is released. These transformations move 
NZWU�\PM�[][XMV[M�WN KQMVKa�\W�\PM�JZMISQVO�]X�WNٻ[]� � \PM�[\Z]K\]ZM�WN � \PM�
philosophical system that was invested in each part of  the play. The enclosure 
Q[�VW\�[QUXTa�TWOWKMV\ZQK��VWZ�Q[�Q\�[QUXTa�Y]IV\QÅIJTM�WZ�KITK]TIJTM��ZI\PMZ�Q[�
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it always duplicity or double enclosure. This is the principle of  a “non-de-
construction” (of  a construction of  deconstruction within an immanent and 
a priori�QV\]Q\QWV"�I�XPQTW�ÅK\QWV���WZ�I�\WOM\PMZVM[[�WZ�ensemblisme (in the sense 
of  real identity “en”/“in” semblance), both of  them real and transcendental, 
and destined to relieve and replace the transcendent or ex machina divides, 
whether these divides are linguistic or mathematical. 
 Non-philosophy is not just a new experience of  Man or of  the subject, 
one that sets itself  apart from contemporary thought and the way it hon-
ours the philosophical paradigm. Non-philosophy demands a new theoretical 
XZIK\QKM��1V[\MIL�WN �\ISQVO�I[�OQ^MV�\PM�\M`\¸I[�_MTT�I[�\PM�[QOVQÅMZ��\PM�[M\��
desire, or power—as transcendent empiricals conveying, more or less secretly, 
ZMTQOQW][�LM\MZUQVI\QWV[��VW\�WVTa�¹\ZIV[KMVLMV\IT�[QOVQÅMZ[º��\PI\�IZM�]VR][-
\QÅML�M`KMX\�Ja�I�KMZ\IQV�TIba�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�Z][P��VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�XTIKM[�\PMU�
QV�I�ZILQKIT�[\I\M�_PMZM�\PMa�IZM�VW�TM[[�WV\WTWOQKIT�\PIV�TQVO]Q[\QK��[KQMV\QÅK��
etc. What is actually given as phenomenon or foundation upon which thought 
can be based? All philosophy partakes in the magic act that transforms the 
empirical into absolute, and the absolute… into absolute. We ask how the 
empirical is itself  given to us, given to the philosophical subject, and how does 
this philosophical subject know that he or she has rightful access to language 
or mathematics? Does the subject speak? Is she a mathematician? Without 
doubt, but if  his or her knowledge is immanent to these activities, what rela-
tion, what non-relation does he or she have, as a subject, to this immanence?  



<PM�IV\Q�ZIKQ[\�IVL�NMUQVQ[\�)]LZM�4WZLM¼[�VW_�NIUW][�MLQK\��¹\PM�UI[\MZ¼[�\WWT[�_QTT�VM^MZ�
dismantle the master’s house”1 has always struck me as a provocative summons rather than a 
description of  current or even future scholarship. For it would seem that the most direct, intui�
tive route to dismantling would be to locate the master’s tools and use them as he did, in re�
verse. But the project of  challenging the structural foundations of  racism is neither direct nor 
QV\]Q\Q^M��IVL�1�ZMIL�4WZLM¼[�\WW�WN\�[\ZIQOP\NWZ_IZLTa�ZMIL�[\I\MUMV\�I[�I�KPITTMVOM�\W�_QLMV�
our gaze to the structural substrates of  our existences and to rigorously embrace radical 
methodologies that actively provoke and challenge traditions of  thought, an endless disman�
\TQVO�\PI\�Q[�VM^MZ�\W�JM�LQ[UIV\TML��4WZLM¼[�XW_MZN]T�[]UUWV[�Q[�IT[W�I�KITT�\W�ZMKWVÅO]ZM�\PM�
use of  critical theory, or to use the tools of  theory without mastery as their objective. François 
4IZ]MTTM¼[�QV\MV\QWV[�QV�KZMI\QVO�I�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�[MMU�\W�PIZUWVQbM�_Q\P�4WZLM¼[�^Q[QWV��
Laruelle has created a theory that examines philosophy from without, seeking to expand its 
PWZQbWV[�JMaWVL�Q\[�[\IVLIZL�][M��<PM�\MZU[�\PI\�KWUXZQ[M�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�IZM�XPQTW[WXPQKIT��
J]\�][ML�¹VWV�XPQTW[WXPQKITTa�º�WZ�VM]\MZML�WN �\PMQZ�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�]\QTQ\a��:MILQVO�4IZ]MTTM��
it can appear as if  his prose is simply a repetition of  that which he critiques, when in fact 
he has refashioned these tools into a strange, radical vocabulary that renders inoperable the 
XPQTW[WXPQKIT�UMIV[�WN �SVW_QVO�\PM�:MIT��6WV�XPQTW[WXPa�Q[�LM[QOVML�\W�¹LM[\ZWa�\PM�KTI[[Q�
cal usage of  philosophy,”2 but what kind of  theory is this, considering that destruction as a 
1  Audre Lorde, ;Q[\MZ�7]\[QLM"�-[[Ia[�IVL�;XMMKPM[�(New York: Ten Speed Press, 2007), 
110, 123.
2  François Laruelle in Robin Mackay, “Introduction: Laruelle Undivided,” From Deci�
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mode of  theory strikes a chord whose vibration reverberates deep into the recesses of  continen�
tal philosophy? Lorde’s and Laruelle’s words join Heidegger’s Destruktion and Derrida’s 
deconstruction in the history of  critical theory, even as Lorde and Laruelle want to limit the 
claims of  that history. If  destruction is also one of  the master’s tools, then Laruelle’s idea of  
what it means to destroy the classical usage of  philosophy is neither direct nor intuitive, and 
\PM�SQVL�WN �XZIK\QKM�\PI\�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�QUIOQVM[�Q\[MTN �\W�JM�LWQVO�ZMY]QZM[�I�ZWJ][\��ÅVM�
OZIQVML�QVY]QZa��?PI\�NWTTW_[�_QTT�JM�I�KWV[QLMZI\QWV�WN �VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�I[�I�XZIK\QKM�IVL�
a pedagogy as well as a methodology that radically reimagines what it means to use critical 
terms in communities of  thought.   

 The question of  the utility or application of  non-philosophy haunts 
François Laurelle’s often disorienting prose. For how does one “use” a theory 
that undoes the very practice of  explaining the world in philosophical terms? 
While the many cogent prefaces to Laruelle’s work on non-philosophy written 
in English gesture toward a non-philosophical practice that exceeds Laruelle’s 
own parameters, they tend not to themselves exceed those parameters. John 
Mullarkey and Anthony Paul Smith conclude their illuminating introduction 
with just this gesture: “Alongside a non-cinematic thinking, how does thought 
IXXMIZ�QV�VWV�TQ\MZI\]ZM�WZ�VWV�\PMI\ZM��I�ÅTU��JWWS��WZ�XTIa�'�1\�_QTT�JM�\PM�
objective of  a future volume to examine the thinking within other non-phi-
losophies in all their non-Laruellean guises.”3 How to take Laruelle beyond 
Laruelle is indeed a challenging imperative. His idiosyncratic style and his 
VWV�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�ZMIZ\QK]TI\QWV�WN �XPQTW[WXPQKIT�\MZU[�KIV�PI^M�\PM�MٺMK\�WN �
rendering his theory closed to engagement. In a well-known 1988 conversa-
tion, Jacques Derrida expressed a desire to engage with non-philosophy, but 
IKK][ML�4IZ]MTTM�WN �¹KIZZaQVO�W]\�I�SQVL�WN �^QWTMV\�[P]ټQVO�WN �\PM�KIZL[�QV�
a game whose rules are known to [him] alone.”4 Yet I take Derrida’s lessons 
on hospitality to be a radical invitation to practices that always risk shattering 
\PM�[]JRMK\��IVL�4IZ]MTTM¼[�ITQMV�\PMWZa�WٺMZ[�IV�QUXWZ\IV\�TQUQ\�KI[M�QV�W]Z�

[QWV�\W�0MZM[a"�-`XMZQUMV\[�1V�6WV�;\IVLIZL�<PW]OP\��ed. Robin Mackay (Falmouth: Urbanomic, 
2012), 29.
3  John Mullarkey and Anthony Paul Smith, “Introduction: The Non-Philosophical 
Inversion: Laruelle’s Knowledge Without Domination,” in 4IZ]MTTM� IVL�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa� eds. 
John Mullarkey and Anthony Paul Smith (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012), 16.
4  Jacques Derrida in François Laruelle, “Controversy Over the Possibility of  a Sci-
ence of  Philosophy” <PM�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa�8ZWRMK\, trans. Ray Brassier and Robin Mackay (New 
York: Telos Press, 2012), 76.
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capacity as scholars trained in a wide range of  philosophical discourses to 
remain open and inviting to provocative questions. When reading Laruelle it 
is easy to feel like a stranger setting foot on a terrain whose geography does 
not accommodate your presence, and yet Laruelle invokes the very concept 
of  “the stranger”5 to simulate the subject’s non-philosophical engagement 
with philosophy.
 As non-philosophers, we enter philosophical practice not as coloniz-
ing agents with a passport to transcendental realities, but as strangers whose 
[W^MZMQOV�XZQ^QTMOM[��KWVVMK\QWV[��IVL�XMZUQ[[QWV[�IZM�^WQL��?M�IZM��QV�MٺMK\��
[IV[�XIXQMZ[��<PM�LQٻK]T\a�WVM�MVKW]V\MZ[�_Q\P�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�Q[�XZWL]K\Q^M�
and instructive of  this disquieting and yet crucially generative interruption of  
standard modes of  philosophical thinking. And yet to be confronted so rough-
ly with our own strangeness in the province of  non-philosophy—the alterity 
WN �\PM�\PMWZa�ZMÆMK\QVO�I�[MV[M�WN �VW\�JMTWVOQVO�QV�][¸Y]QKSTa�ZMUQVL[�][�
of  the strange conditions under which our scholarly encounters regularly take 
place, whether they are with peers, students, colleagues, or administrators. 
Laruelle’s writing is a powerful lure to thought that reminds us that theory 
should always be strange.6 In this afterword, I suggest that Laruelle is gener-

5  The “stranger” in Lauelle’s writing is not a person, but an abstraction or avatar 
of  the practice of  non-philosophy as it is performed. See François Laruelle, “A Summary 
of  Non-Philosophy” <PM�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa�8ZWRMK\., trans. Ray Brassier (New York: Telos Press, 
2012), 36, where Laruelle dissociates “the stranger” from the subject and the ego.
�� �)[�1�PI^M�VW\ML��4IZ]MTTM�PI[�I�LQ[\QVK\Q^M�IVL�LQٻK]T\�[\aTM�WN �_ZQ\QVO��aM\�Q\�KWV-
\QV]ITTa�IUIbM[�UM�\PI\�\PQ[�Q[�KQ\ML�I[�I�ZMI[WV�VW\�\W�MVOIOM�_Q\P�PQ[�_WZS��1V�PQ[�]VÆI\\MZ-
ing review of  the English translation of  Laruelle’s 4M[�8PQTW[WXPQM[�LM�TI�LQٺuZMVKM (Philosophies of  
,QٺMZMVKM), /ZIPIU�0IZUIV��I�XQWVMMZ�WN �\PM�MUMZOQVO�ÅMTL�WN �¹[XMK]TI\Q^M�ZMITQ[U�º�KTIQU[�
that Laruelle’s work will not be widely received in the Anglophone world because his style 
is “abominable” (Harman). Theorists who make this claim seem to be subject to a general 
amnesia of  critical theories of  the speech act over the last twenty years. Responding to criti-
cism that the style of  her watershed Gender Trouble [1990] (1999) was too alienating, Judith 
Butler writes in the 1999 Preface to the book, “It would be a mistake to think that received 
grammar is the best vehicle for expressing radical views, given the constraints that grammar 
imposes on thought, indeed, on the thinkable itself. But formulations that twist grammar or 
that implicitly call into question the subject-verb requirements of  propositional sense are 
clearly irritating for some. They produce more work for readers, and sometimes their readers 
IZM�WٺMVLML�Ja�[]KP�LMUIVL[��)ZM�\PW[M�_PW�IZM�WٺMVLML�UISQVO�I�TMOQ\QUI\M�ZMY]M[\�NWZ�
‘plain speaking’ or does their complaint emerge from a consumer expectation of  intellectual 
TQNM'�1[�\PMZM��XMZPIX[��I�^IT]M�\W�JM�LMZQ^ML�NZWU�[]KP�M`XMZQMVKM[�WN �TQVO]Q[\QK�LQٻK]T\a'º�
(New York: Routledge, 1999), xviii-xix. My contention is that as there clearly is for Derrida, 
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ous with the possibility of  taking his theory beyond himself, but to depart 
NZWU�4IZ]MTTM�Q[�ÅZ[\�\W�MVOIOM�LQZMK\Ta�_Q\P�\PM�LQٻK]T\QM[�\PI\�PM�XW[M[�\W�
philosophically-minded subjects and to accepted modes of  theoretical ap-
plication. I will begin with an overview of  modes of  use in philosophy and 
non-philosophy, and continue with a view to non-philosophy as the subject of  
XMLIOWOa��1�_QTT�\PMV�[PQN\�\W�2WPV�3MI\[¼�UIOVQÅKMV\�XWMU��¹7LM�WV�I�/ZM-
cian Urn” [1819] (1958) as an occasion to model the concerns and tools of  
non-philosophical inquiry. 
 I selected Keats as a concluding model for non-philosophical thought 
because of  the particular concerns about representation, conceptual knowl-
edge, and art that quicken his writing. Coming of  age in the aftermath of  
the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars, Keats was writing during a 
time of  reconstruction and great social unease. He was a member of  a young 
cohort of  thinkers who inherited the ideas of  the French revolutionaries, the 
devastating toll of  the Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars, and the poetic 
QVVW^I\QWV[�IVL�[MV[QJQTQ\QM[�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�_I^M�WN �:WUIV\QK�XWM\[��<PM�Y]QV\M\�
of  odes he composed in the spring of  1819 speak from a sense of  immobil-
ity while at the same time reimagine the stakes of  the ode, expanding what 
could count as an ode. Keats wrote his odes not about ascendant topics such 
as joy—as was the convention of  the ode—but the perspicacity of  material 
life, such as Grecian urns, nightingales, autumn, melancholia, and indolence. 
<PM[M�WJRMK\[�_MZM�VW\�^MPQKTM[�WN �IKKM[[�\W�PQOPMZ�XZQVKQXTM[��J]\�\PM�[\]ٺ�WN �
life to which he felt answerable. “Ode on a Grecian Urn” treats a surface of  
representation, a decorated urn that remains silent as the narrator implores 
it to speak. As the object of  the narrator’s interest, the urn is unavailable as a 
representation of  higher truths, even when it seems that representation is the 
labour the urn is designed to perform.  By choosing this poem as a lure to the 
practice of  non-philosophy, I want to model a “non-analysis” of  literature, 
or a view to literary objects that does not have a transcendentalizing impera-
tive. The historical context of  Keats’ writing provides a familiar handle for 
our own time, in which the horizon of  seemingly endless wars and a series of  
global revolts call upon us to question and rethink fundamental modes of  ac-
tion in our political, social, and intellectual lives. This is the landscape that, I 
will explain, is the historical and social context for the growing interest in non-

Deleuze, and Butler, there is also value to be derived from an encounter with Laruelle’s dif-
ÅK]T\�[\aTM�
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philosophy. By beginning this essay with Lorde’s aphorism and ending with 
Keats’ poem, I thread non-philosophy heterogeneously through an anticipa-
tory intellectual imperative and an experimental act of  art. Non-philosophy, a 
mode of  thought that questions basic assumptions and practices of  analytical 
and conceptual thought, potentially has a wide-range of  stakes that are worth 
exploring if  we are to understand the full impact of  the generalizing problem 
\PI\�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�QLMV\QÅM[�
 Non-philosophy challenges the principles of  use and application that 
dominate critical scholarship and pedagogical practice. To “apply” a philoso-
phy is to invoke a material double of  its operation, assuming that the philoso-
phy itself  is nonmaterial or has no worldly substance that acts on its own. A 
[]KKM[[N]T�IXXTQKI\QWV�M[\IJTQ[PM[�\PM�ÅVQ\]LM�WN �\PM�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�UM\PWL�Ja�
demonstrating how it successfully represents the world. It would appear that 
XPQTW[WXPa¼[�UW^MUMV\�IVL�MٻKIKa�IZM�VMKM[[IZQTa�[MXIZI\M�NZWU�Q\[�NWZUIT�
articulation; it gives a sense that theory itself  is inert without another engine. 
*]\�XPQTW[WXPa�Q[�VW�TM[[�I�UI\MZQIT�XIZ\�WN �\PM�_WZTL�\PIV�I�JZIQV�WZ�I�Æa�
or an atom. “Think this: thought is a thing,”7 says Laruelle. But often the 
litmus test for both the rigour of  our own philosophical endeavours and the 
success of  our students’ comprehension is the degree to which we and they 
can represent reality in theoretical terms. The currency of  “the example” in 
W]Z�ÅMTL[¸I�NWZU�WN �ZPM\WZQK�\PI\�[TQLM[�JM\_MMV�\PM�XIZ\QK]TIZ�IVL�\PM�IJ-
stract—instils the assumption that concepts and the world always bear a per-
fect alignment, like the map of  the empire in Jorge Luis Borges’ “On Exacti-
tude in Science.”8 Expectations placed on academic institutions by the public 
also encourage this cartographic practice. Increasing pressure from corpo-
rate-minded governments on the Humanities to justify themselves in the face 

7  Laruelle in Mullarkey and Smith, 4IZ]MTTM�IVL�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa��9.
8  Jorge Luis Borges,“On Exactitude in Science” in Collected Fictions, trans. Andrew 
Hurley (New York: Penguin Books, 1999), 325. The story in its entirety: “In that Empire, 
the Art of  Cartography attained such Perfection that the map of  a single Province occupied 
the entirety of  a City, and the map of  the Empire, the entirety of  a Province. In time, those 
=VKWV[KQWVIJTM�5IX[�VW�TWVOMZ�[I\Q[ÅML��IVL�\PM�+IZ\WOZIXPMZ[�/]QTL�[\Z]KS�I�5IX�WN �\PM�
Empire whose size was that of  the Empire, and which coincided point for point with it. The 
following Generations, who were not so fond of  the Study of  Cartography as their Forebears 
had been, saw that the vast Map was Useless, and not without some Pitilessness was it, that 
they delivered it up to the Inclemencies of  Sun and Winters. In the Deserts of  the West, still 
today, there are Tattered Ruins of  that Map, inhabited by Animals and Beggars; in all the 
Land there is no other Relic of  the Disciples of  Geography.”
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of  severe budget cuts to higher education insists that our work embrace a lim-
ited idea of  practice, in which the skills that we teach should prepare students 
for the “practical” demands of  low-level employment, which are vehemently 
set against the goals of  higher-level critical thinking. As members of  Humani-
ties departments struggling to maintain ourselves against these pressures, it is 
understandable that we emphasize the instrumental use of  theory to explain 
the world. This imperative to “map” philosophy onto material realities illus-
trates what Laruelle calls “philosophical Decision,” or the hybridizing of  a 
transcendental, conditioning term (the concept) and a material, conditioned 
term (objects in the world)9. All philosophy bears a Decisional structure that 
elevates it to an omniscient status. Non-philosophy presents us, instead, with 
\PM�ZILQKIT�XZMUQ[M�\PI\�\PM�UIX�Q[�I�TW^MTa�ÅK\QWV�IUWVO�UIVa�\PI\�LWM[�VW\�
explain the world, but exists with it in a non-dominating, lateral way. 

4IZ]MTTM¼[�;IJJI\P"�)�+TI[[ZWWU�NWZ�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa
 In her work on Laruelle’s “non-Marxism,” Katerina Kolozova claims 
that his theory argues for the importance of  “monstrously radical concepts.”10 
Monstrosity certainly captures the alienating quality of  Laruellian concepts 
and the resistance Laruelle faces from the scholarly community, but the quali-

9 Giorgio Agamben is, to my knowledge, the only other thinker ruminating on a ge-
neric division in philosophy between a transcendental term and a material term, what he 
calls the common and the proper, respectively. See William Watkin’s )OIUJMV�IVL�1VLQٺMZMVKM"�)�
+ZQ\QKIT�7^MZ^QM_��4WVLWV�IVL�6M_�AWZS"�:W_UIV���4Q\\TMÅMTL���������`Q�`^QQ��?I\SQV�MTIJW-
rates this division in the opening movements of  the text and suggests that a dialogue between 
Laruelle and Agamben would be fruitful. 
10  Katerina Kolozova, “The Project of  Non-Marxism: Arguing for ‘Monstrously’  
Radical Concepts,” in Cultural Logic: An Electronic Journal of  Marxist Theory and Practice 10 
(2007): 1. Following Giambattista Vico, Kolozova claims that monstrosity is the product of  
¹\PM�JWZLMZQVO�WN �\_W�\aXM[�WN �TIVO]IOM[��\PM�»[KQMV\QÅK¼�IVL�\PM�»XWM\QK¼º�������)[�JW\P�I�¹[KQ-
ence of  philosophy” and method of  turning philosophy into poetry (see Laruelle in Mackay, 
“Introduction,” 29), non-philosophy is produced at that semantic intersection. However, sci-
ence and poetry are both material objects for Laruelle that have been denied the capacity to 
think by the philosophical regime (see Laruelle, “Controversy,” 84). As objects caused by the 
7VM��[KQMVKM�IVL�XWM\Za�_W]TL�JM�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�MIKP�W\PMZ��QV�\PM�[MV[M�\PI\�\PMa�_W]TL�WXMZ-
ate as lateral, non-hierarchical modes of  knowledge. Therefore, there can be no real border-
ing between these two types of  knowledge that would produce yet a third term that we could 
call “non-philosophy.” For Laruelle, non-philosophy is at once a science and a poetry, such 
\PI\�\PM[M�\PZMM�\MZU[�IZM�WVTa�[MUIV\QKITTa�LQٺMZMV\��6WVM\PMTM[[��\PM�QVLQٺMZMVKM�JM\_MMV�
science and poetry in the practice of  non-philosophy is certainly a monstrous discourse.
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ÅKI\QWV�WN �¹UWV[\ZW][Taº�IT[W�[]OOM[\[�\PI\�4IZ]MTTM�[MMS[�\W�LM^MTWX�I�VM_�
fundamental vocabulary, one that perverts the “radix” or roots of  concepts 
themselves. For Laruelle, radical concepts do not include those concepts that 
stray from the norm or the heavily cited, but those that question the fundamen-
tal operation of  conceptual work itself. A commitment to the development of  
truly radical claims—claims that shatter the very idea of  the concept—is im-
manent to the pedagogical work of  non-philosophy. Non-philosophy teaches 
its students the importance of  thinking radically in practice and not just in 
name.
 Non-philosophy suspends philosophical operations to forge space for 
the generation and co-mingling of  monstrously radical concepts; it consti-
tutes a “Sabbath” of  thought that momentarily holds back to create a space 
for renewal. At the end of  <PM�7XMV� (2004), Giorgio Agamben envisions a 
Jewish Sabbath for human and animal, a clearing that momentarily suspends 
the anthropocentric machinery that structures relations between human and 
non-human animals. Agamben writes,

To render inoperative the machine that governs our conception of  man 
_QTT� \PMZMNWZM�UMIV�VW� TWVOMZ� \W� [MMS�VM_¸UWZM�MٺMK\Q^M�IVL�UWZM�I]-
thentic—articulations, but rather to show the central emptiness, the hiatus 
that—within man—separates man and animal, and to risk ourselves in this 
emptiness: the suspension of  the suspension, Shabbat of  both animal and 
man.11 

Agamben’s Shabbat is a space for radical thought made possible only through 
a holding-back of  a divisive conceptual apparatus. Laruelle’s Sabbath is not 
an abyss between creatures akin to the Derridian trace, but a perspective from 
which the theorist chooses to abstain from legitimized and legitimizing modes 
of  thought. Human exceptionalism is suspended in this space, and the hu-
manisms that ground their articulations in the human’s unique capacity for 
SVW_TMLOM�IZM�V]TTQÅML��)OIUJMV�ZM^MIT[�\PM�PQMZIZKPQKIT�LQ^Q[QWV�JM\_MMV�
human and animal to be a hallucination of  the human. Thought produced 
from this space puts us at risk of  proceeding without our seemingly inalien-
able privileges. 
 This scene of  possibility is activated by the engine of  inoperability—a 

11  Giorgio Agamben, <PM� 7XMV�� trans. Kevin Attell (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2004), 92.
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concept Agamben returns to in other writings—understood not as inertia or 
sloth but a “generic mode of  potentiality that is not exhausted (like individual 
action or collective action understood as the sum of  individual actions).”12 
The inoperable is both a refusal to work for institutional interests and a wager 
of  praxis, or a thought or action that may never be realized. Non-philosophy 
renders philosophical decision inoperable; it refuses to work for the “philo-
sophical machine” and from this non-work it produces monstrous possibility.13

 In “What Can Non-Philosophy Do?” (2012) Laruelle summons philo-
sophical thinkers to “put practice into theory rather than just inserting prac-
tice ‘in theory’.”14 The destruction of  the classical usage of  philosophy would 
be a fundamental QVLQٺMZMVKM�between theory and practice,15 for there is noth-

12  Agamben in Leland De La Durantaye, Giorgio Agamben: An Introduction (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2009), 19.
13  Critical theory already boasts many avatars of  immobility besides the inoperative.  
“Inoperativity” or désoeuvrement was coined by Maurice Blanchot in L’Espace Littraire  (The Space 
of  Literature (1989)) as the negativity of  doing at the heart of  the work of  literature. Blan-
chot’s use of  the concept is typically translated as “worklessness.” Georges Bataille, Jean-Luc 
6IVKa��IVL�)OIUJMV�PI^M�ITT�UILM�][M�WN �\PM�KWVKMX\�\W�LQٺMZMV\�MVL[��)TNZML�3WZbaJ[SQ¼[�
�ÅZ[\�)��-��^WV�>WO\¼[��KWVKMX\�WN �\PM�¹KWZ\QKW�\PITIUQK�XI][Mº�UIa�IT[W�NITT�QV\W�\PQ[�\ZILQ-
tion. Important to note for the feminist/queer posture of  my intervention is Janet Halley’s 
Split Decisions: How and Why to Take A Break From Feminism (2006), where the author argues 
that the scholarly community should “take a break” from feminism to avoid participating 
in the prescriptive use of  theory and the consequences thereof  for subjected communities. 
Halley’s provocative monograph makes many of  the same criticisms of  philosophy as does 
Laruelle, and takes the additional step of  showing how the use of  philosophy can be im-
UIVMV\Ta�PIZUN]T�\W�KWUU]VQ\QM[��1�PI^M�VW\�IٺWZLML�\PM�JWWS�I�UWZM�KMV\ZIT�XTIKM�QV�\PQ[�
essay because I do not believe that the solution it provides to the problem of  the violence of  
theory is radical enough. Halley argues that we should assume the posture of  many theories 
simultaneously (such as feminism, queer theory, and anti-racist theory), and that the internal 
VMOW\QI\QWV�JM\_MMV�\PMWZQM[��\PM�LQٻK]T\QM[�ZM^MITML�Ja�\PMQZ�KWUQVO�QV\W�KWV\IK\�_Q\P�MIKP�
other coextensively, is valuable for and not limiting of  the continual generation and renewal 
of  radical politics. I have great respect for Halley’s promotion of  a politics at the interstices 
of  theory, and yet I fear that if  the answer to the problems raised by one theory is more theory 
then “theory” has won out against what could be a more radical questioning of  the work of  
theory as such. “Taking a Break” from feminism is not ultimately taking a break from theory. 
A further encounter between Halley and Laruelle would prove to be extremely generative for 
both thinkers, and particularly for the relevance of  non-philosophy to queer, anti-racist, and 
feminist work.
14  François Laruelle, “What Can Non-Philosophy Do?” in <PM�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa�8ZWRMK\, 
trans. Ray Brassier (New York: Telos Press, 2012), 218. 
15  Laruelle’s position is very close to Deleuze’s position on the relationship between 
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QVO�UWZM�\PMWZM\QKIT�\PIV�\PMWZa¼[�I]\W�XW[Q\QWVML�LQٺMZMVKM�NZWU�XZIK\QKM��
¹1VLQٺMZMVKMº�Q[�XMZPIX[�4IZ]MTTM¼[�UW[\�[KIVLITW][�IVL��QV�MٺMK\��UW[\�LM-
[\Z]K\Q^M��QV[\Z]UMV\�NWZ�\PM�ZMKWVÅO]ZI\QWV�WN �ZMTI\QWV[�JM\_MMV�WJRMK\[�QV�I�
moment still productively tarrying with Continental philosophy’s interests in 
¹LQٺMZMVKM�º�0W_M^MZ��QVLQٺMZMVKM�Q[�VW\�IV�IJ[]ZL�VMOI\QWV�WN �LQٺMZMVKMs 
so much as a non-philosophical orientation between objects that cannot be 
reduced to absolute alterity. The non-philosophical thinker, Laruelle explains, 
is a force (of) thought, in which the bracketed preposition expresses the im-
manence of  thought and force as non-philosophical practice.16

 I invoke “orientation” outside the norms of  its use in phenomeno-

theory and practice. In his conversation with Michel Foucault in “Intellectuals and Power,” 
in 4IVO]IOM��+W]V\MZ�5MUWZa��8ZIK\QKM"�;MTMK\ML�-[[Ia[�IVL�1V\MZ^QM_[, ed. D.F.B. Bouchard (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press), 205–217, Deleuze suggests that practice is not an application of  
theory. Yet for Deleuze, theory “encounters” nodes of  reality rather than being derived, 
wrought, or cohered from reality itself. His representation of  Foucault’s work with prison-
ers suggests that the prisoners’ focalized reality came only at a second stage of  theoretic 
attunement as a way to recalibrate an already robust constellation of  concepts. Practice has 
an oddly sublating function in Deleuze’s description. If  the role of  the intellectual is not to 
represent the interests of  the underclass, then theory remains as a somewhat virtual labour 
that preserves its claim to originality and exclusivity. Deleuze discloses the limitations of  
his “zone of  indistinction” between theory and practice when he suggests that, “reality is 
what actually happens in the factories, in schools, in barracks, in prisons, in police stations. 
)VL�\PQ[�IK\QWV�KIZZQM[�I�\aXM�WN �QVNWZUI\QWV�_PQKP�Q[�IT\WOM\PMZ�LQٺMZMV\�NZWU�\PI\�NW]VL�
QV�VM_[XIXMZ[º��������,QٺMZMV\��XMZPIX[��J]\�IKKWZLQVO�\W�_PI\�UMI[]ZM['�<PQ[�[\I\MUMV\�
_WZS[�\W�LMÅVM�ZMITQ\a�I[�\PI\�_PQKP�]VNWTL[�I[�[\Z]OOTM�ZI\PMZ�\PIV�I[�\PM�¹KWV\QV]I\QWV�WN �
power,” yet in doing so, it reroutes the information found in newspapers to what must be a 
virtual reality that can be alienated from the material conditions of  its existence. It is worth 
adding that Laruelle in ,QK\QWVIZa�WN �6WV�8PQTW[WXPa (trans. Taylor Adkins), in what must be an 
intentional reappropriation of  Deleuze’s metaphor of  theory as a “toolbox” in this essay, calls 
non-philosophy a “toolbox,” “where the box is itself  a tool, where every tool is inseparable 
from the box,” (1, accessed March 10, 2014, P\\X"��UWVW[SWX�WZO�QUIOM[����J�4IZ]MTTMG
.ZIVKWQ[G,QK\QWVIZaGWNG6WV�8PQTW[WXPa�XLN). Laruelle’s argument that theory, like the rest 
of  material reality, is caused by and cannot be alienated from the universe of  objects (what he 
calls “the One”) suggests that the very partiality of  the tool (to combine the metaphors) is its 
immanence to the box and its incapacity to be instrumentalized reciprocally.
16  Force (of) thought is not a relation between a subject and a thought in the philo-
sophical sense where the terms have a bilateral relation. Laruelle’s (non-)relation is “a rela-
tion without correlation or reciprocity.” See Laruelle, 8ZQVKQXTM[�WN �6WV�8PQTW[WXPa��trans. Nicola 
Rubczak and Anthony Paul Smith (London and New York: Bloomsbury, 2013), 107, or a 
relation in which force does not conform to our experience of  it and lives in excess of  our 
KIXIKQ\a�\W�SVW_�Q\��1�PI^M�KPW[MV�\W�KITT�\PQ[�ZMTI\QWV�¹QVLQٺMZMVKM�º
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TWOQKIT�[KPWTIZ[PQX��_PMZM�Q\�\aXQKITTa�LM[KZQJM[�IV�MٺMK\�WN �JMQVO�QV�\PM�_WZTL�
and therefore anticipates a bilateral relation between a world and an alien-
ated body. In The +WVKMX\�WN �6WV�8PW\WOZIXPa��Laruelle describes “vision-force,” 
another term for the force (of) thought, as a stance rather than a position: 
“The photographer does not throw himself  into the World, he replaces him-
[MTN � ÅZ[\Ta� QV� PQ[� JWLa� I[� I� [\IVKM�� IVL� ZMVW]VKM[� ITT� KWZXWZMIT� WZ� X[aKPQK�
intentionality. ‘Stance’—this word means: to be rooted in oneself, to be held 
within one’s own immanence, to be at ones station rather than in a position 
relative to the ‘motif ’.”17�<PM�[\IVKM�[QOVIT[�WVM¼[�]VLQٺMZMV\QI\ML�M`Q[\MVKM�of 
\PM�_WZTL��IV�QVLQٺMZMVKM�\W�\PM�LQ[\QVK\QWV�JM\_MMV�\PM�_WZTL�IVL�\PM�JWLa�
of  the photographer, an uninhabitable world that cannot be captured by the 
photographer. Orientation names the unidirectional stance18 as a function of  
the non-philosophical encounter, which Laruelle claims is thinking from “the 
One” and to philosophy, rather than from philosophy and to “the One,” the 
attempt to represent the “the One” in philosophical terms.
 Laruelle invokes “the One” in opposition to the neo-Platonic term of  
the same name.19 It is an abstract term for the universe of  objects foreclosed 
to thought and therefore unrepresentable by philosophy. The One strikes an 
QVLQٺMZMV\�XW[\]ZM�\W_IZL�\PM�WJRMK\[�Q\�KI][M[��IVL�I[�[]KP�Q[�QTT][\ZI\ML�JM[\�
according what theorists of  gender and sexuality call “queer.” Queer theories 
NWTTW_�I�^M`ML�IVL�]VÅVQ[PML�VIZZI\Q^M�WN �QLMV\Q\a�XWTQ\QK[�NWZ�\PM�OMVMZI\QWV[�
inheriting a wide range of  continental and postcolonial philosophies. Whether 
[KPWTIZ[�QV^WSM�Y]MMZ�I[�I�¹VWV�QLMV\Q\aº¸IV�IUXTQÅKI\QWV�WN �_PI\�KW]V\[�
as identity—as an outright rejection of  identity as the normative means of  
ensuring the intelligibility of  structures of  sexual desire and gender identity, 
WZ�I[�IV�QVLQٺMZMVKM�\W�\PM�^MZa�KWVKMX\�WN �[M`]IT�IVL�OMVLMZ�QLMV\Q\a��_PI\�
\PM[M� LM[QOVI\QWV[� [PIZM� Q[� \PMQZ� LMNMZZIT� \W� I�_QLM� ZIVOM� WN � LQٺMZMVKM[� QV�
\PM�UWLM�WN �I�N]VLIUMV\IT�QVLQٺMZMVKM�\W�\PM�LQ[\QVK\QWV[�JM\_MMV�\PMU�20 
17  François Laruelle, <PM�+WVKMX\�WN �6WV�8PW\WOZIXPa��trans. Robin Mackay (Falmouth: 
Urbanomic, 2011), 12.
18  Because the One is foreclosed to human knowledge, the non-philosophical orien-
tation is never a bilateral relation between the One and what it causes, but a unidirectional 
relation from within the One.
19  For a concise elaboration of  the neo-Platonic and Laruellian “One,” see Anthony 
Paul Smith’s “Thinking From The One: Science and the Ancient Philosophical Figure of  
the One,” in 4IZ]MTTM�IVL�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa��eds. John Mullarkey and Anthony Paul Smith (Edin-
burgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012), 19–41.
20  Judith Butler has recently suggested that the regulatory constitution of  gender is 
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“Queer” incorporates structures of  desire that may be otherwise described as 
lesbian, asexual, transgender, gay, non-normative, or BDSM, to name only a 
NM_��_Q\PW]\�[\ZQSQVO�I�[MTN�LQٺMZMV\QIT�XW[\]ZM�\W_IZL�\PMU��9]MMZVM[[�XZW-
duces a gamut of  experiences that are themselves unable to retroactively rep-
resent queerness in its entirety.21

 Similar to the Laruellean One, the queer causes a universe of  objects 
J]\�Q[�Q\[MTN �NWZMKTW[ML�\W�WJRMK\QÅKI\QWV�22�<PM�7VM�Q[�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�\PM�_WZTL�
WN � LQٺMZMVKM[� Q\� XZWL]KM[�� IVL� I[� I� XZIK\QKM� WZQMV\ML� NZWU� \PM�7VM�� VWV�
philosophy strikes a posture toward philosophy and the rest of  the world that 
strives to QV�LQٺMZMV\QI\M�JM\_MMV�\PM�XWTM[�WN �Q\[�KWUXI[[��<PQ[�O]Q[M�WN �KI]-
sation Laruelle calls “determination-in-the-last-instance” or “unilateral dual-
ity.” The material, including philosophy and the philosopher, caused by the 
7VM�KIVVW\�SVW_�\PM�7VM��[W�\PMQZ�ZMTI\QWV�KIVVW\�JM�KWVKMQ^ML�I[�ZMÆM`Q^M��
bilateral, or reciprocal. Here, we should remember that the subject of  non-
philosophy—the stranger, force (of) thought, vision-force—is not a person but 
an avatar for the practice of  non-philosophy, a force strange to the normative 
distinctions between concepts, persons, and bodies. “The subject,” says Laru-
elle, “does not use philosophy as if  it were already constituted, it is that use. 
It is not only pragmatic, making use of  world-thought, but also and equally 

QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�\PM�ZMO]TI\WZa�KWV[\Q\]\QWV�WN �[M`]ITQ\a��)V�QVLQٺMZMVKM��\PMZMNWZM��JM\_MMV�\PM�
^MZa�LQٺMZMVKM[�\PI\�LMÅVM�Y]MMZ�\PMWZa��;MM�)\PMVI�)\PIVI[QW]�IVL�2]LQ\P�*]\TMZ��Disposses�
sion: The Performative in the Political (Cambridge, Polity Press, 2013), 45.
21 See Kolozova’s The Cut of  the Real: Subjectivity in Poststructuralist Philosophy (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2014), in which the author recapitulates poststructuralist feminist 
and queer theories under the aegis of  Laruelle’s non-philosophical vocabulary. “The aim,” 
she writes, “is to produce an emancipatory move of  stepping out from the scholastic enclo-
sure that constrains the discourse of  contemporary gender theory” (15). Kolozova leads the 
charge in the development of  what we could call a “non-gender theory,” or a theory that 
questions the axioms of  gender criticism and expands its relevance beyond poststructural 
thought.
22 Laruelle has weighed in on queer theory in the Foreword to Kolozova’s Cut of  the 
Real. Queer, he says, “is a vector; it has a departure point, a transition point at which it 
provisionally completes itself, but not an arrival point where it would shut itself  away.” See 
Laruelle in Kolozova, The Cut of  the Real, xvi. Similar to many poststructuralist queer theorists 
for whom queer is “radically anticipatory,” Laruelle understands it as a promissory gesture, 
ushering in a future that contemporary thinkers cannot represent. The “vectoral queer” may 
be one avatar of  Laruelle’s “unilateral duality,” or a relationship to a text in which the text 
does give itself  reciprocally to the reader’s representation.
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theoretical, and further, it does not ‘do’ theory, it is the theoretical.”23 The 
non-philosophical subject is more akin to the “non-stranger” or a “stranger-
in-the-last-instance,” an avatar “queer” to philosophical conceptions of  what 
or who a stranger might be.
� 6WV�XPQTW[WXPa� ZM^Q^M[� QVLQٺMZMVKM� I[� I� KZQ\QKIT� XW[Q\QWV� \W_IZL�
\PM�_WZTL� \PI\� ZMKWVÅO]ZM[� \PM� PQMZIZKPQKIT� LQ^Q[QWV� JM\_MMV� P]UIV[� IVL�
things.24�*]\�4IZ]MTTM�Q[�VW\�\PM�ÅZ[\�\W�MVTQ[\�QVLQٺMZMVKM�I[�I�KZQ\QKIT�XW[\]ZM��
and the term has an august history in continental philosophy. Martin Hei-
degger formulates “boredom” in Being and Time _Q\P�ZM[XMK\�\W�QVLQٺMZMVKM��
WZ�\PM�IٺMK\Q^M�XW[\]ZM�\PZW]OP�_PQKP�_M�ZMTI\M�\W�\PM�M^MZaLIaVM[[�WN �JMQVO��
Invoking Heidegger’s writing on boredom and Gilles Deleuze’s concept of  
¹bWVM[�WN � QVLQ[KMZVQJQTQ\a�º�)OIUJMV�LM^Q[M[� \PM� ¹bWVM[�WN � QVLQٺMZMVKM�º25 
[XIKM[�WN �M`KMX\QWV� \PI\�JW\P�LQ[Z]X\� \I`WVWUQKIT�LQٺMZMVKM[�JM\_MMV�P]-
man and nonhuman life and that mark the radical dissolution of  life into 
bare life, or the rendering of  “life that is separated and excluded from itself ” 
(Agamben 2004, 38). I suggest that this concept in its most radical form would 
JM�I�bWVM�WN � QVLQٺMZMVKM�\PI\� Q[� Q\[MTN � QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�\PM�LQٺMZMVKM�JM\_MMV�
life and bare life, or what Agamben calls bios and zoë. The negation of  indif-
ference is the engine of  Hegel’s dialectic in the development of  Being.26 For 
.ZQMLZQKP�;KPMTTQVO��QVLQٺMZMVKM�Q[�I�XZQUWZLQIT�UWVIL�\PI\�M`Q[\[�XZQWZ�\PM�
OZW]VL�\PI\�LQٺMZMV\QI\M[�*MQVO��IV�Ungrund. 1VLQٺMZMVKM�UISM[�XW[[QJTM�\PM�
LQٺMZMV\QI\QWV�WN �M`Q[\MVKM�NZWU�\PM�OZW]VL�27�+WOVI\M[�WN �QVLQٺMZMVKM��[]KP�
as Derrida’s and Emmanuel Levinas’ “disinterest,” respectively, and Imman-
23  Laruelle, “A Summary of  Non-Philosophy,” 36.
24  Speculative realists, who share with non-philosophers a desire to circumvent corre-
lationism in philosophy, have written productively, in other terms, about the possibility of  an 
QVLQٺMZMV\�ZMTI\QWV[PQX�\W�VI\]ZM��;MM�2IVM�*MVVM\\¼[�KWVKMX\�WN �¹^Q\IT�UI\MZQITQ[Uº�QV�Vibrant 
Matter: A Political Ecology of  Things (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010) which describes 
ecological material and phenomena not as passive matter but lively, unpredictable actants. 
See also Claire Colebrook’s essay, “Not Symbiosis, Not Now: Why Anthropogenic Change 
is Not Really Human,” 7`NWZL�4Q\MZIZa�:M^QM_ 34.2 (2012), which argues that humanity can be 
conceived of  an event of the earth (the anthropocene) and not as occupants within it.
25  Agamben, <PM�7XMV��24, 37.
26  See William Watkin, )OIUJMV�IVL�1VLQٺMZMVKM"�)�+ZQ\QKIT�7^MZ^QM_ (London and New 
AWZS"�:W_UIV���4Q\\TMÅMTL�����������·����NWZ�I�LM\IQTML�IXXZWIKP�\W�\PM�Y]ITQ\a�IVL�ZWTM�WN �
QVLQٺMZMVKM�QV�\PM�0MOMTQIV�LQITMK\QK�
27  See John Laughland, Schelling versus Hegel: From German Idealism to Christian Metaphysics 
�)[POI\M��)TLMZ[PW\��������� �· ���NWZ�I�LM\IQTML�IXXZWIKP�\W�\PM�Y]ITQ\a�IVL�ZWTM�WN �QVLQٺMZ-
ence in Schelling’s philosophy. 
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uel Kant’s “apathy” might be generous contributions to this archive.   
� 4IZ]MTTM¼[�XZIK\QKM�WN �QVLQٺMZMVKM�IKKWUXTQ[PM[�\PM�LQ[UIV\TQVO�WN �LQ-
visions that support philosophical practice and in doing so renders philosophy 
QVWXMZIJTM�I[�\PM�\WWT�WN �\PM�UI[\MZ��0Q[�XZWRMK\�LQٺMZ[�UW[\�[QOVQÅKIV\Ta�NZWU�
his colleagues’ in its insistence on \PQVSQVO�QVLQٺMZMV\Ta�rather than thinking about 
QVLQٺMZMVKM��)[�I�XZIK\QKM�KWVKMZVML�[XMKQÅKITTa�_Q\P�LQٺMZMVKM[�QV�XPQTW[WXPa��
QVLQٺMZMVKM�VM]\MZ[�\PM�LQ^Q[QWV[�\PI\�[\ZI\QNa�KWUXM\QVO�UWLM[�WN �\PW]OP\��
including non-philosophical thought. I enlist the “neuter” both from biology 
and linguistics, the organism and the machine. Where in biology it describes 
\PM�IZZM[\�WN �ZMXZWL]K\QWV�I[�_MTT�I[�XW[[QJQTQ\QM[�NWZ�[M`]IT�XTMI[]ZM�QVLQٺMZ-
ent to the propagation of  the future, in linguistics it describes a third posi-
\QWV�M`Q[\QVO�TI\MZITTa�_Q\P�IVL�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�\PM�ÅZ[\�IVL�\PM�[MKWVL�XMZ[WV�
singular. Invoking Maurice Blanchot’s interest in the term, Roberto Esposito 
explains,

<PM�VM]\MZ�CWZ�\PQZL�XMZ[WVE�Q[�VW\�IVW\PMZ�XMZ[WV�\W�JM�ILLML�\W�\PM�ÅZ[\�
two, but what is neither one nor� \PM�W\PMZ�� IVL�_PI\�LMÅM[�ITT�LQKPW\WUQM[�
founded on, or presupposed by, the language of  the person. For this reason it 
is not located at any particular point in the interlocutioary relation—high or 
TW_��I\�\PM�KMV\MZ��WV�\PM�[QLM��I[�4M^QVI[�_W]TL�PI^M�Q\¸J]\�UW[\�LMÅVQ\MTa�
outside interlocution, so much so that it ends up being identical with the 
placeless space of  the “outside.”28 

The neuter does not render dichotomous pronouns inactive, but names that 
place(lessness) within locution that refuses dichotomy, that does not accom-
modate the “I” or the “you.” As Esposito explains, the neuter is not a per-
son—neither the subject “I” or the object “you”—but the impersonal “one” 
\PI\�ZMRMK\[�\PM�TIVO]IOM�WN �XMZ[WVITQ\a�IT\WOM\PMZ��.WZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�XMZ[WV�¹1º�IVL�
second person “you” structurally assume a relation to each other; the third 
person “one” is not coordinated by a subject-object relation. In the productive 
[XQZQ\�WN �4IZ]MTTM¼[�QVLQٺMZMVKM��\PM�LQ[K]Z[Q^M�VM]\MZ�WXMZI\M[�QVLQٺMZMV\Ta�\W�
the central division that structures discourse. As a queer place(lessness), indif-
ference names the production of  pleasure opened by a body made inoperable 
as an instrument of  reproduction.
 Non-philosophy teaches that philosophical Decision creates the false 
divisions we have discussed. Philosophical Decision is the atomic structure 
28  Roberto Esposito, Third Person (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2012), 16–17.
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\PI\�4IZ]MTTM�QLMV\QÅM[�QV�ITT�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�XZIK\QKM[�\PI\�LQ^QLM�\PM�7VM�QV\W�
[MOUMV\[�\PQVSIJTM�Ja�XPQTW[WXPa��1\[�XZQUIZa�MٺMK\�Q[�\W�PITT]KQVI\M�I�_WZTL�
QV�_PQKP�M^MZa\PQVO�Q[�XPQTW[WXPQbIJTM��I�_WZTL�\PI\�Q[��QV�MٺMK\��Ja�IVL�NWZ�
philosophy. Beginning as a Nietzschean scholar, Laruelle soon realized that all 
the philosophies he was reading were underwritten by this “amphibology” of  
concept and thing—a false unity that both posits a transcendental double of  
all worldly material and that brackets theory from the material conditions it 
studies. 
 Laruelle traces philosophy’s dominating, auto-authoritative posture 
toward the world to its Decisionist core. In a fashion that has become typical 
of  non-philosophical discourse, he deploys the concept of  Decision to the side 
of  the more familiar discourses of  “decisionism” in philosophical, theologi-
cal, and legal studies. However, what remains so remarkable about this par-
\QK]TIZ�QVLQٺMZMVKM�\W�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�XZMKMLMV\�Q[�Q\[�I[[WKQI\QWV�_Q\P�\PM�VW-
tion of  decision as the primary expression of  the arbitrary force of  sovereign 
XW_MZ��+IZT�;KPUQ\\¼[�QVÆ]MV\QIT�XZWVW]VKMUMV\�Q[�IXXW[Q\M"�¹;W^MZMQOV�Q[�PM�
who decides on the exception.”29 But it is worth emphasizing that although 
Decision may refuse the extant discourse of  decisionism, it does so without 
putting that discourse entirely out of  reach. That is because, for Laruelle, 
the tyranny of  philosophy’s auto-legitimation is haunted by the spectre of  
decisionism in modern political theory, where it names the executive power 
of  political rulers to override democratic norms in the name of  state security. 
In the 1988 conversation, Laruelle and Derrida discuss the stakes of  non-
philosophy in the pursuit of  peace and democracy.30 If  not in letter, Laruelle 
is certainly writing in spirit against a republic of  thought in which freedoms 
are always under siege.31 What the Decisionist tendencies Laruelle observes 
in philosophy conspicuously lack is the singular force of  will that marks the 
decisionist school against other ethico-political theories. If  Decision is indeed 

29  Carl Schmitt, Political Theology, Four Chapters on the Concept of  Sovereignty, trans. George 
Schwab (Chicago: University of  Chicago Press, 2005), 5.
30  Laruelle, “Controversy Over the Possibility of  a Science of  Philosophy,” 74–83.
31  Laruelle’s representation of  philosophers resembles Jacques Rancière’s “magiste-
rium of  thought” in Hatred of  Democracy (London: Verso, 2006), 97. Rancière, diverging sig-
VQÅKIV\Ta�NZWU�4I]MTTM��XTIKM[�MUXPI[Q[�WV�\PM�ZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M�OW^MZVUMV\�WN �I�LMUWKZIKa�
rather than its equalizing potential. Those who exercise the magisterium of  thought could be 
found equally in a political democratic ontology. For Laruelle, all philosophers would exercise 
the magisterium.
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a norm of  philosophical practice—a systematic convention that exceeds the 
absolute authority or dominion of  any one philosophy or philosopher—then 
whatever tyranny it performs on the heterodoxy of  thought is not derived 
from the force of  a sovereign power. Absent is the privative, wilful suspension 
of  lawful means of  rule that constitutes sovereignty. 
 Whether Philosophy—as an assemblage greater than the sum of  phi-
losophies and philosophers—can be conceived as executing sovereign power 
depends upon how far we are willing to extend the operation of  sovereignty 
JMaWVL�P]UIVQ[\QK�Y]ITQÅKI\QWV[��/QWZOQW�)OIUJMV�KWVKT]LM[�Homo Sacer by 
arguing that “an act is sovereign when it realizes itself  by simply taking away 
its own potentiality not to be, letting itself  be, giving itself  to itself.”32 Cer-
\IQVTa�[]KP�I�KTIQU�IOIQV[\�XW\MV\QITQ\a�ÅO]ZM[�[\ZWVOTa�QV�QV[\Q\]\QWV[�[]KP�I[�
corporate “persons.” A corporate person is a unity of  resources sourced from 
U]T\QXTM�W\PMZ�XMZ[WV[�\PI\�JMKWUM[�TMOITTa�IVL�ÅVIVKQITTa�[MXIZI\M�NZWU�\PM�
XMZ[WV[�QV^M[\QVO�QV�Q\[�OZW_\P��1\[�X]ZXW[M�Q[�\W�OIQV�XZWÅ\��IVL�Q\[�ZQOP\[�IVL�
responsibilities are irreducible to those of  the individuals that constitute it, 
even as some of  those individuals may take decision-making or representative 
roles in its name. The corporation, therefore, is an embodiment of  sovereign 
force divested of  singular human will, a creature that has decided sans deci-
sion that it is here to stay and here to make its force felt. Sovereignty, like rac-
ism, may be productively understood as a quality of  institutions rather than 
of  persons—albeit, it works through these same persons. In non-philosophy, 
philosophy is lateralized; it becomes a thing in the world no more privileged 
than a rock, a dream, an art, or a science. Whatever sovereign force it exerts 
Q[�VMKM[[IZQTa�KWVLQ\QWVML�Ja�IV�I]\WUI\Q[U�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�\PM�P]UIV�XZM\MV-
sions to will, reason, or desire. In his introduction to François Laruelle’s Philoso-
XPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM: A Critical Introduction and Guide (2013), Rocco Gangle asks,

What has philosophy done for you lately? Has it challenged you? Has it 
saved you? Has it become an instrument in your hands for challenging and 
saving others? Or has it used you merely to propagate itself ? Has it tricked 
you? In this dance or fellowship or war between you and philosophy, who 
leads and who follows? Are you philosophy’s subject or its object, its mir-
ZWZ�WZ�Q\[�QUIOM'�)ZM�aW]�5I[\MZ�WZ�;TI^M�PMZM#�UISMZ��\WWT�WZ�PITN�ÅVQ[PML�
product? To be sure, such images and relations are just metaphors and not 

32  Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, trans. Daniel Heller-
Roazen (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), 46.
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concepts, yet we cannot help but ask what metaphor or image would be ap-
propriate to such questions.33 

Gangle models the materialist perspective in which non-philosophy reimag-
ines philosophical thought. Theory is a thing that has what Jane Bennett calls 
a “vital materialism”34�\PI\�TQ^M[�I�TQNM�JMaWVL�IVL�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�P]UIV�UWLM[�
WN �IOMVKa�WZ�IOMVLI��1N �\PM�MٺMK\�WN �,MKQ[QWV�Q[�\W�ZMXZWL]KM�Q\[MTN �\PZW]OP�
us, it does so in ways that require a renewed inquiry into the operation of  
sovereignty.
 For Laruelle, nothing less than a democracy of  thought is the goal 
of  non-philosophy’s non-dominating intellectual posture toward an unruly 
world. But the status of  democracy in philosophical practice is vexed, claims 
Laruelle, for committing democracy to thought is not to think democratically:

We regularly confuse the business surrounding democracy, like a political 
object, with an attitude or a position or a democratic practice… To phi-
losophize on X is to withdraw from X; to take an essential distance from 
the term for which we posit other terms, for example predicates of  X, but 
the operation does not stop there. The relation cannot remain external but 
must be interiorized by the means of  a supplementary term, a superior unity 
\PM�KQZK]TIZQ\a�WN �_PQKP�KTW[M[�\PM�[a[\MU��1V\MZQWZQ\a�[QOVQÅM[�PMZM�\PI\�\PM�
concept skims over its object or over itself, contemplates and completes it.35

What is at stake for non-philosophy is not a political democracy, but a “non-
democracy” that thinks from the terms of  democratic practice rather than 
about a political ontology as we experience it. Similarly, to think about art is 
not to think artistically, or to think according to an art object. The more one 
claims to think about art, the more one thinks over it, both in the sense of  
thinking in its name and thinking at a distance. In addition to thinking dialec-
tically or conceptually, for example, what if  we were also to think artistically, 
musically, digitally, literarily, or for that matter, emotionally, gastronomically, 
OMWTWOQKITTa��JIK\MZQITTa��VI[ITTa��WZ�ÅVITTa��ZMTI\QWVITTa��ZM[Q[\IV\Ta��IVL�XMIKM-
33  Rocco Gangle, François Laruelle’s 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM: A Critical Introduction and 
Guide (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013), 1.
34  Bennett, Vibrant Matter, 13–17.
35  François Laruelle, “Is Thinking Democratic? Or, How to Introduce Theory into 
Democracy,” in 4IZ]MTTM�IVL�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa��eds. John Mullarkey and Anthony Paul Smith (Ed-
inburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012), 229–30.
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fully; are these practices also potential lures to thought?
 I consider this call for democratic thought to be similar in intent to 
Derrida’s call for hospitality. Derrida’s stance posits the exposure to radical 
7\PMZ[�\PI\�MٺIKM[�\PM�[MTN�[]ٻKQMVKa�WN �\PM�[]JRMK\��*]\�\W�[]JUQ\�N]TTa�\W�
the horizons of  hospitality would mean to be subsumed by the Other, so act-
ing hospitably is always to stand at a necessary distance from its principles. It 
is equally impossible to think fully democratically, but the lure of  its thought, 
notwithstanding its rhetorical popularity for Western audiences, is the posit-
QVO�WN �LQٺMZMVKM�XZQWZ�\W�WXXW[Q\QWV��WZ�I�XT]ZITQ\a�WN �LQٺMZMVKM[�\PI\�ZMUIQV�
QV�Æ]`�IVL�VWV�M`KT][Q^M�
 A move from tyrannical to democratic thought requires, for Laru-
elle, a levelling of  all Decisions. In one of  his more scandalous claims, he 
argues that “there is no reason to ‘choose’ Heidegger rather than Nietzsche or 
inversely.”36 By positing the equivalence of  all philosophical Decisions, Laru-
elle seeks to expand ZI\PMZ�\PIV�\W�RM\\Q[WV�KZQ\QKIT�MVOIOMUMV\�_Q\P�LQٺMZMV\�
schools of  philosophy. The principle behind this equivalency or democracy of  
philosophies is their lateral cause by “the One”—the universe of  objects al-
ways foreclosed to human thought—and their status as material constituents 
WN �Q\��J]\�Q\[�MٺMK\�Q[�\W�[]OOM[\�\PI\�\PMZM�Q[�VW�OWWL�ZMI[WV�NWZ�KPWW[QVO�WVM�
philosophy over another. Every philosophical school believes that it alone pos-
[M[[M[�\PM�\PMWZM\QKIT�NZIUM_WZS�[]ٻKQMV\�\W�M`XTIQV�\PM�_WZTL"�<PM�,MTM]b-
QIV�JWLa�Q[�I�VM\_WZS�WN �QV\MV[Q\QM[�IVL�ÆW_[�WXMZI\QVO�QV�ZMTI\QWV�\W�W\PMZ�
bodies; the Foucaultian body is regulated and surveilled by institutions of  bio-
power; the Nietzschean body is a site of  the will to power; and the Freudian 
body manifests desires foreclosed to consciousness. But none of  these schools 
WN �XPQTW[WXPa�Q[�JM\\MZ�MY]QXXML�\PIV�Q\[�[Q[\MZ[�\W�M`XTIQV�\PM�_WZTL�WZ�LMÅVM�
what counts as thought. Philosophies do not circulate as a transcendental hi-
erarchy wherein some illuminate the world more brightly than others. In this 
community of  thought, no one philosophy can gain a doctrinal adherence 
that closes possibilities for criticism that could be opened by exposure to oth-
ers.
 Non-philosophical practice operates to the side of  philosophy’s “non-
sovereignty.” It strikes a pose in relation to Decisional thinking that strives to 
abstain from meta-philosophical critique that, as Timothy Morton has ar-

36  François Laruelle, 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM, trans. Rocco Gangle (New York: Con-
tinuum, 2011), 210.
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gued, constitutes a history of  Western philosophy that proceeds in the spirit 
and practice of  “anything you can do I can do meta.”37 The non-philosoph-
QKIT�XW[\]ZM�XZIK\QKM[�I�[\]LQML�QVLQٺMZMVKM�\W�,MKQ[QWVIT�\PQVSQVO¸\PQVSQVO�
that accomplishes the meta-philosophical pose—rather than a critical meth-
odology designed to supersede philosophy’s claims, a move that would con-
stitute its readmission into the cycle of  meta-critique. The precise nature of  
Q\[�MVKW]V\MZ�_Q\P�XPQTW[WXPa�Q[�^IZQW][Ta�LM[KZQJML�I[�QVLQٺMZMVKM��[][XMV-
sion, or non-Decision; these are benign approaches that strive to embody the 
non-dominating perspective that philosophy itself  lacks, and yet each has a 
LQٺMZMV\�KWVVW\I\Q^M�IVL�M\aUWTWOQKIT�NWZKM�\PI\�TMVL[�\PM�WXMZI\QWV�WN �VWV�
XPQTW[WXPa�\W�LQٺMZMV\�QV\MZXZM\I\QWV[�38 Ray Brassier interestingly describes 
that relationship as one of  development:

Non-philosophy is not an anti-philosophical doctrine but a theory for phi-
losophy, a theory that, once applied to a philosophical material, radically 
ZMKWVÅO]ZM[� \PM� [\Z]K\]ZM[� WN � XPQTW[WXPQKIT� \PW]OP\� WV� \PM� JI[Q[� WN � \PI\�
material. Far from seeking to terminate or to interrupt philosophical Deci-
sion, the Laruellean practise of  non-philosophy constitutes a non-Decisional 
theory for philosophical Decision; a theoretical praxis which seeks to broad-
en the horizons of  Decision and widen conceptual possibilities available to 
XPQTW[WXPQKIT�\PW]OP\�Ja�[][XMVLQVO�\PM�[]ٻKQMVKa�WN �,MKQ[QWV�I[�XZIK\QKML�
in its autonomously philosophical mode.39 

If  Decision is only one practice of  thought among an occluded range of  
legitimate others, then it is worth lending close scrutiny to Brassier’s evalua-
\QWV�WN �\PM�MٺMK\[�WN �¹VWV�,MKQ[QWVº�IVL�\PM�\PMZIXM]\QK�NWZKM�Q\�TMVL[�\W�Q\[�
encounters with Decision. Only by identifying the Decisional structure do we 
release the possibility for the exercise of  its others. But this release also threat-

37  Timothy Morton, “Anything You Can Do I Can Do Meta,” Ecology Without Nature, 
http://ecologywithoutnature.blogspot.ca/2010/11/anything-you-can-do-i-can-do-meta.
html (accessed July 26, 2013).
38  While this essay has not intervened in this particular question, further study on 
4IZ]MTTM�IVL�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�KW]TL�I[S�QN �¹QVLQٺMZMVKM��[][XMV[QWV��IVL�VWV�,MKQ[QWVº�ITQOV�
easily as cognate descriptions of  the operation of  non-philosophy, or if  perhaps these terms 
^IZQW][Ta�ZMÆMK\�\PM�WXMZI\QWV�WN �VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�IKZW[[�LQٺMZMV\�[\IOM[�WN �Q\[�LM^MTWXUMV\�
WZ�KWM`\MV[Q^MTa�IKZW[[�LQٺMZMV\�[\IOM[�WN �Q\[�QV\MZ^MV\QWV�
39  Ray Brassier, “Alien Theory: The Decline of  Materialism in the Name of  Matter” 
(PhD diss. University of  Warwick, 2001), 6.
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ens the central engine of  philosophy, or its authority as the privileged point 
of  access to the material world. The benignity of  non-Decision, as Brassier 
LM[KZQJM[� Q\��LMTQ^MZ[�I[�IV�MٺMK\�I�SQVL�WN �LQ[I[\MZ� NWZ�XPQTW[WXPa��WZ�_PI\�
Laruelle has called the destruction of  the “classical usage of  philosophy.”40 
Philosophy is tightly bound up with its use, so while philosophy itself  survives 
\PM�QVKT][QWV�WN �VWV�,MKQ[QWVIT�\PW]OP\��Q\�[MZ^M[�I�LQٺMZMV\�ZWTM�IT\WOM\PMZ��
Non-Decision as a theory for philosophy also creates a disaster for philosophy. 
What becomes possible from non-Decisional thinking could be one incarna-
tion of  what Jacques Khalip calls the “non-normative and transformative 
MٺMK\[�XZWL]KML�Ja�LQ[I[\MZ�º41 This generative disaster for philosophy is, as 
Brassier explains, not a foreclosure of  philosophical discourse but its radical 
expansion, a seismic leveling that, as Khalip suggests, “isn’t merely synony-
mous with the denigration of  thought, but rather suggests new conditions of  
intelligibility and complex forms of  non-triumphal, wasted life.”42

 Non-philosophy exposes new possibilities for thought emerging from 
the wasted life of  philosophy. It represents a growing body of  work under-
taken against the backdrop of  the “death of  theory” that thinkers such as 
Terry Eagleton in After Theory (2004) have been quick to pronounce as the 
only possibility for critical thought “after” post-structuralism. In Borges’ “On 
Exactitude in Science,” the map that grew to the size of  the Empire was not 
subjected to a violent skirmish once the new generation rejected its use, but 
was “delivered … up to the Inclemencies of  the Sun and Winters”43 and 
remained in the Empire as tattered ruins inhabited by animals and beggars. 
So too does the ruinous life of  philosophy gain new usage among those who 
inhabit the margins when the new generation of  non-philosophers gives phi-
losophy to the universe of  objects.
 The relevance of  non-philosophy for feminist, anti-racist, and queer 
theory suggest that the stakes of  non-philosophy lie in the work of  criticism 
and—as we will see through Keats—the work of  literature. It is also worth 
considering the historical and social conditions that have contributed to an 
interest in non-philosophy and that have produced a way of  life that could 

40  Laruelle in Mackay, “Introduction: Laruelle Undivided,” 29.
41  Jacques Khalip, “The Ruin of  Things,” Romantic Frictions, ed. Teresa Kelley, Spe-
cial Issue of  Romantic Circles Praxis Series, http://www.rc.umd.edu/praxis/frictions/HTML/
praxis.2011.khalip.html (accessed August 1, 2013). 
42  Ibid.
43  Borges, “On Exactitude in Science,” 325.
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JMVMÅ\� NZWU�IV�MVKW]V\MZ�_Q\P�4IZ]MTTM��4IZ]MTTM¼[�_ZQ\QVO�PI[� KI]OP\� \PM�
imagination of  a new generation in the face of  a certain impasse met by 
some with the “death of  theory” and others, with the critical inoperability of  
the Occupy Movement. Its insistence on the recasting of  the master’s tools 
\W�JM�][ML�_Q\PW]\�UI[\MZa¸_PI\�)VVM�4Q[M�.ZIVtWQ[�IٻZU[�I[�¹VW\�NWZ�
XZWÅ\�M`XMZQMVKMº44—has been received both with hostility toward and excite-
ment for, among other things, experimenting with the oppositional power of  
worklessness, not as a privation, but as a powerful political movement in its 
own right. Non-philosophy’s possibilities for “non-triumphal” thought have 
inspired young scholars living in exhausted times when the constant spectacle 
of  war, the demolition of  unions and social safety nets, the growing power 
of  corporations, and economic and environmental crises are met with a cho-
rus of  “how to proceed?” Laruelle’s fashioning of  a critical encounter with 
XPQTW[WXPa�\PI\�LWM[�VW\�PQVOM�WV�[MTN�ZMÆM`Q^Q\a�ZM[WVI\M[�_Q\P�I�OMVMZI\QWV�
grappling with a sense that knowing about these global emergencies and our 
precarious roles in their midst is not to challenge them.45 Far from ceding to 
what Elaine Scarry has named the “seduction to stop thinking”46 in emergen-
cy conditions administrated by executive decision, non-philosophy responds 
\W�\PQ[�QUXI[[M�_Q\P�IV�IٻZUI\QWV�WN �\PM�XT]ZITQ\a�WN �UWLM[�WN �\PW]OP\��QZ-
reducible to a privative and exclusive scene of  having knowledge.
 The conditions of  our present moment, from within which Laruelle 
speaks to us, recalls the conditions of  John Keats’ own moment. In the years 
NWTTW_QVO�6IXWTMWV¼[� ÅVIT� I\\IKS� WV� \PM�)VOTW�ITTQML� IZUa� I\�?I\MZTWW� QV�
1815, the battle that proceeded Napoleon’s exile to Elba by one hundred days 
and the supposed end of  the French Revolution by sixteen years, the second 
generation of  Romantic writers were confronting an impasse marked by the 

44  Anne-Lise François, 7XMV�;MKZM\["�<PM�4Q\MZI\]ZM�WN �=VKW]V\ML�-`XMZQMVKM�(Stanford: Stan-
ford University Press, 2008), 21.
45� �4IZ]MTTM�IZO]M[�\PI\�WVM�WN �\PM�XZQUIZa�OM[\]ZM[�WN �XPQTW[WXPa�Q[�\W�MVOIOM�ZMÆM`-
ively with its own operations in the name of  philosophy and its continued privilege. “Phi-
losophy,” he explains, “gives itself  according to the mode of  its own self-positing/givenness/
ZMÆMK\QWV�VIUQVO��WZ�IKKWZLQVO�\W�\PI\�WN �IV�MVTIZOML�[MTN�KWV[KQW][VM[[�WZ�]VQ^MZ[IT�KWOQ\W��
1\�Q[��I\�JM[\��M`Q[\MVKM�IVL�OQ^M[�Q\[MTN �_Q\P�\PM�NMMTQVO�WZ�IٺMK\�WN �Q\[�W_V�M`Q[\MVKM��¹1�SVW_��1�
feel that I philosophize”)” (see Laruelle, “A Summary of  non-Philosophy,” 31). Non-philoso-
XPa�LMXIZ\[�NZWU�\PM�UWLMT�WN �ZMÆMK\QWV�I[�ILMY]I\M�KZQ\QY]M�IVL�[MMS[�\W�^QM_�Q\[�WXMZI\QWV[�
from without.
46  Elaine Scarry, Thinking In An Emergency (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2011), 
3.
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precariousness of  what Rei Terada claims was the impossibility of  discerning 
restoration from revolution.47 In Prison Notebooks, Antonio Gramsci describes 
\PM�6IXWTMWVQK�XW[\_IZ�[Q\]I\QWV�I[�ZM^WT]\QWV�ZM[\WZI\QWV��IV�QVLQٺMZMVKM�WN �
transformative forces that he also locates in the Italian Risorgimento and the 
aftermaths of  the First World War and the American stock market crash of  
1929.  The revolution-restoration, or “passive revolution,”48 is an obstruction 
of  the progressive dialectic where, Gramsci writes, “The thesis alone in fact 
develops to its full potential for struggle, up to the point where it absorbs even 
the so-called representatives of  the antithesis.”49 The result is a distension of  
oppositional energy that does not progress fully into revolution and that re-
tains the conservative structure of  restoration.
  This inoperable moment was the occasion for Keats to consider the 
labour of  literary history and of  classical poetry as legitimized and legitimiz-
ing forms of  work. Tilottama Rajan shows that Keats struggled with the sta-
tus of  historicist aspirations and epic poetry in the Hyperions and argues that 
“for Keats the fact that poetry ‘makes nothing happen’ (to use W. H. Auden’s 
_WZL[��Q[�VW\�I�[QOV�WN �TQ\MZI\]ZM¼[�LQٺMZMVKM�NZWU�I�PQ[\WZa�_PMZM�\PQVO[�»PIX-
pen.’ For poetry makes ‘nothing’ happen, thus disclosing a negativity that is 
in history as much as in poetry.”50 Poetry embodies what Blanchot referred 
to as désoeuvrement or worklessness that makes reading Laruelle after Romanti-
cism (and Romanticism after Laruelle) a potentially generative endeavour. Al-
though poetry has not yet seized the particular interest of  non-philosophical 
theorists, it is a form of  thought that clearly holds considerable interest for 
Laruelle.51 Explaining his intentions in creating non-philosophy, he says,
 

My idea, which has been growing for some years, and may last a little longer, 
is to make art with philosophy, to introduce or make a poetry of  thought, not 
necessarily a poetry made of  concepts, a poetry that would put forth some 

47  Rei Terada, “Looking At The Stars Forever,” Studies in Romanticism. 50.2 (2011): 279.
48  This term is attributed to Vincenzo Cuoco.
49  Antonio Gramsci, Selections From the Prison Notebooks of  Antonio Gramsci, trans. Geof-
frey N. Smith and Quintin Hoare (New York: International Publishers, 1971), 110.
50  Tilottama Rajan, “Keats, Poetry, and ‘The Absence of  Work,’” Modern Philology 
95.3 (1998): 335.
51  Many of  Laruelle’s own non-philosophical texts resemble poetry. See “Universe 
Black in the Foundations of  Human Color” and “What the One Sees in the One,” in Laru-
elle’s .ZWU�,MKQ[QWV�\W�0MZM[a"�-`XMZQUMV\[�QV�6WV�;\IVLIZL�<PW]OP\�(Falmouth: Urbanomic Press, 
2012).
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philosophical thesis—but to make something poetic with concepts. Thus, to 
create a practice that could destroy, in a certain way, the classical usage of  
philosophy.52 

The aetheticization of  philosophy achieves the form of  inoperability that 
Laruelle envisions for criticism. That non-philosophical destruction has the 
status of  a poetic claim suggests that the corrosive materiality of  the poetic 
has the potential to reterritorialize legitimized modes of  thought. Poetry func-
tions as a type of  discourse that actively neuters the concept, and if  a poem made 
of  concepts does not describe the non-philosophical goal, it is nonetheless a 
monstrous thing: a non-philosophical womb for philosophical activity. If  po-
etry is a workless form of  knowledge, then the philosophical claims addressed 
within the poetic are surely being put to use to the side of  the philosophical 
project they appear to endorse.
 Again, there is a rich history of  such a fantasy in German Romanti-
cism. Schlegel wrote in the Lyceum Fragments that “poetry can be criticized only 
through poetry. A critique which itself  is not a work of  art, either in content 
of  representation of  the necessary impression in the process of  creation, or 
through its beautiful form and in its liberal tone in the spirit of  the old Ro-
man satire, has no right of  citizenship in the realm of  art.”53 While Schlegel 
QLMV\QÅM[�XWM\Za�Ja� \PM�_WZS�WN � ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV�WZ� \WVM��PM� NI^W]Z[�KZQ\QY]M�
\PI\�Q[�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�IZ\�IVL�\PI\�Q[�ZMN][ML�Q\[�W_V�\MZZQ\WZa�W]\[QLM�WN �IZ\¼[�
dominion. Criticism is given no privileged space that would exempt it from 
the material conditions that give rise to art. Rajan argues that what counted 
as “literature” in this period was gradually “narrowed to mean imaginative 
writing and this new category was further subdivided so as to separate poetry 
(once synonymous with “making”) from prose.”54 The history of  philosophi-
cal Decision as it applies to the critical and interpretative work performed 
_Q\P�IZ\¸[XMKQÅKITTa� TQ\MZI\]ZM¸XMZPIX[�LM[MZ^M[� Q\[�W_V�KWV[QLMZI\QWV� QV�
non-philosophical scholarship as a more recent development of  the forces of  
cultural capital.

52  Laruelle in Mackay, “Introduction: Laruelle Undivided,” 29.
53  Friedrich Schlegel, Lucinde and the Fragments, trans. Peter Firchow (Minneapolis: Uni-
versity of  Minnesota Press, 1971), 157.
54  Rajan, “Keats, Poetry, and the ‘Absence of  Work,’” 337.
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4IZ]MTTM¼[�1VLWTMVKM"�3MI\[�)N\MZ�6WV�8PQTW[WXPa
 To describe Laruelle’s pedagogical posture, I enlisted Agamben’s con-
cept of  the Sabbath as a spatio-temporal clearing where the theorist is free 
to experiment with radical modes of  thought. Keats, to whose poetry I now 
turn, experienced his own clearing near the end of  his short life that he called 
¹QVLWTMVKM�º� 3MI\[¼� QVLWTMVKM¸TQSM� 4IZ]MTTM¼[� QVLQٺMZMVKM¸Q[� I� U]\I\ML�
posture invigorated with critical potential. In the spring of  1819, Keats pro-
L]KML�Å^M�WLM[�QV�I�NMI\�WN �[MIZKPQVO�KZMI\Q^Q\a��0M�LM[KZQJM[�PQ[�KW]V\MVIVKM�
L]ZQVO�\PQ[�[]ZOM�WN �XZWL]K\QWV�I[�QVLWTMVKM��WZ�IV�M^IK]I\QWV�WN �IٺMK\�\PI\�
renders him inert and yet strangely, paradoxically, happy. He writes to his 
older brother and his brother’s wife on 19 March, 1819,

This morning I am in a sort of  temper, indolent and supremely careless… 
my passions are all asleep, from my having slumbered to nearly eleven, and 
_MISMVML�\PM�IVQUIT�ÅJZM�ITT�W^MZ�UM��\W�I�LMTQOP\N]T�[MV[I\QWV��IJW]\�\PZMM�
degrees on this side of  faintness. If  I had teeth of  pearl and breath of  lilies 
I should call it langour, but as I am I must call it laziness. In this state of  ef-
NMUQVIKa�\PM�ÅJZM[�WN �\PM�JZIQV�IZM�ZMTI`ML�QV�KWUUWV�_Q\P�\PM�ZM[\�WN �\PM�
body, and to such a happy degree that pleasure has no show of  enticement 
and pain no unbearable power. Neither Poetry, nor Ambition, nor Love have 
IVa�ITMZ\VM[[�WN �KW]V\MVIVKM�I[�\PMa�XI[[�UM#�\PMa�[MMU�ZI\PMZ�TQSM�ÅO]ZM[�
on a Greek vase—a Man and two women whom no one but myself  could 
distinguish in their disguisement. This is the only happiness, and is a rare 
instance of  the advantage of  the body overpowering the mind.55 

Keats describes the very peculiar condition of  being overpowered by a body 
without passions. His words realign the Cartesian tautology of  the body and 
the appetite, and reimagine the productivity of  the body evacuated of  the 
engine of  the passions. This would be a clean, saintly, masculine state if  it 
weren’t characterized by laziness and carelessness. It is, rather, a complexly 
feminized state in which the subject of  poetry is consumed by the jouissance of  
bodily demands—a jouissance, rather, that is both passionless and unappealing 
\W�\PM�[MV[M[��8WM\Za��IUJQ\QWV��IVL�TW^M�XI[[�TQSM�QVLQٺMZMV\�[XMK\ZM[�LQ[\IV\�
from and unconcerned about the poet idly watching their progress. And yet 
\PQ[�UM\IXPWZ�WN �\PM�\PZMM�ÅO]ZM[�WV�I�/ZMMS�^I[M�XZWL]KML�NZWU�\PM�[\I\M�WN �

55  John Keats, The Letters of  John Keats 1814–1821, Volume II, ed. Hyder Edwards Rol-
lins (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958), 78–79.
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indolence is the image that structures two of  the 1819 odes. Keats’ indolence 
is a condition of  being-in-the-world characterized by an abstention from pro-
L]K\Q^Q\a��I�XI][M�WZ�QUXI[[M��I[�ÆMM\QVO�I[�Q\�Q[�IK\Q^I\QVO��M`XMZQMVKML�IVL�
imagined as otherwise than a privation.
 Like the clearing for radical thought made possible by non-philosoph-
ical inquiry, Keats’ indolence is a small opening of  radical potential, a hold-
ing-back of  the forces that regularly shape our actions. Non-philosophy func-
tions by suspending the engine of  philosophical production to make room for 
an expanded regime of  thought production, and Keats was invested in that 
project. His 1819 quintet of  odes is an experiment in the boundaries of  po-
etic form. The odes constitute an expanded notion of  the genre that includes 
the quotidian objects and observations of  a life steeped in poverty and illness 
and that reimagines the relation between the ode and its subject. Writing in 
the spirit of  indolence, Keats shares in the suspension of  normative modes 
of  thought production to make room for new forms of  literary and critical 
labour.
 Turning now to “Ode on a Grecian Urn,” I want to regenerate the 
QLMI[�\PI\�PI^M�WKK]XQML�\PQ[�IN\MZ_WZL�_Q\P�ZM[XMK\�\W�WVM�WN �3MI\[¼�UIOVQÅ-
cent odes. My engagement with this poem will proceed both philosophically 
and non-philosophically; it will not only serve as a “mutation” of  non-philo-
sophical practice but as a model for the concerns raised by non-philosophical 
scholarship. The ode shares its central imagery of  the Greek vase with “Ode 
on Indolence,” and it appears that Keats valued Greek masonry as an ideal 
form of  art worthy of  close discussion and emulation.56 
Of  all Keats’ odes, “Ode on a Grecian Urn” perhaps most radically disrupts 
the philosopher’s pretensions to knowledge about the material world. The 
poem is preoccupied with a funereal urn that remains silent as the narrator-
philosopher implores it to speak, or grant him access to its meaning. The 
narrator-philosopher’s task in the poem mirrors the strangely parallel task 
adopted by some Romanticists to locate the urn that served as Keats’ model 
for the ode.57 Like Keats’ narrator-philosopher, who believes that human lan-
guage will gain him access to the wondrous object, the Romanticists assume 
56  Keats was deeply inspired by the Elgin Marbles in England. See Notopoulos, 
“‘Truth-Beauty’ In The ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’ and the Elgin Marbles,” The Modern Language 
Review 61.2 (1966): 180–82.
57  See Jerome McGann in <PM�*MI]\a�WN �1VÆMK\QWV["�4Q\MZIZa�1V^M[\QOI\QWV[�QV�0Q[\WZQKIT�5M\P�
od and Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 43–44.
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that the poem, too, is a form of  access to an elusive material reality. The poem 
does not reveal whether Keats was inspired by the memory of  a particular 
urn, a set of  two dimensional engravings in a book, or a composite of  Greek 
IZ\��VWZ�LWM[�Q\�WٺMZ�]X�I�[M\�WN �KWWZLQVI\M[�TMILQVO�\W�\PM�[W]ZKM��<PM�]ZV¼[�
silence, its idle resistance to questions about its source, are instructive of  the 
life of  poetry. The poem always lives in excess of  our search for meaning, 
and if  I take any meaning of  this ode away with me, it is, paradoxically, the 
poem’s resistance to the very idea of  its role as a meaning-giver. Like the 
spectral voice at the close of  the poem that pronounces an oddly conclusive 
equation—“beauty is truth, truth beauty”—meaning may be our own “hallu-
cination,” as Laruelle would say. Whatever the material genesis of  the poem, 
it is ultimately foreclosed to human knowledge as the urn in the poem is also 
silent.
� ;QUQTIZ� \W� 4IZ]MTTM¼[� ZMKWVÅO]ZI\QWV� WN � \PM� KZQ\QKIT� XW[\]ZM� \W_IZL�
philosophy, the poem begins by reorienting the relation between the poetic 
form of  the ode and the subject of  poetic discourse. One of  three Keatsian 
odes written “on” the subject rather than the more traditional “to,” the title 
of  this ode is an immediate provocation to the genre conventions of  the Ode 
and its function as a lyrical style of  address. In other words, this ode begins as 
a challenge to the very role of  Ode as a mode of  address. But the content of  
the ode is somewhat at odds with its title. The narrator poses questions to the 
ÅO]ZM[�WV�\PM�]ZV�QV�^IQV��SVW_QVO�ITT�\WW�_MTT�\PI\�\PMa�KIVVW\�IV[_MZ��<PM�
]ZV¼[�[QTMVKM�Q[�M[\IJTQ[PML�QV�\PM�ÅZ[\�\_W�TQVM[�JMNWZM�\PM�QV\MZZWOI\QWV�JMOQV[��
suggesting just how redundant—or even indolent—this address will be: 

Thou still unravish’d bride of  quietness, 
Thou foster-child of  Silence and slow Time, 
Sylvan historian who canst thus express 
)�ÆW_MZa�\ITS�UWZM�[_MM\Ta�\PIV�W]Z�ZPaUM"58 

What is the point of  questioning the “foster child of  silence” unless the ques-
tions themselves are a rhetorical mockery of  the very idea of  such questions 
put to art?
� 3MI\[¼�VIZZI\WZ�XPQTW[WXPMZ�X]\[�Y]M[\QWV[�\W�\PM�NZWbMV�ÅO]ZM[�WV�\PM�
urn like a literary theorist puts questions to a poem. The parallel commen-

58  John Keats, “Ode on a Grecian Urn,” lines 1–4, in The Poetical Works of  John Keats, 
ed. H. W. Garrod (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1958), 260.
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tary on the two forms of  art—the urn and the poem—has not been ignored 
by scholars of  Keats. Keats’ praise of  the urn’s “Attic shape”59� QV� \PM�ÅVIT�
stanza suggests that the urn’s toroid canvas is a model for poetry. Thinking 
IJW]\�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�WN �]ZV[�IVL�/ZMMS�IZ\�WV�\PQ[�WLM��)LIU�:WJMZ\[�I[S[�QN �
the ode could be considered to be “urn-shaped.” In the vocabulary of  non-
philosophy, Roberts want to know if  the poem is speaking from the urn. He 
suggests that because an urn’s geometry is non-Euclidean—its shape is three 
dimensional and the narrative drawn on its exterior can only be read continu-
W][Ta¸IVL�I�XWMU¼[�OMWUM\Za�Q[�-]KTQLMIV¸Q\[�TQVMIZ�NWZU�PI[�I�LMÅVQ\Q^M�
JMOQVVQVO�IVL�MVL¸\PM�XWMU�[\ZM[[M[�\PM�N]VLIUMV\IT�LQٺMZMVKM�JM\_MMV�
\PM�\_W�NWZU[�WN �IZ\��3MI\[��PM�[]OOM[\[��LZI_[�W]Z�I\\MV\QWV�\W�\PQ[�LQٺMZMVKM"

1\�Q[�LQٻK]T\�\W�I^WQL�\PM�[MV[M�\PI\�\PM�]ZV�3MI\[�MTIJWZI\M[�Q[�I�K]ZQW][Ta�
ÆI\��-]KTQLMIV�]ZV"�I�VWV�KWV\QV]W][��VWV�\WZWQL�]ZV��1VLMML��Q\�KW]TL�JM�
argued that an “ode” about a torus is an oxymoron to begin with: the dialec-
tic progression implicit in strophe, antistrophe and epode suggests develop-
ment, such that the position reached at the end of  the poem is in some sense 
LQٺMZMV\� �ITJMQ\�LMZQ^ML�� NZWU�\PM�JMOQVVQVO��<PQ[� Q[�VW\�ZMITTa�KWUXI\QJTM�
with the nature of  a torus. It could certainly be argued that the details of  
‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’ undercut any idea of  toroidity.60

For Roberts, the aesthetic constitution of  the urn is fundamentally at odds 
with that of  the ode; the two forms of  art do not even reside in the same 
dimensional realities. Indeed, the urn’s silence also stands in contrast to the 
chatty ode, a poem enlivened with the inquisitive passion that the poet says 
remains far above the urn. The relationship between the narrator-philoso-
pher and the urn is remarkably unerotic when compared to the equivalent 
relationship in “Ode on Indolence,” which is punctuated by the intimate, 
embodied gesture of  the narrator repeatedly turning the vase around in his 
hands. In “Ode on a Grecian Urn,” the star-crossed lovers could not be more 
remote. For Roberts, the ode does not speak from the urn. But in what sense, 
I[�:WJMZ\[�[]OOM[\[��LWM[�\PM�OMWUM\ZQKIT�LQٺMZMVKM�XZMKT]LM�XWM\QK�LQ[KW]Z[M�
about the torus? To claim that one speaks “about” an object is to make a rep-
ZM[MV\I\QWVIT�KTIQU�\PI\�JW\P�M[\IJTQ[PM[�\PM�LQٺMZMVKM�JM\_MMV�\PM�KTIQU�IVL�

59  Keats, “Ode on a Grecian Urn,” line 41, 261.
60  Adam Roberts, “Keats’ ‘Attic Shape’: ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’ and Non-Euclidean 
Geometry,” in 3MI\[�;PMTTMa�:M^QM_�9 (1995): 5.
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the object and in the same moment promises closer proximity to the object, or 
a special, transcendent knowledge made available to the theorist through that 
LQٺMZMVKM��1V�W\PMZ�_WZL[��ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV�Q[�LQٺMZMVKM�\PI\�MTQLM[�\PM�QUIOM�
WN �LQٺMZMVKM��I�LQٺMZMVKM�UI[SML�I[�I�[Q\M�WN �ZMXM\Q\QWV�
 The ode does appear to take pains to represent the object, but by its 
W_V�ILUQ[[QWV�\PI\�\PM�]ZV�¹KIV[\�\P][�M`XZM[[���)�ÆW_MZa�\ITM�UWZM�[_MM\Ta�
than our rhyme,”61 it challenges from the start any simple tautology between 
Q\[MTN �IVL�\PM�]ZV��<PM�XWMU�I[[MZ\[�Q\[�LQٺMZMVKM�NZWU�\PM�]ZV��IVL�Q\�Q[�XZM-
KQ[MTa�\PQ[�LQٺMZMVKM�\PI\�KWWZLQVI\M[�\PM�XWMU¼[�MٺWZ\�\W�[XMIS�about the urn. 
By representing the urn, the poem exempts itself  from the material reality of  
\PM�]ZV#� QVLMML�� \PM�]ZV�IVL�\PM�XWMU�M`Q[\� QV�LQٺMZMV\�LQUMV[QWVIT�ZMITQ-
ties, can they even be said to be of  the same world? The rhetorical questions 
posed on rather than to the ode establish its hierarchical advantage with re-
spect to the discursive function of  the urn. The ode knows its place; it knows 
that a style of  address can hide as a mode of  representation. Keats’ poem 
ÅZ[\� IXXMIZ[� \W� JM� I� KTI[[QK� M`IUXTM� WN � XPQTW[WXPQKIT� ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV��<PM�
urn is beholden to the poet to communicate; it is only legible as an object of  
another’s interest. And yet, the ode and the urn do not cleave neatly into the 
philosophical and the material, respectively. Keats valorizes the urn precisely 
for its a�materiality, its transcendence from the passage of  time and the world 
of  “breathing human passion.”62 Even in its Euclidean dimensionality, it ex-
presses the passion and the telos of  an anxious pursuit arrested on the surface 
of  the urn. The poem is enlivened by a sense of  the non-Euclidean that the 
]ZV�Q\[MTN �ZMRMK\[��1\�KIX\]ZM[�\PM�UI\MZQITQ\a�WN �MUJWLQML�IٺMK\�IVL�MUW\QWV�
_PQTM�\PM�]ZV�[][XMVL[�Q\��<PMZM�Q[�I�LQٺMZMVKM�\PI\�[\Z]K\]ZM[�\PM�XWMU��J]\�
\PI\�LQٺMZMVKM�Q[�QVLQٺMZMV\�\W�\PM�LQ^QLM�JM\_MMV�\PM�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�IVL�\PM�
material. Indeed, the philosophical “wonder” propelling the narrator-philos-
WXPMZ�OZW]VL[�PQU�IUWVO�\PM�MIZ\PTa�\IVOTM�\W�_PQKP�\PM�]ZV�Q[�QVLQٺMZMV\�
 The “lesson” that concludes the poem is strange one, not in the least 
because it is attributed to an object that cannot voice it. The ventriloquism, 
“beauty is truth, truth beauty,”63 is an unusually conclusive ending for Keats, 

61  Keats, “Ode on a Grecian Urn,” lines 3–4, 260.
62  Ibid., line 28, 261.
63  Keats adopted the epithet, “truth-beauty,” after being introduced to the Elgin Mar-
bles, a set of  Greek scenes set in marble brought from the pantheon to England at the turn 
of  the eighteenth century. For Keats, it described an ideal of  Greek art that became a model 
for the best of  English poetry. See Notopolous, “Truth-Beauty,” 180–82.
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considering that another of  his 1819 odes addressed to a nonhuman com-
panion, “Ode To A Nightingale,” concludes with the ambivalent phrase, “do 
I wake or do I sleep.”64 But more than the ending of  its sister ode, the un-
explained presence and origin of  “beauty is truth, truth beauty” provides 
VW�KTW[]ZM��)[�I�KWVKT][QWV��\PM[M�_WZL[�ZMÅO]ZM�_PI\�Q\�UMIV[�\W�KWVKT]LM�
and what it means to learn something intelligible by reading a poem. The 
tautology is not an invention of  Keats. It circulated among the Romantics 
as a prescription for model art. It was introduced to Keats by the painter 
Robert Haydon,65 and Schlegel used it to describe the poetry of  Giovanni 
Boccaccio.66 Kyoung-Min Han has read the tautology as a blending of  the 
philosophical and the sensual, an expression of  “how sensory experience can 
provide access to that which transcends sensory grasp.”67 However, both poles 
of  this tautology are conditioning terms, expressions not of  two realities but 
WN �I�N]VLIUMV\IT� QVLQٺMZMVKM�JM\_MMV�UM\IXPa[QKIT� NWZU[��<PM�_WZL[�IZM�
not a Decision creating a false unity between conditioning and conditioned 
terms; rather, they express the equivalence of  conceptual schemas. Like the 
narrator-philosopher thinks of  the urn, there can be no “breathing human 
passion” in Beauty or Truth, which have no sense of  what it means to breathe 
or to cease breathing. There is nothing beautiful about Beauty.
 Perhaps the ode can be thought to be speaking from the urn, or to be 
“urn-shaped,” in the most contradictory sense. If  what the narrator-philoso-
XPMZ�ILUQZM[�IJW]\�\PM�]ZV�Q[�Q\[�[QTMVKM¸Q\[�QVLQٺMZMVKM�\W�\PM�JZMI\PQVO�P]-
man passion it elicits—then perhaps silence is the aesthetic ideal mimicked by 
the ode. A silent poem, like the urn, does not respond to our interpretations 
of  its meaning, indeed, does not need them. It does not know the breathing 
human passion from which comes the desire for meaning. The poem is a Real 
that causes a plurality of  meanings, but the poem itself  is not meaningful. 
Keats’ ode does not contain, nor does it care about, this lesson I hallucinate 
QV�Q\[�XZM[MVKM��<PI\�\PM�WLM�LWM[�VW\�UMIV�Q\[�QVLQٺMZMVKM�\W�UMIVQVO�LWM[�
not make poetic learning impossible, only that this pedagogy occurs at a site 
of  paradox.
64  John Keats, “Ode to a Nightingale,” in The Poetical Works of  John Keats, ed. H. W. 
Garrod, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1958), line 80, 260.
65  Ibid., 180–81.
66  Friedrich Schlegel, Aesthetic and Miscellaneous Works of  Frederick von Schlegel, trans. E. J. 
Millington, (London: Henry G. Bohn, 1849), 201.
67  Kyoung-Min Han, “The Urn’s ‘Silent Form’: Keats’ Critique of  Poetic Judgment,” 
Papers on Language & Literature 48.3 (2012): 245.
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Conclusion  
 The many ways in which students of  Laruelle will use his theories as 
avatars of  pedagogical and professional work constitute an anticipated future 
we cannot yet imagine. But with a future that forecasts any number of  ways to 
read and write non-philosophy and non-philosophically will also come a body 
WN � PMTXN]T� KZQ\QKQ[U[� \PI\�_QTT� ÅVM�\]VM� \PM� ZMKMX\QWV� WN � VWV�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�
(non-)concepts and (non?)axioms. Anthony Paul Smith, for one, has asked why 
our conception of  philosophy need be the Western kind.68 Non-philosophy 
describes a type of  philosophical operation that has evolved from the Greco-
Occidental tradition and may not resemble uses of  philosophy found in non-
Western academia. The interest that non-philosophy takes in modes of  war 
and peace—and indeed in its self-image as an usher of  peace in the face of  a 
tyrannical mode of  thought69—is a site of  much needed development as well. 
Laruelle describes non-philosophy’s posture toward the usage of  philosophy 
variously between suspension and destruction. His work is riddled with the 
language of  war, peace, democracy, terror, and destruction, and this mur-
muration of  globalizing language creates a consequential terrain on which 
Laruelle has made his work legible to others. As a mode of  thinking from the 
One that wants to “destroy the classical usage of  philosophy,” we might ask 
if  non-philosophy thinks from destruction—thinks destructively—and how a 
UM\PWLWTWOa�KWVÅO]ZML�Ja�LM[\Z]K\QWV�JZQVO[�IJW]\�IV�WZLMZ�WN �XMIKM��1\�Q[�
perhaps in this methodology of  destruction that Laruelle is closest to Derrida, 
the father of  “deconstruction.” Laruelle’s work should prompt new reviews of  
the methodology of  destruction as it is mobilized by Derrida, whose writing 
on deconstruction was formed in part as a response to Heidegger’s Destruktion.
 <PM� [\ISM[� WN � VWV�XPQTW[WXPa� KW]TL� JM� [QOVQÅKIV\Ta� MTIJWZI\ML�
through an encounter with feminist, queer, and anti-racist schools of  thought. 
These scholarly domains were developed, and in their best forms continue to 
proceed, in the spirit of  a questioning and reformulation of  the fundamental 
principles of  criticism. William Haver, for instance, suggested in 1997 that 
“queer research” could be something other than (or as he says, “essentially 
more disturbing than”) “the manipulation of  concepts.” What if  it could be, 
68  Anthony Paul Smith. “So What?: On Graham Harman’s Abominable Review of  
Laruelle’s 8PQTW[WXPQM[�WN �,QٺMZMVKM�” An und für sich, http://itself.wordpress.com/2011/08/15/
so-what-on-graham-harmans-abominable-review-of-laruelle/ (accessed March 10, 2014). 
69  Laruelle, “Controversy Over the Possibility of  a Science of  Philosophy,” 74–92.
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he says, something other than a representation of  queer lives and cultural 
locations and could “constitute itself  in and as a refusal to participate in the 
struggle for intellectual hegemony, to provide a better explanation of  the 
world?”70�6WV�XPQTW[WXPa�WٺMZ[�I�KWTTMK\QWV�WN �ZM[W]ZKM[�\PI\�[MMU�\IQTWZML�
to rise to the challenge of  a constituting set of  research practices that seek 
something other than a “better explanation.” As a radical approach to litera-
ture, non-philosophy could unseat the primacy of  the “interpretation” as the 
XZWÅ\�WN �TQ\MZIZa�KZQ\QKQ[U��<PM�M`XMZQUMV\�1�JMOIV�QV�\PQ[�M[[Ia�_Q\P�3MI\[�
KW]TL�[]ZMTa�\ISM�UIVa�NWZU[�I[�I�¹VW\�NWZ�XZWÅ\º�IXXZWIKP�\W�TQ\MZI\]ZM�
 New scholarship will also want to lend a closer eye to the type of  
“non-triumphal” peace that becomes possible when philosophy no longer 
has a monopoly on thought. If  in suspending philosophical Decision non-
philosophy desires peace from philosophy’s dominance, I assume that this 
peace could only be a peace-in-the-last-instance, a non-peace that we have 
yet to consider. But here is perhaps the phantasmatic glimmer in Laruelle’s 
uncompromising work: faced with a world in which war constitutes an all-
KWV[]UQVO�WZOIVQbI\QWVIT�NWZKM��\PM�[XMK\MZ�WN �I�VWV�XMIKM¸IV�IUXTQÅKI-
tion of  what counts as peace—looms over our desire to forge new ways of  
living in a constant state of  exception. Kant suggested that peace was not the 
IJ[MVKM�WN �_IZ��IVL�XMZPIX[�VWV�XPQTW[WXPa�KIV�XQKS�]X�_PMZM�3IV\�TMN\�Wٺ�
and pressure the concept of  peace into a clearing for radical thought.

70  William Haver, “Queer Research; or, How to Practise Invention to the Brink of  
Intelligibility,” in <PM�-QOP\�<MKPVWTWOQM[�WN �7\PMZVM[[��ed. Sue Golding (New York: Routledge, 
1997), 278.
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During the 1950s and throughout the 1970s, Canada pursued its domestic 
IVL� QV\MZVI\QWVIT� OWIT[� Ja� LM^MTWXQVO� I� VI\QWVIT� JZIVL�� IV� MٺWZ\� \PI\� QV-
cluded valuing certain music as nationally symbolic. For his part, the pianist 
Glenn Gould’s television programmes for the CBC articulated a potent na-
tional space for its viewers. In this space Gould interwove his distinctive phi-
losophies regarding music and Canadian national identity with the Canadian 
intellectual Zeitgeist. Culturally, as of  the Massey Commission of  1949, Can-
ada took a newly comprehensive and centralized approach that built on the 
MIZTa� \_MV\QM\P�KMV\]Za�MٺWZ\[�WN �+IVILQIV�IUI\M]Z�U][QKQIV[� \W�ZMXTQKI\M�
British culture in Anglophone Canada. According to Canadian historian Ma-
ria Tippett, “the bottom-up interests of  community groups and the top-down 
approaches of  institutions such as the CBC and the National Film Board 
conventionalized a broad educational model based on cultural borrowing and 
nationalism.”1 These top-down institutions, according to economist and me-
dia theorist Harold Innis, operated to promote the creation of  monopolies 
of  knowledge.2 Through an integration of  musicology, media studies, and 
cultural studies, I will explore how the case of  Gould on CBC Television il-
luminates the nature of  intellectual authority and its construction, and the 
privileges granted to the technocratic elite served by its social and technologi-
cal institutions.

1  Maria Tippett, 5ISQVO�+]T\]ZM"�-VOTQ[P�+IVILQIV�1V[\Q\]\QWV[�IVL�\PM�)Z\[�JMNWZM�\PM�5I[[Ma�
Commission (Toronto: University of  Toronto Press, 1990), 18.
2  Harold Innis, Empire and Communications (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1950); 
Harold Innis, The Bias of  Communication (Toronto: University of  Toronto Press, 1951).
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 In this study, I begin with an interpretation of  how Gould capitalized 
WV�5IZ[PITT�5K4]PIV¼[�XMZ^I[Q^M�QVÆ]MVKM�L]ZQVO�\PM��!��[��IVL�_PI\�MN-
fects this had on his position within the Canadian communications school. 
1�\PMV�KWV[QLMZ�/W]TL¼[�W_V�UMLQI�\PMWZa��IVL�ÅVITTa��1�IVITabM�\PZMM�KI[M�
studies of  Gould’s CBC television programmes as performances of  Canadian 
identity and electronic utopianism. In all of  these cases—which are Music in 
the U.S.S.R. of  1962, the Canada Centennial Concert of  1967, and the television 
version of  The Idea of  North of  1970—I will focus on the manifestation of  
Gould’s view of  music in Canadian identity more than the viewers’ consump-
tion of, or participation in, these programmes. I argue that CBC Television 
invited viewers to participate as citizens under a monopoly of  knowledge, as 
theorized by Harold Innis, and built an imagined community, as theorized 
by Benedict Anderson.3 I will apply this theoretical framework to a selection 
of  Gould’s now unprecedentedly available broadcasts and interviews. This 
investigation will bring us one step closer to understanding the relationship 
between television and music, as well as the persistent impact of  one of  the 
country’s few innately domestic cultural icons.
 This study is informed by Harold Innis’s theorizing of  communica-
tions and Benedict Anderson’s theorizing of  national formations. Innis begins 
his exploration of  monopolies in the economic realm of  Canadian staples. In 
his 1930 study, The Cod Fisheries, Innis explores the relationship of  decentraliz-
ing forces and monopolizing forces.4�1VVQ[�ZMKW]V\[�[M^MZIT�MٺWZ\[�\W�M[\IJTQ[P�
UWVWXWTQM[�W^MZ�\PM�)\TIV\QK�[PQXXQVO�IVL�Å[PQVO�QVL][\ZQM[��MIKP�]V[]KKM[[-
ful due to the decentralized nature of  the ocean in comparison to the rivers on 
which the fur trade operated and could be controlled. In his post-1945 works 
on communications, Innis applies this monopoly-versus-decentralization par-
adigm to the market of  information. During this period, Innis could see that 
the CBC was able to monopolize knowledge through its ability to control the 
variety and scheduling of  information available to the public. Further, these 
powers allowed the institution to mold the character of  how knowledge was 
LMÅVML�
 In Imagined Communities Benedict Anderson argues that the multifac-
M\ML�VI\]ZM�WN �UI\MZQITτK]T\]ZIT�XZIK\QKM[��_PQKP�PM�\MZU[�XZQV\�KIXQ\ITQ[U��
3  Benedict Anderson, 1UIOQVML�+WUU]VQ\QM["�:MÆMK\QWV[�WV�\PM�7ZQOQV�IVL�;XZMIL�WN �Nation-
alism, Revised Edition (London: Verso, 1991).
4  Harold Innis, The Fur Trade in Canada: An Introduction to Canadian Economic History 
(New Haven: Yale University Press; London: Oxford University Press, 1930), 379.
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contribute strongly to the creation and maintenance of  the “imagined com-
munity” of  a nation whose citizens feel “deep attachments” to each other in 
absence of  personal relationships: “the members of  even the smallest nation 
will never know most of  their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of  
them, yet in the minds of  each lives the image of  their communion.”5 An-
derson’s conception of  the nation is that of  an abstract community in which 
meaning is shared and distributed by the mass media addressing citizens as 
a public. In Gould’s case, his own privileged role in the national media en-
dowed him with the ability to navigate the meanings determining Canadian 
identity. 
 In The Gutenberg Galaxy, Marshall McLuhan studies how communica-
\QWV� \MKPVWTWOa� QVÆ]MVKML� P]UIV� X[aKPWTWOa� IVL� [WKQIT� [\Z]K\]ZM[� IKZW[[�
history and various regions of  the world. McLuhan contrasts print and elec-
tronic media in a way Anderson does not. While Anderson primarily focuses 
on print communications, he applies his thesis to electronic media such as 
radio and television as well. McLuhan, however, argues that the nature of  
MTMK\ZWVQK�UMLQI�XZWL]KM[�I�LQٺMZMV\�MٺMK\�\PIV�XZQV\�UMLQI��.WZ�5K4]PIV��
the rise of  the printing press formed human cognition into patterns of  visu-
al/linear thinking. Therefore, print media ordered thought and emphasized 
\PM�KMZMJZIT�IVL�Y]IV\QÅIJTM�I\�\PM�M`XMV[M�WN �\PM�[]JRMK\Q^M�IVL�MUW\QWVIT��
However, whereas print technology made possible nationalism and capital-
Q[U��5K4]PIV�[MM[�\PM[M�MٺMK\[�I[�KPITTMVOML�Ja�MTMK\ZWVQK�UMLQI��0W_M^MZ��
despite the utopianism McLuhan shares with Gould, I argue that the national 
UIVLI\M�WN �\PM�+*+�NWZUML�IV�QUXWZ\IV\�[]J\M`\�\W�\PM�[XMKQÅK�KWV\MV\�WN �
Q\[�LQٺMZMV\�XZWOZIUUM[�� 1VLMML�� \PM�UMLQ]U� Q[� \PM�UM[[IOM��6I\QWVITQ[U�
is not expunged by television so much as exhibited in new ways. In Gould’s 
case, his privileged role in the national media endowed him with the ability to 
navigate the meanings determining Canadian identity.
� /W]TL¸TQSM�5K4]PIV¸[I_� \MTM^Q[QWV�I[�WٺMZQVO�I� [WZ\�WN �UMLQI�
based salvation from the spatial imbalance initiated by the printing press, an 
QUJITIVKM�KI][QVO�\PM�[WKQM\IT�KPIVOM[�\PI\�K]TUQVI\ML�QV�\PM�M^QT[�WN �KWVÆQK\�
and alienation in the twentieth century. McLuhan believed that electronic 
UMLQI�WٺMZML�\PM�XZM[MV\�?M[\�I�_Ia�JIKS�\W�\PM�I]\PMV\QK�P]UIV�KWVLQ-
tion of  the pre-Gutenberg medieval West.6 Following an exhausting period of  

5  Anderson, Imagined Communities, 224.
6  Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of  Typographic Man (Toronto: 
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international performing, Gould came to see the technologies that McLuhan 
considered transformative as both an artistic and physical escape from live 
KWVKMZ\[��=VLW]J\MLTa�QVÆ]MVKML�Ja�PQ[�TWVO�I[[WKQI\QWV�_Q\P�\PM�+IVILQIV�
Broadcasting Corporation, by the early 1960s Gould began to argue that the 
future of  music lay in the development of  technology and the private listen-
ing sphere.7 Gould anticipated a new kind of  listener, characterized with an 
QV\MZM[\�QV�I�PQOPMZ�LMÅVQ\QWV�WN �U][QK�IVL�QUXZW^ML�U][QKIT�IXXZMKQI\QWV"

It may well be that the very near future will produce a do-it-yourself  labora-
tory of  home recording techniques… We already see this happening in the 
KI[M�WN �\PM�PQ�Å�J]O��\PM�NMTTW_�_PW�XTIKM[�PQ[�W_V�QV\MZXZM\I\Q^M�VW\QWV[�WV�
questions of  dynamics, of  balance, of  separation, of  textural preferences 
[on] the recording which he plays on his home stereo.8

)N\MZ�I�ÅVIT�KWVKMZ\�WV�)XZQT������!����/W]TL�_Q\PLZM_�NZWU�X]JTQK�XMZNWZ-
mance and began to expound his own media theory. He read McLuhan’s re-
cently published magnum opus, Understanding Media, and quickly got to know 
McLuhan personally.9 When the University of  Toronto awarded Gould a 
honourary degree in 1964, he used the June 1 convocation as an exhibition 
for his arguments on the future of  music in the electronic age.10�1�_QTT�JZQMÆa�
look at Gould’s media theory as presented in Gould’s convocation address, 

University of  Toronto Press, 1962). McLuhan devotes The Gutenberg Galaxy to studying “an 
QV^MV\WZa�WN �MٺMK\[º�WN �XZQV\�WV�\PM�UIV][KZQX\�K]T\]ZM�WN �\PM�5QLLTM�)OM[��<PI\�\PM�?M[\�
has returned to a world of  multisensory perception from one of  linear thought is a large part 
of  McLuhan’s historical theory. McLuhan viewed late-twentieth century culture as a renais-
[IVKM�WN �\PM�5QLLTM�)OM[�_PQKP�Å\�QV\W�PQ[�KWVKMX\QWV�WN �MXWKPIT�ZM\ZQM^IT[��
�� �/W]TL�IZO]ML� QV��!���\PI\�¹\PM� R][\QÅKI\QWV�WN �IZ\� Q[� \PM� QV\MZVIT�KWUJ][\QWV� Q\�
ignites in the hearts of  men and not its shallow, externalized, public manifestations. The purpose of  
art is not the release of  a momentary ejection of  adrenaline but is, rather, the gradual, life-
long construction of  a state of  wonder and serenity” (Quoted in Mark Kingwell, Extraordinary 
Canadians: Glenn Gould (Toronto: Penguin Canada, 2009), 194, my italics).
8  Glenn Gould, “Forgery and Imitation in the Creative Process,” in The Art of  Glenn 
/W]TL"�:MÆMK\QWV[�WN �I�5][QKIT�/MVQ][��ed. John P.L. Roberts (Toronto: Malcolm Lester, 1999), 
219.
9  Kevin Bazzana, Wondrous Strange: The Life and Art of  Glenn Gould (Toronto: McClel-
land & Stewart, 2003).
10  Glenn Gould, “An Argument for Music in the Electronic Age,” The Art of  Glenn 
Gould. Gould also repeated this speech at the Royal Conservatory of  Music’s convocation on 
November 11, 1964.
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“An Argument for Music in the Electronic Age,” its relation to McLuhan’s 
tetrad of  the laws of  media, and how it informs Gould’s concept of  a “parti-
cipant audience.”
 In “An Argument for Music in the Electronic Age,” Gould drew from 
McLuhan’s theoretical approach. McLuhan eventually organized his media 
theory into the tetrad, which takes the classic thesis-antithesis-synthesis dia-
lectic and incorporates a fourth element, that of  retrieval, emphasizing the 
historical grounding of  future development.11�0M�I[SML��ÅZ[\��_PI\�LWM[�IV�
emergent medium enhance; second, what does it render obsolete; third, what 
does it retrieve that was previously made obsolete; and, fourth, what does it 
XZWL]KM'�5K4]PIV�KWV[QLMZML�\MTM^Q[QWV�QV�OMVMZIT�I[��ÅZ[\��MVPIVKQVO�LMX\P�
M`XMZQMVKM#� [MKWVL�� LQ[XTIKQVO� ÅTU� IVL� ZILQW#� \PQZL�� ZM\ZQM^QVO�Ua\PWTWOa#�
and, fourth, producing a discarnate spiritual experience.
 Firstly, Gould argued in “An Argument for Music in the Electronic 
Age” that the electronic mediation of  music enhanced the listener’s aware-
ness of  studio procedures, transforming the way in which westerners preferred 
to encounter music. He contrasted recordings of  his time to recordings made 
during the late nineteenth century, which Gould heard as still oriented to live 
performance in terms of  aesthetics, tempo, and dynamics. Gould proclaimed 
that, “today the performer conditioned to think in terms of  electronic projec-
tion automatically comes to think in terms of  an immediacy of  reception… 
represented by the microphone… [which makes possible a] subtle range of  
interpret[ations].”12

 Secondly, Gould clearly viewed electronic media as obsolescing the 
musical hierarchy of  specialization inherent in the Gutenberg era’s concert 
tradition. For Gould this was encouraging, as “music… has been both victim 
IVL�JMVMÅKQIZa�WN �\PM�XW[\�:MVIQ[[IVKM�MUXPI[Q[�WV�[XMKQITQbI\QWV�º13 Gould 
located this specialization in the distinction between composers, performers, 
listeners, and managers. Gould drew from McLuhan’s view that new media 
took previous media as its content; as a result, the electronic mediation of  
musical performance through recording not only made live concerts obsolete, 
J]\�IT[W��IVL�UWZM�QUXWZ\IV\Ta��Q\�MٺMK\Q^MTa�[]XMZ[MLML�\PMQZ�I\\MVLIV\�PQMZ-
archy.

11  Marshall McLuhan and Eric McLuhan, Laws of  Media: The New Science (Toronto: 
University of  Toronto Press, 1988).
12  Gould, “An Argument for Music in the Electronic Age,” 228.
13  Gould, “An Argument for Music in the Electronic Age,” 223.
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 Thirdly, Gould argued that electronic media would, by removing mu-
sic from the public sphere, retrieve the community of  art production. This 
_W]TL�JM�IKPQM^ML�JMKI][M�\PM�[XMKQÅK��QVLQ^QL]IT�ZWTM[�WN �I]\PWZ[PQX�_W]TL�
JMKWUM�WJ[K]ZM�QV�\PM�ÅVIT�IZ\Q[\QK�XZWL]K\��)[�/W]TL�\WTL�PQ[�KWV^WKI\QWV�
audience, 

the association between electronic technology and the art of  music is going 
\W�JM�WN �[]KP�XZWNW]VL�MٺMK\� \PI\� Q\�_QTT°�XZW^QLM�\PM�WVM�_Ia� QV�_PQKP�
the great schism brought about by the… musical hierarchy can be healed, 
and that it will provide a new unity between the functions of  composer and 
performer and most important, of  the listener.14

 Finally, the fourth aspect—what is produced—is evidenced in Gould’s 
early 1965 CBC radio programme, “Dialogue on the Prospects of  Record-
QVO�º�1V�I�U]T\QXTM�[]JRMK\�QV\MZ^QM_�WV�\PM�MٺMK\[�WN �MTMK\ZWVQK�\MKPVWTWOa�WV�
music, Gould engaged McLuhan by addressing the concept of  a “participant 
audience”: a liberated audience, produced by electronic media, which repre-
sented for Gould a utopian achievement. McLuhan responded that “[The] 
mass audience is a participant audience because [of  its] speed of  access… 
[as the] viewer becomes aware of  the services available to him, he becomes 
much more participant.”15 Gould agreed that the responsibility in the choice 
to engage in electronically produced musical performance represents a moral 
imperative on the part of  listeners. But his implicit assumption is that this 
performance would resemble his own aesthetics.
 I argue that, through the intersection of  media and music found in 
his CBC television programmes, Gould held a privileged position regarding 
the construction of  discourse surrounding Canadian national identity. The 
QVÆ]MVKM� WN � PQ[� XMZ[WVIT� ^QM_[� _I[� I]OUMV\ML� Ja� Q\[� TWKI\QWV� _Q\PQV� \PM�
monopoly of  knowledge produced by the CBC. Implicit in this link was the 
equation of  the participation of  Canadian viewers with the integrity of  their 
citizenship. Three case studies will now be drawn on, covering the Cold War, 
the Canadian Centennial, and the North.
 Gould’s thematic special, Music in the U.S.S.R., drew on a recent history 
of  successes in Gould’s career at a time when Cold War tensions would soon 

14  Ibid., 226.
15  Glenn Gould, “Prospects of  Recording,” Ed. John P.L. Roberts. The Art of  Glenn 
/W]TL"�:MÆMK\QWV[�WN �I�5][QKIT�/MVQ][ (Toronto: Malcolm Lester, 1999), 247–249.
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reach their peak.16 Gould’s historic 1957 Soviet tour established his creden-
tials not only as a musical ambassador for the West and the Second Viennese 
;KPWWT��J]\�IT[W�I\�PWUM�I[�JW\P�I�LWUQVIV\�XTIaMZ�QV�\PM�WٻKQIT�VI\QWVIT�
culture and as an expert on current events in classical music. At the same 
time, technological developments formed the context for Gould’s actions.
 Gould appeared in Music in the U.S.S.R. as a Canadian observer, his 
rhetoric and insight centered on his role in the West as a cultural mediator 
for the Soviet Union (a position which mirrored Canada’s reputation as an 
international peacemaker). Produced during the golden age of  postwar cul-
tural funding, the set spares no expense. The opening frame has Gould in a 
large antechamber constructed in imitation of  the Peterhof  Palace in then-
Leningrad, complete with portraits of  eighteenth century Russian nobles, 
ornate decorations lining the walls, bookshelves, antique furniture and the 
like. Gould strolled along the outer walls of  the chamber, outlining the great 
dilemma of  Russian music history: its relationship to the West and whether 
\PI\�_W]TL�KWUM�\W�VW]ZQ[P�WZ�KWZZ]X\�Q\[�W_V�IZ\Q[\QK�^IT]M[��/W]TL�XZWٺMZML�
a history of  pre-Soviet Russian composers as evolving toward a synthesis of  
the Russian and Western musical legacies:

)VL�\PMV�\PMZM�KIUM�ÅO]ZM[�_PW�[MMUML�\W�ZMKWVKQTM��Ja�\PMQZ�OMVQ][��JW\P�
aims. Composers like Tchaikovsky who brought to the forms and disciplines 
of  Western music the spiritual legacy of  Russia. Who brought to the excesses 
of  Wagnerian tonality the reproving mystic glow of  the Russian liturgy.17

Gould then approached the great tragedy of  Russian history. Just as the likes 
of  Scriabin promised the onset of  Russia’s musical century, the Bolshevik 
Revolution suddenly shattered the Russian musical achievement and isolated 
Russia from the West. Gould emphasized that the policies of  the USSR did 
not so much call for the representation of  a future communist utopia as for 
I�KZQ\QY]M�WN � Q\[�W_V�JW]ZOMWQ[�XI[\��)\�\PM�\QUM��\PM�WٻKQIT�;W^QM\�[TWOIV[�
claimed that the labour experienced by workers would lead to a “bright fu-
ture.” However, its activities were more directed to purging the remaining ten-
LMVKQM[�Q\�QLMV\QÅML�I[�ZMIK\QWVIZa�WZ�JW]ZOMWQ[��IV�WZQMV\I\QWV�_PQKP�NWZUML�
16  Glenn Gould, “Music in the U.S.S.R.,” Glenn Gould on Television: Complete CBC Broad�
KI[\[��!����!��, Disc 2, DVD (Sony Classical, 2011). Originally aired on Sunday, January 14, 
1962.
17 Gould, “Music in the U.S.S.R.”
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the crux of  Gould’s objection. In the climax of  Gould’s critique of  Socialist 
:MITQ[U��PM� KWVLMUVML� \PM� QLMI� \PI\�U][QK� [PW]TL� ZMÆMK\� [WKQM\a�IVL� \PM�
State’s ideology. Gould concluded that the purpose of  art is not its basis in 
any particular meaning, neither that of  the State nor even that of  the listener:

The relation of  an artist to a society is not determined by his acquiescence to 
the supposed best interests of  that society. His work may in an appreciative 
[MV[M�XZWL]KM� Q\[�MٺMK\�� Q\[� ZMIK\QWV��UIVa�OMVMZI\QWV[�IN\MZ� Q\[�W_V�\QUM��
as Beethoven’s did. And therefore, the assumption that art in an individual 
creative sense is at all necessary to the present health of  the community re-
mains debateable. And, at the very least, one must concede that if  the good 
of  the community does not necessarily argue the good of  art, then all those 
qualities which in an artistic sense must be judged most prized cannot be so 
judged in relation to their contribution to the welfare of  the community. In 
short, art can only play its proper role, which is to say in some cases no role 
at all perhaps, when it is allowed to stand wholly outside the relationship of  
moral good and evil which are constructed to govern the community. To 
remain as Jacques Maritain expressed it, ‘disengaged’.18

 For Gould, the artist must remain disengaged, set outside social no-
tions of  morality, and produce works of  universal beauty. Perhaps the ideal 
place of  an artist in society as presented in Gould’s Music in the U.S.S.R. looked 
suspiciously like Gould’s in Canada: funded by the State but without explicit 
ideological regulation, not dependent on the world of  the public concert from 
which he would soon retire. Gould’s role in the Canadian national identity 
is based in such simultaneous experiences of  individuality and communal-
ity. Anderson has argued that part of  what constitutes the modern national 
identity is a shared experience of  spatial-temporal organization achieved by 
newspapers and literature, forms that “provided the technical means for ‘re-
presenting’ the kind of  imagined community that is the nation.”19 Indeed, 
media are “a force in shaping or legitimating the nation.”20 The fact that 
Gould actually poured himself  a glass of  tea out of  a samovar as he described 
the artist’s proper role in society amusingly contrasted his role as a Canadian 
artist with his colleagues on the “wrong side” of  the Iron Curtain.
 By the Centennial of  Confederation in 1967, Gould’s utopian epiph-
18  Gould, “Music in the U.S.S.R.”
19  Anderson, Imagined Communities, 25.
20  Anderson, Imagined Communities, 37.
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any became concurrent with an abrupt transformation of  Canadian national 
identity. The historian Jose Igartua contends that during the 1960s, English 
Canada underwent its own Quiet Revolution and that Canada’s “British eth-
VQK�LMÅVQ\QWV�WN �Q\[MTN°�CKIUM�\W�JME�IJZ]X\Ta�LQ[KIZLML�º21 The CBC joined 
\PM�UaZQIL�WN �+MV\MVVQIT�ZMTI\ML�K]T\]ZIT�IK\Q^Q\QM[�[MMSQVO�\W�ZMLMÅVM�+IVI-
da’s apparently outmoded identity. For Gould, the CBC’s Centennial Concert 
[MZQM[��NWZ�_PQKP�PM�XZWL]KML�\PM�ÅVIT�XZWOZIUUM��WٺMZML�I�\M[\QVO�OZW]VL�
for his budding media theory centred on a “participant audience.”22

 In Gould’s “Canada Centennial Concert,” Gould performs the Bach 
Concerto No. 7 with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra under conductor 
Vladimir Golschmann. The sophisticated movement of  the camera view 
WٺMZML�I�KZQ\QKIT�KWUUMV\IZa�WV�/W]TL¼[�MٺWZ\� \W�JZQVO� \W� \PM�I]LQMVKM�I�
newfound participation. For example, each movement of  the Bach began 
and ended with the camera facing the performers from a traditional audi-
ence’s perspective, but immediately after the introductory measures of  the 
ÅZ[\�UW^MUMV\� \PM� KIUMZI� K]\� \W�/W]TL¼[� NIKM��)N\MZ� \PM� ÅZ[\� KTW[M�]X� WN �
the orchestra, the viewer is increasingly presented with the orchestra not just 
from the standpoint of  a liberated bystander, but from that of  the conductor 
himself. Suddenly, the view which rested on Gould’s hands, the sound of  the 
piano and orchestra interacting musically, transitions from Gould’s-eye-view 
to the conductor’s-eye-view.
 It is important to recognize that the aesthetic choices involved in this 
aspect of  the concert are made by Gould himself  and allow the audience a 
limited role of  participation. However, they are consistent with Gould’s media 
doctrine. The audience of  this kind of  concert had a relationship with the 
musical performance that would have been impossible in a live performance. 
Kevin Bazzana illuminates the postwar Canadian discourse on technology, 
saying that “the history of  communications and the psychological, social, po-
TQ\QKIT��IVL�K]T\]ZIT�MٺMK\[�WN �\PM�UI[[�UMLQI�_MZM�PW\�\WXQK[�QV�QV\MTTMK\]IT�
KQZKTM[��[]JRMK\[�WN �[KQMV\QÅK�ZM[MIZKP�I[�_MTT�I[�XPQTW[WXPQKIT�[XMK]TI\QWV��IVL�
Gould absorbed the theorizing no less enthusiastically than he took the ma-
chines themselves.”23 However, it is interesting that while Innis considered the 
21  Jose Igartua, <PM�7\PMZ�9]QM\�:M^WT]\QWV"�6I\QWVIT�1LMV\Q\QM[�QV�-VOTQ[P�+IVILI���!��–�� 
(Vancouver: University of  British Columbia Press, 2007), 5.
22  Glenn Gould, “Canada Centennial Concert,” Glenn Gould on Television, 2011, Disc 
7. Originally aired on Wednesday, November 15, 1967.
23  Kevin Bazzana, Wondrous Strange: The Life and Art of  Glenn Gould (Toronto: McClel-
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non-technological oral tradition as a means of  decentralizing the monopoliz-
ing nature of  media, Gould would pursue work in the latter rather than the 
former. It is here that there is a curious blending of  media technology with 
Gould’s discourse on Canadian national identity.
 During the Centennial year of  1967, Gould’s utopian epiphany also 
JZW]OP\�PQU� \W�XZWL]KM� \PM�ÅZ[\�WN �PQ[� KWV\ZIX]V\IT� ZILQW�LWK]UMV\IZQM[��
The Idea of  North.24 In the documentary Gould wove together the voices of  
Å^M�QVLQ^QL]IT[�[XMISQVO�IJW]\�\PMQZ�M`XMZQMVKM[�QV�+IVILI¼[�6WZ\P��<PM�<>�
version of  The Idea of  North, co-produced in 1970 with PBS’ Judith Pearlman, 
complemented the contrapuntal audio of  The Idea of  North with images of  an 
unnamed young Canadian taking the train north from Toronto, Ontario to 
Churchill, Manitoba.25�<PM�VIZZI\WZ�?ITTa�5IK4MIV¸WVM�WN �\PM�Å^M�[XMIS-
ers—shares Gould’s notion of  metaphorical meaning of  the North for Ca-
nadians. Their metaphorical conception of  the North has implications for 
Canadian national identity as constructed on television screens tuned in to 
the CBC.
 Gould’s The Idea of  North is an important work joining the conceptual 
North with music.26 The only recording of  classical music to appear in the 
ÅTU�Q[�;QJMTQ][¼�Fifth Symphony��XTIaML�L]ZQVO�\PM�ÅTU¼[�KTQUI`��8IabIV\�QVLQ-
cates that Gould considered the work a musical representation of  the parts of  
northern Ontario he had visited.27 It is interesting to note that in Gould’s own 
writing on Sibelius’ music he stated that “Sibelius … partook of  that spare, 
bleak, motivically stingy counterpoint that nobody south of  the Baltic ever 
seems to write.”28 Gould’s Sibelius, evoking solitude, formed a counterpoint 
to Maclean’s narrative conclusion which is clearly directed to the young Ca-
nadian. Maclean paraphrases William James’ view that nothing unites people 
like something to be against, the most extreme example of  which is war. Ma-
clean expressed the view that what the North presents to Canadians is not an 
land & Stewart 2003), 257–258.
24  Glenn Gould’s The Idea of  North was originally commissioned for the CBC radio 
programme “Ideas” as a Canadian centennial project.
25  Glenn Gould, “The Idea of  North,” Glenn Gould on Television, 2011, Disc 8. Origi-
nally aired on Wednesday, August 5, 1970.
26  Bazzana, Wondrous Strange, 297. 
27� �/MWٺZMa�8IabIV\��Glenn Gould: Music & Mind (Toronto: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 
1978), 55.
28  Tim Page, “The Piano Music of  Sibelius.” in The Glenn Gould Reader, ed. Time Page 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985), 103.
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imagined space, but instead an unimaginable space, an extreme danger that 
unites Canadians: 

The common enemy of  both of  us, whether it’s now, or yesterday, or forever, 
you know […] I suppose the common enemy is… nature […] Now he’s will-
ing now to be a fellow traveller of  my imagination, eh? So, I go on to say that 
\PM�6WZ\P�Q[�\PM�_IZ��\PI\�aW]�KIV�IٺWZL�\W�JM�IOIQV[\°�VI\]ZM�29

At the programme’s conclusion, Maclean elaborates that in the act of  going 
north Canadians bring with them what Maclean calls a “contagion” from 
the south. This contagion is the colonization brought by human subjectivity, 
which in conquering the northern frontier destroys what the North represents 
in its capacity to unite.

The North that was, no longer do humans combine then to defy, or to mea-
sure, or to read, or to understand, or to live with this thing we call… nature. 
Our number one enemy, instead of  being… nature, is of  course human 
nature. It’s crept stealthily from the South. Not necessarily by steel. All these 
long and endless miles that we’ve sort of  passed. And now it’s infecting the 
north with a contagion that’s, huh, I don’t know what it’s like. I don’t dare 
tell this person that it’s that bad. I just indicate. He’s a nice fellow. You know, 
I don’t want to destroy his dream. Also I don’t want to smash my own which 
is paper-thin at times. So, we’re up against this William James. The moral 
equivalent of  war. The moral equivalent of  this war now is now the North. 
This William James that wrote in Harvard this many years ago, whatever he 
did, I suppose he meant really that, not war, the moral equivalent for us is 
going north.30

<P][��_M�ÅVL�QV�/W]TL¼[�The Idea of  North that going north is a double-edged 
[_WZL�ITTW_QVO�+IVILQIV[�VMQ\PMZ�\W�ÅVL�VWZ�TW[M�\PMU[MT^M[��/W]TL¼[�TQ\MZIT�
re-presentation of  the railway, the means of  the Canadian struggle against 
nature, on CBC Television, illustrates a metaphorical linkage between the 
two technologies. In this linkage, McLuhan would argue that the content of  
new media is always older media.31 By connecting broadcast media to the Ca-

29  Gould, “The Idea of  North.”
30  Gould, “The Idea of  North.”
31  In other words, the role of  linking the Canadian nation once achieved via the rail-
way was appropriated by radio and television in the twentieth century. Thus, the content of  
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nadian landscape in this way, Gould adds an important voice to the discourse 
WV�+IVILQIV�QLMV\Q\a�IVL�\MKPVWTWOa�\PI\�)Z\P]Z�3ZWSMZ�QLMV\QÅM[�I[�QVKT]L-
ing Innis, McLuhan, and George Grant.32 Gould’s CBC programme—and 
the images of  the young Canadian as he travels the Muskeg Express through 
the trackless North—technologically constructed the imaginary nation for 
CBC viewers. The Idea of  North brought its Canadian audience to participate 
as a community of  citizens in the experience of  imagining the North as pre-
sented by Gould, and in turn take part in the CBC’s monopoly of  knowledge.
 The national mandate of  the CBC formed an important subtext to 
\PM�[XMKQÅK�KWV\MV\�WN �Q\[�LQٺMZMV\�XZWOZIUUM[���1VLMML��\PM�UMLQ]U�Q[�\PM�
message. 1� KWV\MVL� \PI\�/W]TL¼[�+*+�<MTM^Q[QWV�_WZS� [\QTT� WٺMZ[� I� [MZQW][�
commentary on questions of  Canadian identity as articulated through music 
and technology. Gould argued that the consequences of  technology for musi-
cal works and performances were negative only when one assumed that the 
concert performance must continue to be considered the “authentic” means 
of  listening to and creating music. However, Gould was uncritical of  his own 
privileged cultural position on the CBC and his use of  its monopoly power to 
his advantage. Throughout his CBC television programmes, he was able to 
I[[MZ\�PQ[�^Q[QWV�WN �IV�I]\PMV\QK�U][QK�XZIK\QKM��;XMKQÅKITTa��/W]TL�\IZOM\[�\PM�
controls and limitations imposed on musicians by totalitarian governments, as 
well as the “oppressively” non-mediated nature of  live concerts. In its place, 
he attempts to erect a musical practice that may not have resembled the oral, 
democratic ideal of  Harold Innis. However, for Gould, these television pro-
OZIUUM[�WٺMZ�I]\WVWUa�\W�PQU[MTN �IVL�NMTTW_�UQVLML�IZ\Q[\[�I\�\PM�M`XMV[M�
of  traditional sources of  political, economic, and social power. Gould’s argu-
ment that television and other electronic media created a separate musical art 
form with its own imperatives constructed an important discourse inextrica-
bly linked to Canadian national identity, an authoritative televised national 
space that remains an historical force in Canada today.

“The Idea of  North” is not just the discursive and geographical North, but also the railway 
as a medium. This is a further meaning implicit in McLuhan’s aphorism “the medium is the 
message.”
32  Arthur Kroker, Technology and the Canadian Mind: Innis/McLuhan/Grant (Montreal: 
New World Perspectives, 1984).
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7N �SVW_TMLOM�VI]OP\�ZMUIQVML�1�LQL�VW\�SVW_�
7N �[MKZM\[��[KIZKMTa�IVa��PQOP�WZ�TW_#
All day and night for three score and twelve years,
I pondered, just to learn that naught I know.
– Omar Khayyam

 
This1 is a din of  voices interrupting, falling all over each other, trying to say 
something about moments of  rupture or singularity; the doomed attempted 
authoring of  something like a political uncanny. They’ll show-and-tell to ex-
plore the idea that ruptural political and aesthetic events are the only fertile 
grounds for theory to engage with politics, but also that such events are irre-
ducibly singular and cannot be usefully engaged by showing or by telling. As 
each fragment intersects with the next, think of  them in terms of  the ques-
tions that motivate their clamouring:

?PI\�KIV�\PMWZa��[XMKQÅKITTa�XWTQ\QKIT�IVL�IM[\PM\QK�\PMWZa��LW'�

#1 – The Catalogue
 Imagine a gallery show with a theme like ‘Rupture: the Aesthetic/
Political Event’. Some of  the pieces approach the theme by means of  their 
content (images of  events gone by—representations of  and commentaries on 
May 68, Duchamp’s Readymades, The Arab Spring, etc.). Other exhibits try 

1  At the risk of  seeming coy, I want to forego an introductory section which declares 
a detailed trajectory at the outset. Neither do I want to make any promises regarding ques-
tions’ answers. The expectation that the results of  the investigative process of  writing be an-
nounced in advance works contrary to the formal point I want to make.

113

POLITICAL PERCONTATION

Casey Beal
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themselves to author some sort of  rupture by means of  their form; perhaps 
by presenting a question unanswerable within our present social or linguistic 
frame of  reference; perhaps invoking a temporality alien to the present; or 
perhaps otherwise enacting feelings of  uncanniness, paradox, or absurdity.
 Now suppose that this exhibition published a sort of  summary text—a 
catalogue or program. Could such a catalogue itself  constitute a ruptural aes-
thetic or political event? If  so, what is the nature of  the relationship between 
the ‘event’ of  the catalogue and the ‘content’ of  the exhibits in the gallery?
 The real question though:
Is political theory forever stuck at the level of  the catalogue?
In terms of  dealing with evental singularities it seems as though theory has 
two potential angles of  attack. It can either describe singular moments/rup-
tures that have happened in the past in terms of  the break they constitute 
with respect to the aesthetic or political status quo, or it can attempt somehow 
to author or perform such a rupture itself. This corresponds roughly to either 
creating knowledge out of  the conceptual content of  events-gone-by or engag-
ing with the formal�VI\]ZM�WN �\PM�Z]X\]ZM�\W�\Za�\W�»ÅO]ZM�W]\�PW_�Q\¼[�LWVM¼�
� .ZWU�\PM�LQٺMZMVKM�JM\_MMV�\PM[M�\_W�IXXZWIKPM[��I�JZWIL�[MZQM[�WN �
questions emerges: Is it possible to author a ruptural event by sheer attention 
to formal template, or are such moments so inextricably embedded in their 
own particularities (their content, so to speak) that describing, cataloguing, 
and enumerating them is useless for anyone but hobbyists and archivists? If  
we take the Rancièrian line that politics is wholly constituted in such irreduc-
ible moments of  dissensual rupture, does this mean that theory can some-
times be about politics but that it can never itself  be directly political?

Like any heavy object thrown with enough force, a catalogue can smash windows. 
And would such force be a simple abuse of  the painstaking arrangement of  text and image 
within?

#2 – The Aesthetic Regime of  Political Theory
The time is coming when it will hardly be possible to write a book 
as it has been done for so long.2

2  Gilles Deleuze, ,QٺMZMVKM�IVL�:MXM\Q\QWV� trans. Paul Patton (New York: University of  
Columbia Press, 1994), xxi.
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Rancière’s Politics of  Aesthetics,3 particularly the section entitled ‘Politicized 
Art’, is a beautiful, maddening tease. He begins to discuss the relation of  
�XWTQ\QKIT��\PMWZa�\W�PQ[�KWVKMX\QWV�WN �\PM�»IM[\PM\QK�ZMOQUM¼�WN �IZ\��J]\�ÅVQ[PM[�
\PM�KWV^MZ[I\QWV�JMNWZM�LMTQ^MZQVO�IVa\PQVO�_MTT�ÆM[PML�W]\��8MZPIX[�\PM�_Ia�
that Rancière is bound to only tease us with the paradox he presents is more 
[QOVQÅKIV\�\PIV�PM�_W]TL�TQSM�\W�IKSVW_TMLOM�
� 4M\� ][� ^MZa�JZQMÆa� [SM\KP� \PM� QUXWZ\IV\� \MZU[��-IZTQMZ� QV�Politics of  
Aesthetics,�:IVKQvZM�LZI_[�IV�QUXWZ\IV\�KWVKMX\]IT�LQ[\QVK\QWV�JM\_MMV�LQٺMZ-
MV\�»ZMOQUM[¼�QV�\PM�XZWL]K\QWV��QLMV\QÅKI\QWV��IVL�\PMWZQbI\QWV�WN �IZ\�4 For 
our purposes, two of  the three regimes are important: the representative and 
the aesthetic. The representative regime operates on a logic of  mimesis—of  
accurate reproduction of  the ‘content’ of  the image or thought, or whatever 
it aims to represent.5 He argues convincingly that this regime enacts a certain 
hierarchically disposed mode of  thought. The aesthetic regime, on the other 
PIVL�¹QLMV\QÅM[�IZ\�QV�\PM�[QVO]TIZ�IVL�NZMM[�Q\� NZWU�IVa�[XMKQÅK�Z]TM��NZWU�
any hierarchy of  the arts, subject matter, and genres… The aesthetic state 
is a pure instance of  suspension, a moment when form is experienced for 
itself.”6 Abstract expressionist and other non-representational artwork seems 
to be what Ranciere has in mind. We might look to Picasso’s Guernica for a 
well-known example of  this regime that is imbued with a particularly strong 
political charge.
 For Rancière’s ‘aesthetic regime’, the necessity of  the relationship in 
representative art between a conceptual ‘idea’ (say the ideational ‘content’ 
of  an artwork) and the manner deemed appropriate to the expression of  this 
idea (‘form’) is challenged. The only way to presume that certain ‘forms’ of  
expression are more appropriate to certain content is to implicitly cede to 
PQMZIZKPQKIT��IVL�XW[[QJTa�[WKQITTa�WZ�XWTQ\QKITTa�KWV\QVOMV\��KTI[[QÅKI\QWV[�WN �
the ‘appropriateness’ of  manners of  expression. This means that the aesthetic 
ZMOQUM�WN �IZ\�LMUIVL[�I�KMZ\IQV�QVLQٺMZMV\�ZMTI\QWV�JM\_MMV�\PM�NWZU�WN �I�
particular work and its content.
 The question then becomes: can we think of  political theory in terms 

3  Jacques Rancière. Politics of  Aesthetics: The Distribution of  the Sensible, trans. Gabriel 
Rockhill (New York: Continuum, 2004).
4  Rancière. Politics of  Aesthetics, 20-30.
5  Ibid.., 21.
6  Ibid.., 23-24.
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of  Rancière’s regimes of  art? In Politics of  Aesthetics the answer seems to be 
‘yes.’ Rancière says, “I think that a theoretical discourse is always simultane-
W][Ta�IV�IM[\PM\QK�NWZU��I�[MV[QJTM�ZMKWVÅO]ZI\QWV�WN �\PM�NIK\[�\PI\�Q\�Q[�IZO]-
ing about.”7

 If  we equate the aesthetic form with political theory, as Rancière 
seems to want to do, the following passage should cause us to reconsider what 
we want from theory:

The dream of  a suitable political work of  art is in fact the dream of  dis-
rupting the relationship between the visible, the sayable and the thinkable 
without having to use the terms of  a message as a vehicle. It is the dream of  an art 
that would transmit meanings in the form of  a rupture with the very logic 
of  meaningful situations. As a matter of  fact, political art cannot work in the 
simple form of  a meaningful spectacle that would lead to an ‘awareness’ of  
the state of  the world.8

What is present in this passage is a similar logic to the replacement of  the 
representative regime of  art with the aesthetic one. Rather than privileging 
the content of  the message to the form in which it is delivered, the ‘suitable’ 
XWTQ\QKIT�_WZS�WN �IZ\� ZMKWVÅO]ZM[� \PM�LQ[\ZQJ]\QWV�WN � \PM� [MV[QJTM��IVL� \P][�
inaugurates fresh political subjectivity by the logic inherent in its manner of  
expression—prior to the ‘message’. 
 Thus the perfect aesthetic political work according to Rancière would 
be one which does not rely upon its representative ‘message,’ but is itself  per�
formatively political. That is to say, through its own internal reconstruction of  
the distribution of  the sensible aesthetic-regime art (and possibly theory) can 
QVI]O]ZI\M�ZM^WT]\QWVIZa�TWOQK[�IVL�[]JRMK\Q^Q\QM[�U]KP�UWZM�MٺMK\Q^MTa�\PIV�
straightforward descriptions and diagnoses of  contemporary life. Such work, 
QN � I\\IQVIJTM��_W]TL�UISM� ZMXZM[MV\I\QWVIT� MٺWZ\[�I\� »KWV[KQW][VM[[�ZIQ[QVO¼�
[MMU�PIU�Å[\ML�IVL�KWVLM[KMVLQVO�Ja�KWUXIZQ[WV�
 My problem is that I want very much to agree with him, but it leaves 
us to deal with the familiar gap between what we know theory can do (the 
catalogue, thrown or studied), and what we want might want aesthetic-regime 
theory to do.
 It seems that, in terms of  our expectations, what distinguishes theory 

7    Ibid.., 65.
8    Ibid.., 63. Emphasis mine.
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from, say, poetry is primarily the relationship of  its ‘form’ to its ‘content’. 
Theory is theoretical (and not simply speculative or sophistic) insofar as it 
treats the object of  its study in a certain rigorous analytical manner. It aims at 
a degree of  faithful representation of  its ideas.
 If  the order of  the political distribution of  the sensible is most ef-
fectively engaged with at the level of  form—that accessed by the aesthetic 
regime of  art—then should we not be questioning the degree to which we 
focus on the ‘content’ (i.e., the analytical rigour, and objective diagnostic cor-
rectness of  theory) and instead worrying more about the politics implicit in its 
logic of  organization, visibility, and, inevitably, exclusion?  Is the ideal form of  
aesthetic-regime political theory something more like a poem? A text which 
says the previously unsayable; makes visible the previously unseen by its mi-
cropolitical logic of  presentation? If  this is the case, why bother toiling at the 
level of  the empirical correctness of  the ‘message’—the diagnostic?
� :IVKQvZM�UISM[�I�VWL�\W�\PQ[�QV�PQ[�ÅVIT�ZMUIZS[�QV�\PM�:WKSPQTT�QV\MZ-
view mentioned above. He claims that he tries to structure his theoretical texts 
in such a way that they subvert typical “means of  presenting objects”, how-
ever one wonders at the degree to which he could really substantiate this, or 
to which he is really sure of  what his own proposed regime would look like in 
a theoretical text. Indeed, are we not somewhat accustomed to encountering, 
in the introductions to anthologies of  critical writings on politics—secondary 
Deleuze scholarship is especially notable for this—some pretense to a textual 
XMZNWZUI\Q^Q\a�\PI\�Q[�WN\MV�I[�[aUXI\PM\QK�QV�Q\[�IQU[�I[�Q\� Q[�PIbQTa�LMÅVML�
and unconvincing?
 In fact, I have a hard time imagining what ‘aesthetic-regime’ political 
theory might look like. Would it be similar to the work of  Deleuze and Guat-
tari? There it must be admitted that the logic of  the text interrupts the expect-
ed distribution of  the sensible in a fairly dramatic way. Nevertheless, though, 
it returns always, at least somewhat, to an attempt to faithfully represent con-
tent (the critique of  psychoanalysis, images of  organization of  thought, etc.) 
How could it not? Is there any such thing, then, as a pure ‘TQ^ZM�M^MVMUMV\?’
 Similarly, the fact that large parts of  Debord’s Society of  the Spectacle 
were, for lack of  a less pejorative term, “plagiarized” (“liberated”?) from other 
works is itself  a subversive logic of  formal organization. This formal subver-
sion arguably only makes sense though, when wedded to the ‘content’ of  anti-
capitalist critique (particularly the laudable species that says, ‘fuck intellectual 
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property’).
 This points to a kind of  necessary ‘doubling’ which the ‘aesthetic-
regime’ political work might demand—a jumping-up out of  the representa-
tive into the evental, the realm of  rupture-via-form, followed by an inevitable 
gravitational falling back into engagement at the level of  content and repre-
sentation.

Does this mean that political theory is doomed always to fall back into the hierarchical or�
ganizations of  thought that characterize the representative regime? If  this is the case, what 
can we truly expect from emancipatory political theory? If  we rely on theory will we not 
be asking the hierarchical to produce or somehow provoke the spontaneous emergence of  the 
VWV�PQMZIZKPQKIT'

#3 – The Percontation Point as Political Punctuation
 The Wikipedia article on ‘Irony Punctuation’ is a good one. From it 
we learn that the percontation point is a medieval invention in experimental 
punctuation that can be used in order to signify an indirect inquiry that does 
VW\�LMUIVL�I�ZM[XWV[M��1V�W\PMZ�_WZL[��Q\�[QOVQÅM[�I�ZPM\WZQKIT�Y]M[\QWV�
 According to Anthony Judge’s fascinating article ‘Embodying a Way 
Round Pointlessness?,’ the percontation point is “[…]indicative of  qualities 
of  the cognitive uncertainty, surprise and discontinuity in the despairing ex-
perience of  “nothing”—and its anticipation.”9

 What might this mean? I’ll say that the ‘nothing’ which the perconta-
tion point anticipates is the non-space of  the answer; not an absence which 
goes where an answer ought to be, but an unsettling indication that the space 
of  the answer is not approachable. This non-space interrupts the consensual 
ÆW_�WN �I�\M`\�WZ�I�XMZNWZUIVKM��.ZWU�\PQ[�Q\�Q[�MI[a�\W�QUIOQVM�I�LMÅVQ\MTa�
XWTQ\QKIT� QVÆMK\QWV� \W� \PM�UWUMV\� [QOVQÅML�Ja� \PM�XMZKWV\I\QWV�XWQV\��<PM�
rhetorical question enacts the uncertain, the unclosed, the uncanny. The rhe-
torical question is a moment of  pure ‘suspension’ in the Rancièrian determi-
nation; it is a presentation and holding-open of  what Erin Manning calls the 
‘Interval.’10 The projectile at the weightless apex of  its arc, played upon by 
forces cancelling one another out, has a fractional moment of  indeterminacy.  
9  Anthony Judge. Embodying a Way Round Pointlessness? (Accessed online at: http://
www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs10s/geozeroy.php: 2012) 
10  Erin Manning. Relationscapes: Movement, Art, Philosophy (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
2009), 18.
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Perhaps percontation is what theory’s catalogue might strive for. An uncan-
VQTa�NZMM��[][XMVLML�UWUMV\�I\�\PM�\WX�WN �IV�IZK�WN �ÆQOP\�

���·�6W\�I\�0WUM#�)]\PWZQVO�\PM�=VKIVVa
 Very roughly, uncanniness can be thought of  as the sense that some-
thing is missing that should be present, or something is ominously present that 
ought not to be. 
 There is a particularly memorable scene in Mark Danielewski’s novel 
House of  Leaves.11 In the “central narrative” of  the book, a passage from Hei-
degger’s Being and Time is used to describe a bizarre and unsettling occurrence 
in a possibly-haunted house. It is the section where Heidegger reminds us that 
the term unheimlichkeit, translated as ‘uncanniness’ also has the connotation of  
not-being-at-home, of  being removed from a familiar environment. At this 
XWQV\�\PMZM�Q[�I�[][XMV[QWV�WN �\PM�VWZUIT�\MUXWZIT�ÆW_�WN �\PM�JWWS"�I�NW]Z�
page footnote in the voice of  the meta-character who ‘found the manuscript’ 
where the central narrative unfolds. He describes his own recent uncanny ex-
perience. Working at a tattoo parlour, he is suddenly overwhelmed by feelings 
of  anxiety and dread: the gnawing sense that something terrible is just behind 
him—that if  he looks he’ll met with unspeakable, unrepresentable, horror. He 
TQVOMZ[�QV�\PQ[�LZMIL��IVL�ÅVITTa�JZQVO[�PQU[MTN �\W�TWWS�W^MZ�PQ[�[PW]TLMZ¸J]\�
nothing is there.  
  And as readers, we are interrupted by the same nameless dread. The 
KZMI\]ZM�Q[�IT_Ia[�R][\�JMPQVL�][��?PMV�_M�TWWS�J]\�ÅVL�VW\PQVO�\PMZM��_M�
IZM�XMZPIX[�[][XMVLML�NWZ�I�ÆMM\QVO�XMZKWV\I\Q^M�UWUMV\�JMNWZM�NITTQVO��QV�
Heideggerian fashion, back to a comfortable home.

#5 – Dancing the Dance and the Eternal Return to Content
 Freud’s writings on the uncanny employ centrally the notion of  a 
certain paranoid double aspect of  reality. For Freud, the experience of  the 
uncanny is characterized by a “doubling, dividing and interchanging of  the 
self.”12 Let us now return to the concept of  doubling—in a usage, perhaps 
VW\�QUUMLQI\MTa�QLMV\QÅIJTM�I[�IV�QV[\IVKM�WN �\PM�.ZM]LQIV�IXXTQKI\QWV��J]\�
rather in the sense we employed above in the Rancièrean fragment.
11  Mark Danielewski, House of  Leaves (New York: Pantheon, 2000), 24–28.
12  Sigmund Freud, “The ‘Uncanny’” in The Standard Edition of  the Complete Psychological 
?WZS[�WN �;QOU]VL�.ZM]L��>WT����, ed. James Stachey (Hogarth Press: London, 1964), 217–252, 
234.
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 Let us get there by way of  a quotation from an essay by Alain Badiou 
on dance:

1\�[PW]TL�JM�VW\ML�\PI\�LIVKM��_PQKP�Q[�JW\P�JQZL�IVL�ÆQOP\��Q[�IT[W�M^MZa\PQVO�
that the infant designates. Dance is innocence, because it is a body before the 
body. It is forgetting, because it is a body that forgets its fetters, its weight.13

<PM�LIVKMZ�ZMKWQT[�IVL�[KWٺ[�_PMV�1�ZMIL�PMZ�\PQ[�XI[[IOM��<PM�QV\MV[Q\a�IVL�
immediacy of  her reaction surprises me.
 Not only does Badiou neglect vast swathes of  contemporary dance 
which embrace the grotesque, the heavy, the corporeal, but even more im-
portantly, as any dancer knows, while dance may sometimes look as though it 
Q[�IV�QVVWKMV\�\ISQVO�ÆQOP\�IVL�NWZOM\\QVO�WN �\PM�JWLa��\PQ[�Q[�IT_Ia[�I\�TMI[\�I�
partial illusion. The dancer may conceal her/his relation to the body—s/he 
UIa�ÆMM�NZWU�Q\¸J]\�^MZa�ZIZMTa�LWM[�[�PM�NWZOM\�Q\��<PM�KWZXWZMIT�Q[�IT_Ia[�
ghosting along with the pure form of  movement. For the dancer, the two are 
not separable.
 While, in all fairness, Badiou does nuance his position later in the es-
say, a much better articulation of  the dancer’s double-movement comes from 
Brian Massumi’s Semblance and Event:

To dance the dance is to extract animateness—pure-movement qualities—
from the actual movements of  the body. But the body remains, shadow-
ing the nonsensuous dance-form, in heavy contrast to its tendency to lift-
W��7ٺVM�WN �\PM�[PILW_[�\PM�JWLa�KI[\[� Q[� Q\[�XPa[QKIT� NZIQT\a"� Q\[� QVM^Q\IJTM�
pull to the ground, counter to the push to the limit. At the counter-limit: 
mortality. Any intense experience of  the animateness of  the body contains 
this contrasting pull in suggestive potential. Appetitive lift to abstraction/
gravitational fall-back. It takes very little for the fall-back position to regain 
ground. Conventional language, with its stockpile of  at-the-ready symbolic 
and metaphorical associations, easily provides the ballast. Content redux.  
How many reviews of  contemporary dance have been written that ponder-
ously reveal a “theme” of  death? Or sex and love, romantic ecstasy, and the 
wrench of  jealousy? For the human body is as sexed as it is mortal.14

13  Alain Badiou, The Handbook of  Inaesthetics, trans. Alberto Toscano (Stanford: Stan-
ford University Press, 2005), 57.
14  Brian Massumi, Semblance and Event (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2011), 151–2.
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Massumi is tormented here by the content/form dichotomy manifest as a 
doubling of  the movement of  art. The shadow of  content (the actual physical 
apparatus of  the body) constantly haunts the ‘nonsensuous’ form of  the aes-
thetic event. Content, in this example of  dance, is tied to death, and gravity—
but also the ‘ballast’ of  symbolic representation. For Massumi the relationship 
of  form-content in the aesthetic event happens in a loop that he likens to the 
Nietzschean Eternal Return.15 What better metaphor to capture the circuit 
of  revolution and its inevitable cooptation and recovery by the hierarchies it 
[W]OP\�\W�[PISM�Wٺ'
 What makes dance an especially excellent example of  this ‘doubling’ 
is that the physical apparatus of  the artistic transcendence (the body) is also 
itself  a central element that pulls us away from the ‘pure’ Real of  the formal 
‘movement of  movement’—pulls away from the open rhetorical question of  
the interval and directs us back to content, to gravity, to a question that can 
be answered in the realm of  the symbolic.
 The other central element of  this return to content is the translation 
NZWU�^Q[KMZIT�»IٺMK\¼�QV\W�XZM[KZQJML�MUW\QWVIT�KI\MOWZQM[�OQ^MV�QV�\PM�ZMITU�
of  language. Another long but useful quote from Massumi:

The event passes from pure “uncoded” liveness (mechanically reproduced 
or not) to coded “message”… It becomes communicable… No general cat-
MOWZa�]VLMZ[\IVL[� \PM�ÅZ[\� \PQVO�IJW]\�IٺMK\��<PMa�IZM�IT_Ia[�Ja�VI\]ZM�
emotion-ready, because they are always ready-made for content. They have 
an in-bred appetite for content. They maw for it. That’s what they do. They 
are voracious techniques of  containment. “Common sense” is promiscu-
ously dedicated to general categories. As is “good sense,” in a more selective 
and disciplined way. “Opinion” invests general categories with a personal-
ized emotional force of  their own. Weapons of  mass containment, all.16

The categories of  language construct systems of  ‘containment’ of  singularity.  
They do so by establishing structures of  equivalence and identity which give 
meaning but neutralize the singularity of  the aesthetic event.
� 1\� [MMU[� LQٻK]T\� \W� QUIOQVM� PW_� \PMWZa� KW]TL� WXMZI\M� W]\[QLM� WN �
this linguistic bind and still be understood as signifying anything. Does it not 
therefore seem as though theory, no matter how radical its content—no mat-

15  Massumi, Semblance and Event, 150.
16  Ibid.., 153–4.
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\MZ�PW_� Q\� \ISM[�ÆQOP\¸Q[�IT_Ia[�JW]VL�Ja�OZI^Q\a�IVL� [aUJWTQK�JITTI[\� \W�
return from performative, percontative engagement with singularity to a hi-
erarchically structured language of  representation and equivalence?
 Perhaps theory can, at its best, rupture these equivalences, if  only 
temporarily; holding open spaces by posing rhetorical questions that perhaps 
author a sense of  politically useful uncanniness; disrupting the current dis-
tribution of  equivalences (and therefore power)? Maybe it can shine a light 
toward the rare and elusive spaces where equivalence, identity and language 
cannot quite yet reach?

#6 – Forget about the Indians
 How might this problematic relationship of  form and content and 
its intersection with a desire to engage performatively with singularity make 
itself  manifest in actual politics?
 For resources to understand this, let us look at the ‘long ‘68’ anti-
capitalist protests which took place (to greatly varying degrees of  intensity) in 
Italy under the blanket term ‘Autonomia.’
 The following excerpt from a 1979 journal kept by Sylvere Lotringer 
during a sort of  journalistic/anthropological tour of  Autonomist political 
nodes, captures the general open spirit of  the movement:

Throughout Italy in fact, even in the villages, there are many who see them-
selves as autonomous even when they lack any theoretical knowledge of  
the autonomist position. Autonomia… relies on the addition of  singularities 
at the base. No pressure is exerted on compagni to accept a predetermined 
program. What draws together the scattered elements of  Autonomia is the 
refusal of  any centralizing organization, or any abstract representation of  its 
diversity. Although ideological disagreements exist within the movement… 
the contradictions are never pushed to the breaking point or transcended 
through a declarative synthesis.17

1V�XZIK\QKM��\PQ[�LQٺ][M��VWV�KMV\ZITQbI\QWV�UIVQNM[\ML�QV�^MZa�LQٺMZMV\��TWKIT-
ized articulations which were united only in terms of  their opposition to some 

17  Sylvère Lotringer, “In the Shadow of  the Red Brigades,” Autonomia: Post Political 
Politics, eds. Sylvère Lotringer and Christian Marazzi (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2007), v-xvi, 
ix.
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aspect of  the capitalist status quo.18 Arguably the ‘autonomist’ towns prac-
ticing collective auto-reduction of  bus-fares, utility bills, and grocery prices 
were a world apart from the pirate radio stations and abstract aesthetic and 
theoretical critiques of  the Bologna ‘creative’ autonomists, who themselves 
were very critical of  what they saw as the dogmatic economic Marxism of  
the autonomists in Rome and other cities. Autonomia would eventually be 
described by one of  the State prosecutors of  the movement’s members as “a 
^MZQ\IJTM�UW[IQK�UILM�WN �LQٺMZMV\� NZIOUMV\[��I�OITTMZa�WN �W^MZTIXXQVO� QU-
ages, or circles and collectives, without any central organization.”19

� )\�ÅZ[\�OTIVKM�\PQ[�TWWS[�TQSM�IV�ITUW[\�XMZNMK\�ZMITQbI\QWV�WN �I�LQ^MZ[M�
and open Multitude resisting the stultifying movements of  Empire and the 
State. Or at least it does until we remember that it was arguably the very re-
luctance of  Autonomia to foreclose upon the open space of  the movement, its 
refusal to synthesize its aims under one unitary narrative, that allowed agents 
of  the reactionary State to write a narrative about them that eventually brought 
the long event of  Autonomia to a close. Indeed, it was by seizing control of  
the production of  public knowledge about Autonomia that the State was able 
to legitimize a massive police-military-judiciary crackdown that doled out 
long prison sentences to many of  the movement’s most important thinkers 
and activists (most famous among them, of  course, being Antonio Negri). 
 Importantly, because it could argue that the same blanket term could 
be applied to all autonomists equally, the State was able to be thorough in its 
repression of  anyone to the left of  the Italian Communist Party (which was 
veering ever to the Centre at that time). ‘Autonomia,’ which had for so long 
held at bay the politics of  equivalency, found this model strangely amenable 
to manipulation by agents of  the State. The state was able, adeptly, to ma-
nipulate structures of  equivalency—equivalency of  knowledge and language 
�_PQKP�_M�UQOP\�IT[W�KITT�»KWV\MV\¼��\W�MٺMK\Q^MTa�VM]\ZITQbM�\PM�ZILQKIT�[QVO]-
larity, the ruptural event that was Autonomia. The radical left in Italy (at the 
time one of  the world’s most eloquent, literate and nuanced in its internecine 
LQٺMZMV\QI\QWV[��PI[�IZO]IJTa�VM^MZ�[QVKM�ZMKW^MZML�
 The following is excellent quotation from Lotringer that explores the 
SQVL�WN �JIټQVO�\PZMI\�\PI\�)]\WVWUQI�XW[ML�\W�\PM�[\I\M"

18  Sound familiar? The ideological resonance with the contemporary World Social 
Forum and Occupy movements feels like it is worth pointing out overtly.
19  Sylvère Lotringer, “In the Shadow of  the Red Brigades,” xi.
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The real danger to the State comes not from the Red Brigades [the very 
loosely associated military cell, whose persecution was used to legitimize the 
general repression], who speak the same language and who develop struc-
tures which “mirror” and thus reinforce its own. The profound menace to 
the State comes from the fact that Autonomy speaks a language and devel-
ops forms of  organization and of  subjectivity against which there exists no 
“classic” response.20

 In other words, they presented the State with a question that, for a 
_PQTM�I\�TMI[\��Q\�KW]TL�VW\�IV[_MZ��)�Y]M[\QWV�\PI\�\MUXWZIZQTa�LMÅML�[\Z]K-
tures of  equivalency and identity.
 Torealta’s excellent article ‘Painted Politics’ describes a singular mo-
ment within the singular political series of  Autonomia, an enigmatic move-
ment known as the ‘Metropolitan Indians’. His is one of  the few accounts of  
this moment that have found translation into English. Here is the contextual-
izing epigram at the beginning of  the article:

In the Spring of  ’77, in the midst of  violent demonstrations, nihilistic hap-
penings were staged in various cities, especially Bologna and Rome. Their 
existence was short-lived but the inventiveness of  the Metropolitan Indians, 
\PMQZ�LQٻLMVKM�WN � ZILQKIT� ZPM\WZQK�� \PMQZ�][M�WN � [QU]TI\QWV�IVL�XIZWLa�I[�
political weapons were not forgotten by the Movement.21

Torealta does an excellent job of  articulating what makes the movement so 
interesting on a theoretical level. Essentially he makes the case that the Met-
ropolitan Indian movement recognized that the social and linguistic condi-
tions of  capitalism favour the neutralizing structures of  equivalency discussed 
earlier, but that these conditions themselves can provide the grounds for new 
types of  elusive subversion:

Thus the social conditions of  simulation and of  the arbitrary come into be-
ing: there arises a social subject that is not reducible to one precise identity, 
that arbitrarily invents one for itself  and at the same time hangs on the thin 

20  Sylvère Lotringer & Christian Marazzi, ‘The Return of  Politics.’ in Autonomia: Post 
Political Politics, 8–20, 20.
21  Maurizio Torealta, “Painted Politics” in Autonomia: Post Political Politics, 102–106, 
102.
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thread of  its own precarious language, suspended between absolute pow-
er and total absurdity, waiting without fear for some other determination 
of  identity at its ineluctable opening: that of  derision… They decided to 
continue being nomads, but at the same time enter the city of  the enemy’s 
TIVO]IOM¸I�KQ\a�\PI\�Q[�IT_Ia[�[\ZMVO\PMVQVO�Q\[�NWZ\QÅKI\QWV[¸M^MV�QN �WVTa�
to remain silent, sitting around, smoking, sleeping. We have termed them 
nomads, but perhaps it is more correct to call them sophists, in a position to 
simulate, to enter and leave the walls, to master diverse languages as the situ-
ation demands, in a position to play-act, falsify, create paradoxes, sabotage, 
IVL�LQ[IXXMIZ�WVKM�IOIQV��<PQ[�\aXM�WN �[WXPQ[\�Q[�I�ÅO]ZM�_PW�KIV�QV\MZ^MVM�
in languages with an exact and distinct action, without taking them as a 
despotic and unyielding totality. This gift is of  course not innate; it is a con-
sequence of  the relation to wages (wages’ general equivalence with the rest 
of  things, exactly like language).22

This amounts to using the system’s logic of  linguistic equivalency against it—
in creating nomadic, shape-shifting, anti-capitalist guerrillas—able to resist 
neutralization of  singularity by simply shifting to new planes upon which to 
pose their unanswerable, paradoxical questions and riddles to power.
 Interestingly, the Indians were equally derisive of  the more ‘repre-
sentative’ or hierarchically organized elements of  their own Movement as 
well—one of  their most famous moments was the parodic upstaging of  a 
speech by a high-ranking labour secretary associated with the Italian Com-
munist Party.23 They thus disoriented and interrupted the model not only of  
status quo politics, but of  dissent as well—mocking the communists as well as 
the government.
 So The Metropolitan Indians, remarkably, are a sort of  singularity 
within a singularity—a rupture within a rupture. A critique at the level of  form of  
a critique at the level of  content of  capitalism and State logics of  equivalency.
� .WZ�UM��PW_M^MZ��\PM�ÅVIT�NM_�[MV\MVKM[�WN �<WZMIT\I¼[�IKKW]V\�IZM�I[�
remarkable as the description of  the movement itself:

?PI\�Q[� TMN\� NWZ�][�\W�LW�JMNWZM�KWVKT]LQVO�Q[�ÅVITTa�\W�forget about the 
Metropolitan Indians and once again prevent a Movement from becom-
QVO�I�NM\Q[P��I�PaXW[\I[Q[��[PWZ\KQZK]Q\ML�Ja�\PM�UMLQI¼[�LQٺ][QWV��<PMZM�_QTT�
always be animal reserves and Indian reservations to conceal the fact that 

22  Torealta, “Painted Politics,” 103, 105.
23  See Anonymous, “Lama Sabachthani” in Autonomia: Post Political Politics, 100–101.
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the animals are dead, and that we are all Indians. There will always be facto-
ries to conceal the fact that production is dead, and that it is everywhere and 
nowhere. We follow the momentum of  our projects with our song 
and occupy ourselves with other things.24

Though beautifully written, this passage must cause us to pause: why bother 
writing about the Indians at all, Torealta, if  what we ought to do is forget?  
What role does archival knowledge play in the production of  ruptural politi-
cal singularity? If  one knows enough, can one engineer such an event?
 The example of  the Metropolitan Indians is useful because it points 
out a central absurdity of  the Autonomia anthology to which I have now 
heavily referred.  What function does it hope to serve?  That of  the catalogue? 
Does it represent a collection of  singularities pinned to a board that we would 
JM�JM\\MZ�Wٺ�NWZOM\\QVO�QV[\MIL�WN �NM\Q[PQbQVO'��)[�IV�WJRMK\�\PQ[�IV\PWTWOa�Q[�
IV�MVQOUI��KITTQVO�I[�Q\�LWM[�NWZ�Q\[�W_V�MZI[]ZM���8MZPIX[�QV�\PQ[�ÆMM\QVO�XMZ-
contative moment, with Danielewski’s beast hovering over our shoulder, we 
ÅVL�\PM�JM[\�_M�UQOP\�PWXM�NWZ�QV�I�XWTQ\QKIT�KI\ITWO]M�
 Shall we think further about how we might best cultivate what Lotring-
er calls “the addition of  singularities at the base,” or bring about Torealta’s 
nomads?  Laden with our anthologized knowledge of  their successes and fail-
ures we might try to dance the dance as they did, but how could we hope 
\W�\ISM�ÆQOP\�_Q\P�[W�U]KP�JITTI[\'��7Z�[PITT�_M�[QUXTa�NWZOM\�Q\��I[�<WZMIT\I�
exhorts we do the Indians, and occupy ourselves with other things?

24  Torealta, “Painted Politics,” 103, 105.
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The four-volume Forerunners of  Modern Socialism, by Karl Kautsky, is one of  the 
most neglected yet important works concerning Christian communism. Only 
part of  this work has been translated, comprising the last section of  volume 
one and all of  volume two, as Communism in Central Europe in the Time of  the 
Reformation.1 The German text is far more extensive. Indeed, so grand was the 
task that Kautsky was unable to complete it,2�_Q\P�\PM�ÅVIT�WVM�IVL�I�PITN �
volumes written by others.3  In what follows, I begin by outlining the topics 
covered, before focusing on the way Kautsky deals with both the Peasant Rev-
olution under Thomas Müntzer (1525) and then the Anabaptist Revolution 
in Münster (1534–35). Throughout, we need to remember that by heretical 
or Christian communism Kautsky means a combination of  rupture and com-
munalism, of  revolution and new ways of  living collectively. Both elements, 
_Q\P�LQٺMZQVO�MUXPI[M[��IXXMIZ�\PZW]OPW]\�PQ[�LM\IQTML�[\]La�

1  Karl Kautsky, Communism in Central Europe in the Time of  the Reformation, trans. J. L. 
Mulliken and E. G. Mulliken (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1897).
2  Vorläufer des neueren Sozialismus I: Kommunistische Bewegungen im Mittelalter  (Berlin: Dietz, 
1976 [1895–97]); Vorläufer des neueren Sozialismus II: Der Kommunismus in der deutschen Reformation  
(Berlin: Dietz, 1976 [1895–97]); Karl Kautsky and Paul Lafargue, Vorläufer des neueren Sozialis�
mus III: Die beiden ersten grossen Utopisten  (Stuttgart: Dietz, 1977 [1922]).
3  Hugo Lindemann and Morris Hillquit, Vorläufer des neueren Sozialismus IV  (Stuttgart: 
Dietz, 1977 [1922]).
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The Manifold Types of  Heretical Communism
<PM�ÅZ[\� TMVO\Pa�^WT]UM�JMOQV[�Ja�LQ[K][[QVO�MIZTa�+PZQ[-

tian communism and then the socio-economic context of  the Mid-
dle Ages and the Reformation. The discussion of  early Christian 
communism may be seen as a preliminary sketch of  what was to 
become his more well-known Foundations of  Christianity,4� \PM� ÅZ[\�
full-length Marxist study on the topic. The agenda there he states 
as follows:

Whatever one’s position may be with respect to Christianity, it certainly must 
be recognized as one of  the most titanic phenomena in all human history. 
[…] Anything that helps us to understand this colossal phenomenon, includ-
QVO�\PM�[\]La�WN �Q\[�WZQOQV��Q[�WN �OZMI\�IVL�QUUMLQI\M�XZIK\QKIT�[QOVQÅKIVKM��
even though it takes us back thousands of  years.5

The book begins with the person of  Jesus in both pagan and Christian sourc-
es. Carefully assessing the information in light of  New Testament scholarship 
of  his time, Kautsky argues that around this everyday rebel a whole clus-
ter of  superhuman stories grew, stories that became the New Testament. He 
_IV\[�\W�K]\�\PZW]OP�\PM�Ua\PQKIT�IVL�TMOMVLIZa�IKKZM\QWV[�IVL�WٺMZ�I�PQ[-
torical materialist analysis. This analysis focuses initially on reconstructing the 
economic, social, and political context of  Jesus within the slave-based mode 
of  production of  the Roman Empire, and invokes some key Marxist points 
concerning the technological limits of  such a mode of  production and the 
ZMI[WV[�NWZ�Q\[�JZMISLW_V��.ZWU�\PMZM�PM�\ZIKS[�JIKS_IZL�\W�WٺMZ�I�PQ[\WZa�
that runs from the origins of  Israel through to the early Christian movement. 
Here again he proposes a model of  the underlying social formation, arguing 
\PI\�Q\�_I[�IVW\PMZ�NWZU�WN �\PM�[TI^M�JI[ML�UWLM�WN �XZWL]K\QWV��<PM�ÅVIT�
section comes back to Christianity, where he expands on the famous argu-
ment concerning early Christian communism, how the movement around 
Jesus was revolutionary, how that early communism was only a communism 
of  consumption and not production, and how it was subverted in the later 

4  Karl Kautsky, Foundations of  Christianity, trans. H. F. Mins (London: Socialist Resis-
tance, 2007 [1908]); Der Ursprung des Christentums: Eine historische Untersuchung  (Stuttgart: Dietz, 
1977 [1908]).
5  Kautsky, Foundations of  Christianity, 3.
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history of  the Church, only to carry on a half-life within monasticism.
 To return to Forerunners: the second half  of  volume one traces various 
“heretical communist” groups in the Middle Ages, inspired as they were by 
the example of  early Christian communism:
� �� 5WVI[\QK�KWUU]VQ[U��Ua[\QKQ[U��IVL�I[KM\QKQ[U�
� �� ?ITLMV[QIV[��QV�\PM�\_MTN\P�KMV\]Za�IVL�[\QTT�M`Q[\QVO�\WLIa�QV�8QML-
mont, where they hold to the model of  Christian communism in the book of  
Acts.
� �� )XW[\WTQK�*ZM\PZMV��NW]VLML�Ja�/MZIZLW�;MOIZMTTQ��NZWU�8IZUI�QV�
Italy, who in 1260 renounced his possessions and dressed as the apostles, beg-
ging and preaching repentance and gathering a movement around him.
� �� <PMQZ� []KKM[[WZ[�� \PM� ,]TKQVQIV[�� ]VLMZ� .ZI� ,WTKQVW� WN � 6W^IZI�
(1250-1307), who was forced to lead the community into a fortress and un-
dertake military excursions, until they were crushed.
� �� *MO]QVM[� IVL� *MOPIZL[�� _PW� TQ^ML� [QUXTM� TQ^M[� QV� KWUU]VQ\QM[�
across the Netherlands in the twelfth century.
� �� 4WTTIZL[��NWTTW_MZ[�WN �2WPV�?aKTQٺM�_PW�[\ZM[[ML�XMZ[WVIT�NIQ\P��LQ-
vine election, the Bible, and were involved in a series of  uprisings in England.
� �� <IJWZQ\M[�� I� ÅN\MMV\P� KMV\]Za�UW^MUMV\� \PI\� KPIUXQWVML�I[KM\Q-
cism, communal living, and the establishment of  the kingdom of  God by 
force of  arms.
� �� *WPMUQIV�*ZM\PZMV��_PW�JMTQM^ML� \PI\� \PM�SQVOLWU�WN �/WL�_I[�
IUWVO�\PMU�QV�KWUU]VIT�TQNM�IVL�_WZ[PQX�IVL�_PW�PIL�I�XZWNW]VL�QVÆ]-
ence on Czech literature through the translation of  the Bible.
 Since I focus in more detail later on volume two, with its treatment of  
Thomas Müntzer and the Anabaptists in Münster, I deal with the remaining 
\_W�^WT]UM[�ÅZ[\��1V�\PM�\PQZL��3I]\[Sa�_ZQ\M[�WN �PQ[�JMTW^ML�<PWUI[�5WZM��
who was also the topic of  a separate study.6 More’s Utopia he regards as one 
of  the major socialist texts before Marx and Engels. More too was inspired by 
Christian communism, which he found in old popular Roman Catholicism 
and the monastic tradition. Indeed, More was the last representative of  this 
tradition, dying as a martyr. But More also criticised economic exploitation in 
\PM�-VOTIVL�WN �0MVZa�>111��WٺMZQVO�Utopia as an economic, political, and so-

6  Kautsky, Thomas More and His Utopia, trans. Henry James Stenning (London: Law-
rence and Wishart, 1979 [1888]); Thomas More und seine Utopie: mit einer historischen Einleitung, 
3rd ed. (Berlin: J.W.H. Dietz, 1947 [1888]).
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cial alternative to what he experienced. At this level, he was also a materialist 
critic, thereby becoming the crucial link between older Christian communism 
and modern communism, between medieval religiosity and historical materi-
alism. In Kautsky’s words:

We believe that we have disclosed the most essential roots of  More’s So-
cialism: his amiable character in harmony with primitive communism; the 
economic situation of  England, which brought into sharp relief  the disad-
vantageous consequences of  capitalism for the working class; the fortunate 
]VQWV�WN �KTI[[QKIT�XPQTW[WXPa�_Q\P�IK\Q^Q\a�QV�XZIK\QKIT�IٺIQZ[¸ITT�\PM[M�KQZ-
cumstances combined must have induced in a mind so acute, so fearless, so 
truth-loving as More’s an ideal which may be regarded as a foregleam of  
Modern Socialism.7

� 1V�\PQ[�^WT]UM�\WW�_M�ÅVL�KPIX\MZ[�WV�<PWUI[�+IUXIVMTTI����� ·
1639), who sought to establish a movement based on the community of  goods 
and wives and anticipated the Age of  the Spirit in 1600 (based on Joachim of  
Fiore’s prophecies), and on the autonomous indigenous communities estab-
lished by the Jesuits in Paraguay in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
However, they were not written by Kautsky, but by Paul Lafargue, Marx’s 
[WV�QV�TI_��;W�\WW�_I[�\PM�ÅVIT�^WT]UM�_ZQ\\MV�Ja�W\PMZ[��Ja�4QVLMUIVV�IVL�
Hillquit. It covers later movements in France and North America, where we 
ÅVL�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�WN �:WJMZ\�7_MV��+PIZTM[�.W]ZQMZ��IVL�j\QMVVM�+IJM\�QV�\PM�
countless communist experiments of  the nineteenth century.  

Müntzer and Münster
 If  Thomas More was Kautsky’s personal favourite, then “in the eyes 
of  the German working class Müntzer was and is the most brilliant embodi-
ment of  heretical communism.”8 Volume two of  Forerunners is devoted to this 
theologian of  the revolution, as well as the Anabaptist Revolution in Münster. 
For Kautsky, the core of  Thomas Müntzer’s theological and political position 
is as follows:

7  Kautsky, Thomas More and His Utopia, 128; Thomas More und seine Utopie: mit einer His�
torischen Einleitung, 228–29.
8  Kautsky, Communism in Central Europe in the Time of  the Reformation, 154.
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In regard to what was to be understood by “the Gospel,” he asserts: “It is 
an article of  our creed, and one which we wish to realise, that all things 
are in common [omnia sunt communia], and should be distributed as occasion 
requires, according to the several necessities of  all. Any prince, count, or 
baron who, after being earnestly reminded of  this truth, shall be unwilling 
to accept it, is to be beheaded or hanged.”9

7UVQI�[]V\�KWUU]VQI is of  course the Latin translation of  the slogan “all things 
in common” in Acts 2:44 and 4:32, the core inspiration for Christian com-
U]VQ[U� Q\[MTN��3I]\[Sa� KZMLQ\[�5�V\bMZ�_Q\P� [QOVQÅKIV\� ZM^WT]\QWVIZa� IVL�
indeed communist credentials. The revolutionary currents breaking over 
Europe were due, in no small degree, “to his extravagant communistic en-
thusiasm, combined with an iron determination, passionate impetuosity, and 
statesmanlike sagacity.”10 Yet this is inseparable from Müntzer’s breathtaking 
theological engagements, with a view to overthrowing oppressors and free-
ing those burdened in the name of  a thoroughly democratic and communist 
project.
� <PM�VIZZI\Q^M�WN � \PM�^WT]UM�ÆW_[� NZWU� \PM�8MI[IV\�:M^WT]\QWV�WN �
1525, through the revolutionary currents and underground work of  the Ana-
baptists, to the watershed of  Münster itself  in 1534–35. In doing so, Kautsky 
is careful to read against the anti-revolutionary bias of  the sources. Even 
4]\PMZ��_PWU�5�V\bMZ�W]\[PQVM[�\PMWTWOQKITTa��JMKWUM[�I�[][XQKQW][�ÅO]ZM��
Throughout, the energy and organizational brilliance of  the peasants and 
their leader becomes clear. The real test, however, appears with Kautsky’s ac-
count of  the Revolution at Münster when Anabaptists from the Netherlands 
and Western parts of  Germany descended on the city and took power. Nearly 
every other history of  the revolution falls into line with the anti-revolutionary 
bias of  the original accounts, which describe a descent into madness under 
Jan van Leyden. By contrast, Kautsky attempts to construe favourably the 
situation of  what he interprets as a city of  radical communists under siege. 
Seeking the correct path into the unknown, surrounded by forces of  the rul-
ing classes desperate to crush them, the Anabaptists did far better than any-
one would have expected. So Kautsky reinterprets the austerity and puritan 
nature of  the defenders, the economic need for what has been called “polyga-

9  Kautsky, Communism in Central Europe in the Time of  the Reformation, 130.
10  Ibid.., 110.
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my” (of  approximately 10,000 defenders, 8,000 were women),11 the desire for 
peace, and the enthusiasm of  those who knew they were doomed. Even adult 
JIX\Q[U��I�LMÅVQVO�NMI\]ZM�WN �\PM�)VIJIX\Q[\[��Q[�QV\MZXZM\ML�I[�I�\ZMVKPIV\�
form of  resistance against the political, cultural, and theological hegemony 
of  the ruling class.12

 I cannot resist asking a question here: were the Anabaptists really rev-
olutionaries? Thomas Müntzer certainly was, as Engels and Kautsky agree. 
The Anabaptists themselves were clearly regarded as revolutionaries by both 
sides of  the Reformation. Calvin, for instance, worked hard to distance him-
self  from the Anabaptists—with whom the Romish church was keen to con-
nect him—and present his own approach as a middle way between the Ana-
baptist excesses and the stultifying corruption of  Rome.13 For Kautsky, they 
exhibited not only the robust debate and struggle of  a radical movement in its 
early days, but also the two crucial elements of  revolutionary overthrow and 
communal life (from Acts 2 and 4).

Theology and Revolution
 This grand project on the history of  heretical Christian commu-
nism, which is really six volumes if  we include those on early Christianity 
and Thomas More, is ultimately indebted to the urging of  Engels. It was he 
_PW�ÅZ[\�_ZW\M�WV�<PWUI[�5�V\bMZ�IVL�MIZTa�+PZQ[\QIVQ\a�NZWU�I�5IZ`Q[\�
perspective,14 and it was he who discussed at length with Kautsky the need 
to take up the mantle of  a task yet incomplete. However, Kautsky goes much 
further than Engels might have imagined, especially in terms of  his theologi-

11  Astutely, Kautsky points out that they “never got beyond the search for a suitable 
form of  marriage” that met the extraordinary circumstances in which they found themselves 
(Communism in Central Europe in the Time of  the Reformation, 269–70). In this way he reads the 
^IZQW][�ZMÆMK\QWV[��IVVW]VKMUMV\[��JIKS\ZIKSQVO��IVL�ZMNWZU]TI\QWV[��<PQ[�Q[�ZMITTa�IV�WJ-
servation concerning all forms of  communist construction.
12  Kautsky, Communism in Central Europe in the Time of  the Reformation, 170–72.
13  Roland Boer, Political Grace: The Revolutionary Theology of  John Calvin  (Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox, 2009), 9–13.
14  Friedrich Engels, “The Peasant War in Germany,” in Marx and Engels Collected Works, 
vol. 10, 397–482 (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1850 [1978]); “Der deutsche Bauernkrieg,” 
in Marx Engels Werke, vol. 7, 327–413 (Berlin: Dietz, 1850 [1973]); “On the History of  Early 
Christianity,” in Marx and Engels Collected Works, vol. 27, 445–69 (Moscow: Progress Publish-
ers, 1894–95 [1990]); “Zur Geschichte des Urchristentums,” in Marx Engels Werke, vol. 22, 
447–73 (Berlin: Dietz, 1894–95 [1972]).
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cal appreciation of  what was at stake in these movements.
 I would like to close on this issue, concerning which Kautsky makes 
a telling observation: “At the time of  the Reformation, the general tone of  
thought was not legal, but theological, and, in consequence, the more radical 
a social movement, the more theological were its party words.”15 Immedi-
ate concerns, notes Kautsky, are more obviously economic: a grievance over 
corn prices, hoarding by the rich, service demanded by a lord, restrictions to 
traditional rites of  access to common lands, an increase in taxes that were 
already beyond the means of  peasants and workers. But when local protests 
gain more widespread and organised support, they typically take on modes of  
expression that go deeper, seeking underlying causes and expressing common 
grievances. At the time of  the Reformation the voicing of  such grievances 
was primarily in terms of  theology, but in our own day it may be expressed 
in terms of  particular political ideologies. In formulating his argument in 
this way, he draws closer to Engels’ suggestion, that theology was a code or 
language for expressing political aspirations. Yet Kautsky does not quite say 
that either (and thereby goes beyond Engels): no one language provides the 
authentic core, for which others are cloaks. Instead, his point is that theol-
ogy and political thought are both modes through which radicalisation takes 
place.

15   Kautsky, Communism in Central Europe in the Time of  the Reformation, 220.
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REVIEWS‡



James Penney’s latest book will prove to be, if  it receives the critical atten-
\QWV� Q\�LM[MZ^M[��IV� QUXWZ\IV\�IVL�\QUMTa� QV\MZ^MV\QWV� QV� \PM�ÅMTL�WN �Y]MMZ�
theory. I say “if ” because if  his text is read seriously, it cannot help but be 
seen as a provocation. However, I think it is just as crucial to say that if  Pen-
ney is an agent provocateur, he is so for no one but himself; he is not interested 
in dismissing, or even minimizing, the dangers, sometimes lethal ones, which 
queer subjects face. He is more concerned with re-imagining a kind of  politics 
(through thinkers like Marx, Lacan, and Badiou) which orients itself  around 
the universal, the real, and the eternal, rather than one which continues to 
[PILW_JW`� _Q\P� XIZ\QK]TIZ� QLMWTWOQKIT� XPIV\I[U[�� ,WOOML� I[� \PM� ÅMTL� WN �
queer theory is by a moribund identity politics (which it disavows with state-
ments like the following: “We know very well that identity is very much the 
trap of  racist, heteronormative privilege, and as such, must be subverted, but 
_M�[PW]TL�ÅOP\�ITT�\PM�PIZLMZ�\W�KZMI\M�QLMV\Q\QM[�WN �W]Z�W_V�\PI\�ZMKMQ^M�\PM�
support and endorsement of  our trappers”), on the one hand, and an emerg-
ing discourse of  nihilism on the other, Penney takes careful, painstaking aim 
at dismantling many of  the long-held, but rarely troubled, theoretical and 
XWTQ\QKIT�I[[]UX\QWV[�IJW]\�Q\[�MٻKIKa¸VIUMTa��\PM�LQ[KW]Z[M[�WN �[]J^MZ[QWV�
and transgression that have peppered conference papers, articles, and books 
for the past three decades. He proceeds to demonstrate that many of  the 
long-held, hard-won critical insights about sexuality made by queer theory 
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_MZM�ITZMILa�[]J[\IV\Q^MTa�UILM�Ja�.ZM]L��_PW�XMZ[Q[\[�I[�I�[\ZI_�ÅO]ZM�WN �
paternalistic heteronormativity in many an argument). Further, he challenges 
the very notions of  heteronormativity that have become structural “givens” in 
queer studies; he quite rightly contends that if  sexuality has been persistently 
[PW_V�\W�JM�I�Æ]QL��IUWZXPW][¸QV�W\PMZ�_WZL[��\PI\�\PMZM�Q[�¹VW�[]KP�\PQVO�
as reproductive or fully heterosexual—‘normal’ sex” (6)—then sex itself, as 
a dimension of  the real, is inherently transgressive. That is to say, there can-
not be a privileged or particularly “transgressive” sexuality, since all sexuality, 
whatever the practice, whatever the body, however imagined, however sym-
bolized, encounters the real of  sex. 
 Queer, Penney insists, is not the real of  sex; humanity is generically 
sexed (in Lacanian terms, through sexuation); we are not oriented in terms of  
sexuality by symbolic law. Instead, we are oriented by our relation to the phal-
lic function—masculine or feminine. As Penney (and other Lacanians) are 
at pains to argue, sexuation has nothing to do with gender or sexuality. This 
point is essential to any critique of  homophobic laws or edicts, Penney shows, 
because once one is forced to acknowledge sexuation as universal, then there 
cannot be a “stable position”—straight, queer, or otherwise—from which to 
make pronouncements about which sexuality is ethical, proper, true, or nor-
mal. This is one of  the important reasons why he continues to argue for a psy-
choanalytic critique of  sexuality. Since sexuation is, perforce, utterly uncon-
cerned with gender and sexuality (that is, there is no moral weight attached to 
\PMU���\PMV�I�X[aKPWIVITa\QK�KWVKMX\QWV�WN �[M`]IT�LQٺMZMVKM�KIVVW\�JM�KWV-
scripted to support reactionary notions like heterosexism and anti-feminism. 
An important consequence of  Lacan’s notorious aphorism “there is no sexual 
relationship (or rapport)” is that if  it disrupts the fantasy that heterosexuality is 
the privileged site of  sexual union, then it is just as true for same-sex couples. 
By implication, there is no utopian vision that can articulate itself  exclusively 
around sexuality. For Penney, these are liberal and libertarian fantasies which 
IZM�QVLQKM[�WN �\PM�SQVL�WN �JW]\QY]M�XWTQ\QK[�_PQKP�PI^M�MٺMK\Q^MTa�IJIVLWVML�
\PM�ÅMTL�WN �ZILQKIT�XWTQ\QKIT�\ZIV[NWZUI\QWV��0WUWXPWJQI�IVL�Q\[�PMQVW][�QU-
plications can be better denounced and fought when it is recognized that 
they reveal “the disjunction between the true cause or object of  homophobic 
violence—a psychical object of  fantasy—and the actual, ‘real-life’ persons 
_PWU�Q\�IٺMK\[º�������)VW\PMZ�_Ia�WN �X]\\QVO�Q\�Q[�\W�[IaQVO�\PI\�QN �PWUWXPW-
bic fantasy is just that—a fantasy—so too are the queer and heteronormative 
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identities which structure and respond to their hate.
� )[�\PM�ÅZ[\�KPIX\MZ�]VNWTL[��WVM�MVKW]V\MZ[�\PM�NM\Q[PQbI\QWV�WN �¹]V-
conventionality” that marks the queer phenomenology of  thinkers like Sara 
Ahmed, which, for Penney, ultimately falters because of  their reliance on an-
MKLW\M[� IVL� VIZZI\Q^M[� WN � IٺMK\� ]\\MZTa� LQ^WZKML� NZWU� QLMWTWOQKIT� KZQ\QY]M#�
we must keep in mind that it is not only heterosexual notions of, say, the 
family, that are working in tandem with modes of  production, but also queer 
notions of  experiential life which are constituent elements of  contemporary 
KIXQ\ITQ[U��)ٺMK\� \PMWZa� �8MVVMa¼[� ZMILQVO�WN �;MLO_QKS�IVL�3TMQV� Q[�M[XM-
KQITTa�OWWL��Q[�IT[W�\ISMV�\W�\I[S�NWZ�TIZOMTa�NIQTQVO�\W�KWV[QLMZ�\PI\�IٺMK\[�IZM�
(anxiety excepted) generally narcissistic forms of  defence; they can be a good 
[\IZ\QVO�XWQV\�NWZ�IVITa[Q[��J]\�\PMa�Z]V�\PM�[MZQW][�ZQ[S�WN �WٺMZQVO�¹I�[WZ\�WN �
intellectual alibi for wallowing in them” (31) if  they are protected and over-
valued as being somehow “beyond” political and psychoanalytical critique. 
 The second chapter stakes a new claim for the universal (a turn that 
Penney rightly attributes to scholars like Judith Butler and Slavoj äiåHN) as 
JMVMÅKQIT�NWZ�M^MZaWVM¸Y]MMZ�IVL�[\ZIQOP\�ITQSM¸Ja�WٺMZQVO�XIZ\QK]TIZ�I^-
enues of  critique of  the universal by what the text calls “concrete agencies” 
(54) within it, like capitalism, without falling into more helpless gesturing to-
wards the vagaries of  Foucauldian “power.” In this way, one can begin to ex-
XTWZM�\PM�[]J[\IV\Q^M�LQٺMZMVKM[�JM\_MMV�_PI\�TI_�WZ�I]\PWZQ\a�QUIOQVM[�Q\�Q[�
LWQVO��IVL�_PI\�Q\[�UI\MZQIT�MٺMK\[�IZM��7VM�QUXTQKI\QWV�WN �IV�IXXZWIKP�TQSM�
this is that one is that subversion and transgression are viewed as the opposite 
of  power. Rather, one should instead focus on the unconscious accounting 
for transgression in the very structure of  the law itself; transgression in this 
ZMILQVO�JMKWUM[�UMZMTa�IVW\PMZ�UMIV[�WN �Pa[\MZQKITTa�KWVÅZUQVO�\PM�TI_¼[�
claims to authority. 
 “Is there a Queer Marxism?,” the book’s third chapter, bemoans the 
radical break of  queer theory from the Marxist tradition that Teresa Ebert 
worked to warn us about in the 1990s, when a ludic, ultimately quietist play 
of  irony and parody that characterized a particular strain of  postmodern 
thought, allowed us to dump ideological critique (and the historical material-
ism it implies) in favour of  hand-wringing alibis about power’s non-subjective 
and purely intentional force. History, as a force, was essentially theoretically 
wrested from our all-too-human hands, and unwittingly aided and abetted 
the dismantling the very mechanisms of  critique and control that had been 
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built to steer capitalism in the post-war period. In his reading of  Kevin Floyd, 
Penney shows how devastating the uncoupling of  the modes of  production 
from social relations and sexuality are—the reason is that there is a causal re-
lation between them. Second, Penney undercuts the “universality” of  hetero-
normativity by quite logically arguing that if  it is in fact universal, then there 
would be no room from which to launch a critique of  heterosexism. Perhaps 
most important, one must acknowledge that the emergence of  queer identity 
is largely a Northern hemisphere, bourgeois phenomenon, and as such, has 
nothing substantive to contribute to a critique of  global capital, since it is 
ultimately concerned with nothing but itself. For Penney, a return to Lacan, 
Freud, and Marx is imperative to help bring our attention to the relation be-
\_MMV�IVL�IUWVO�X[aKPWIVITa[Q[��XWTQ\QK[��IVL�KIXQ\ITQ[U��[XMKQÅKITTa�\PI\�\PM�
KZQ\QY]M�WN �\PM�MOW�IVL�\PM�KZQ\QY]M�WN �[]ZXT][�^IT]M��QV�LQٺMZMV\�\PMWZM\QKIT�
registers, uncover the unconscious forms of  enjoyment that the ego requires 
QV�WZLMZ�\W�[][\IQV�Q\[MTN��R][\�I[�\PM�ZMQÅKI\QWV�WN �XMWXTM�IVL�\PMQZ�[M`]ITQ\a�QV�
relation to the commodity reduces qualitative relations to purely quantitative 
ones, thus allowing capitalism to continue unfettered). 
 The fourth chapter uses a clever re-reading of  Guy Hocquenghem’s 
little-read (and proto-anti-oedipal) Homosexual Desire in the context of  a cri-
tique of  Deleuze and Guattari’s assault on psychoanalysis and Lacan’s famed 
KWVÅO]ZI\QWV�WN �LM[QZM�I[�TIKS��;QVKM�1�KIVVW\�LW�R][\QKM�\W�\PM�ÅVM[[M�WN �\PQ[�
reading here, I will say that the critique of  Deleuze and Guattari is a tonic. 
Deleuze and Guattari praise Lacan for his discovery of  objet a (the symptom-
nal unconscious object of  fantasy), but then chastise him for structuring the 
object around fantasy and the symbolic, as impediments to the desiring ma-
chine’s production, failing to realize that Lacan is not prescribing a “hinder-
ing” of  desire’s possibility. On the contrary, Lacan’s point, which he makes 
repeatedly in several seminars, is that desire “sustains itself  by sabotaging its 
W_V�N]TÅTUMV\º��������;Q\]I\QVO�XWTQ\QK[�I\�\PM�TM^MT�WN �LM[QZM�Q\[MTN¸\PI\� Q[��
at its “negativity”—is, for Penney, precisely their blind spot—because desire 
KIVVW\�JM�¹VWZUITQbMLº��\PI\�Q[��Ja�[QOVQÅKI\QWV���\PMV�\PM�LQbbaQVO�KTIQU[�\W�
desire’s liberation are simply misplaced, and merely idealize the drive as the 
site of  freedom from repression. 
� 1V� \PM� ÅVIT� \_W� KPIX\MZ[�� 8MVVMa� WٺMZ[� \PW]OP\N]T�� KZa[\ITTQVM� KZQ-
\QY]M[�WN �<QU�,MIV��;MZOM�)VLZu��IVL�4MM�-LMTUIV��+PIX\MZ�Å^M�[]OOM[\[��
in its conclusion, that male homosexuality (he restricts his speculation to gay 
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UMV��UIa�PI^M�IV�MI[QMZ� \QUM��JMKI][M�WN � \PMQZ�LQٺMZMV\�ZMTI\QWV[PQX�JW\P�
to the phallic function and to object-choice, of  raising “the libidinal object 
of  the drive through idealisation as a means of  circumventing its disruptive 
emergence” (173), and of  working towards the separation of  the idealized 
narcissistic object from the object of  jouissance. This possibility is evoked as a 
UMIV[�WN �ZM�KI[\QVO�\PM�KWUUWLQÅML�^MZ[QWV[�WN �UI[K]TQVQ\a�_PQKP�XWX]TI\M�
the pages of  gay men’s magazines, and in turn, engaging (perhaps loving?) 
the disavowed gay male subjects who are the hidden, ideological truth which 
N]VK\QWV[� I[� \PM� []XXWZ\� NWZ� \PM�_PQ\M�� JW]ZOMWQ[�� OMV\ZQÅML� OIa�UMV�_PW�
are the visible faces of  what we now call “the gay community.” The explora-
tion of  Edelman’s currently fashionable No Future, with its privileging of  the 
death drive, is described as part of  the “anti-social turn” in queer theory, and 
is understandably found wanting for its “undialectical notion of  a radically 
pure brand of  negativity” (181). This is not simply a rhetorical problem for 
Penney; in its nihilism, Edelman’s argument consigns all notions of  the future 
to the Imaginary, ignoring the important roles versions of  the future play 
in the subject’s life (e.g., the future perfect of  analysis, as Lacan explains in 
his Rome Discourse, and the “anticipated certitude” considered in the écrit 
¹4WOQKIT�<QUMº¸JW\P�WN �_PQKP�IZM��QV�LQٺMZMV\�_Ia[��LQITMK\QKIT��IVL�\P][�
acknowledge the space, political or subjective, in which the impossible can 
happen). The idealization of  the death drive that Edelman evinces fails to 
take account of  the discontinuities which inhere in psychoanalytic concep-
tions of  temporality—discontinuities which open up spaces for critique and 
agency. Edelman’s privileging of  particular queer subjects—that is, those who 
will have no truck with reproduction and its responsibilities—necessarily ex-
cludes the hundreds of  thousands, if  not millions, of  LGBTQ couples who 
are parenting children across the globe. His nihilistic notion of  the death 
drive fails, as Penney convincingly demonstrates, to recognize that desire’s 
ZMTI\QWV�\W�\PM�LZQ^M��_PQKP�Q[�UIZSML�Ja�\PM�[QOVQÅMZ��Q[�I�NWZU�WN �¹M\MZVITQbI-
tion” (193)—that is, that the drives are not just “death,” but are the excess of  
life. Desire’s most radical instantiation, that is, the real of  desire, is the eternal 
which outstrips or stands outside the blandishments of  everyday life. As After 
Queer Theory shows us, “we must choose not between life and death, but rather 
between life and immortality” (196). This study is an important step towards 
making a choice which truly, and not just rhetorically, moves beyond queer 
theory’s stultifying identitarian impasse. 



Philip Tonner’s Heidegger, Metaphysics, and the Univocity of  Being is a book that 
deserves reading, even if  it is because of  the problems it touches upon rather 
than the convincing power of  its arguments. The book’s aim is to interpret 
Heidegger’s notion of  being in terms of  univocity, a concept that dominated 
the medieval philosophical debates and has roots going back to Aristotle. The 
author’s main argument is constructed around two conceptions of  being that 
appeared in the light of  medieval interpretations of  Aristotle’s Metaphysics: 
Univocity and Analogy. The book then moves, taking Deleuze’s immanence 
of  being as a guide, to associate the analogical interpretation of  being with 
ontotheology and instead attributes a univocal sense to Heidegger’s ‘concept’ 
of  being.
 Tonner argues that univocity for Heidegger is when the concept of  
being has the same sense across all of  its intentions. This same sense is noth-
ing else than the temporal horizon of  the understanding of  being. Motivated 
by Deleuze’s non-hierarchical conception of  being, the author claims that 
Heidegger’s philosophy is also a philosophy of  immanence that dispenses 
with any privileging of  a being over and above other beings. The tradition of  
Western philosophy has failed to ask the question of  being in a satisfactory 
_Ia�JMKI][M� Q\�PI[�VW\�OZI[XML� \PM�WV\WTWOQKIT�LQٺMZMVKM�ILMY]I\MTa��<PQ[�
means for the author that time has not been understood as the condition of  
XW[[QJQTQ\a�WN �ZM^MITQVO�JMQVO[�QV�\PMQZ�LQٺMZMV\�ZMOQWV[��<PM�XZQ^QTMOML�JMQVO�
for Husserl was consciousness, for Descartes the cogito, and for Aristotle ousia, 
a term that was translated by Latin scholars as substantia��<PM�JWWS�KTI[[QÅM[�
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all these traditional conceptions of  being as analogical rather than univocal. 
They failed to see that being is not a being.
 The author sets his interpretation of  Heidegger’s philosophy primar-
ily against that of  Thomas Sheehan. Sheehan writes:

[T]alk of  “Being itself ” can easily lose sight of  the analogical character of  
Being. Heidegger was not after a univocal something that subsists on its own. 
Over and above the Being of  man, the Being of  implements, nature, art-
works and ideal objects, there is no second level of  “Being itself ”. Rather, 
\PM�¹Q\[MTN º�ZMNMZ[�\W�\PM�IVITWOQKITTa�]VQÅML�UMIVQVO�WN �*MQVO�_PQKP�Q[�QV-
stantiated in all cases of  Being this or that.1

Tonner does not reject the analogical interpretation entirely, but he claims 
it is not the whole story. The book moves to show that a univocal sense of  
being, in terms of  time, is present throughout Heidegger’s corpus. But what 
exactly is at stake in the distinction between analogy and univocity? The 
author approaches this question with the medieval philosophical debate be-
tween Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus in the background. Scotus held 
that there is one sense of  being which is applied to all beings, including God. 
This univocity is contrasted in the book with the Thomist thesis that being 
is instantiated in many ways. That is, there is a focal reference, embodied by 
a privileged being, i.e., God, to which all other instantiations of  beings refer. 
This analogical conception of  being is “the middle ground between univocity 
and equivocity”.2 If  being is completely equivocal then there is simply no true 
way of  talking about it—we fall into relativism. On the other hand, if  being 
was univocal, then the same concept, or sense, of  being can be applied to 
both a stone and God, a conception which most medieval philosophers could 
not tolerate.
� )OIQV[\� \PQ[� JIKSOZW]VL�� QV� MٺMK\� \PM� JWWS� I\\ZQJ]\M[� IV� »I\PMQ[\QK¼�
philosophy to Heidegger by way of  the univocity of  being in temporality. The 
temporal univocal sense of  being agrees, so the argument’s path indicates, 
with Deleuze’s immanent universe. It is thus no wonder that in the Appendix 
the author says that Deleuze was concerned with providing an ontology of  

1  Thomas Sheehan, Heidegger: The Man and the Thinker (New Brunswick, NJ: Transac-
tion, 2010), viii. 
2  Philip Tonner, Heidegger, Metaphysics, and the Univocity of  Being (New York: Continu-
um, 2010), 23.
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modern science through his univocal concept of  being. This characterization 
of  Heidegger’s philosophy in the terms of  non-vulgar atheism and modern 
science is questionable. The book takes no account of  Heidegger’s reserva-
tion towards the positive sciences. The philosopher more than once expressed 
his fear that philosophy, or thinking, will one day be merged with the sciences.  
 One might also ask about the purchase of  casting Heidegger’s phi-
losophy, a philosophy which explicitly states that its project is to pave the 
path for overcoming metaphysics, under the light of  traditional metaphysi-
cal debates. The book’s goal is not a mere contextualization of  Heidegger’s 
thought in light of  the tradition, a project whose necessity no one can deny. 
The book rather gives the impression of  solving a metaphysical problem 
by way of  a metaphysical solution. Perhaps Tonner’s reply to this objection 
would be to reiterate that “[t]his univocal sense of  being is time and the point 
about univocity is a logical one, not a metaphysical one”.3 But it is not clear if  
Heidegger would take an escape route through a distinction between logical 
and metaphysical presupposition. This distinction, at least as it stands in Ton-
VMZ¼[�JWWS�� Q[�VW\� �KQMV\Ta�OZW]VLML�WV�VWV�UM\IXPa[QKIT�OZW]VL[��<PMٻ[]
distinction could itself  be metaphysical, and although Tonner characterizes 
Heidegger’s phenomenology as an investigation into the genesis of  philo-
sophical concepts in the concrete life of  Da-sein, he does not provide such an 
account to ground the distinction between logic and metaphysics. Heidegger 
did spend much of  his time attempting to re-think logic as logos, but he was 
clear that there is no easy way outside of  metaphysics.
 That said, Tonner’s book, even in its shortcomings, does touch upon 
this central issue: namely, whether philosophy has moved beyond metaphysics 
at all. What was at stake in the medieval debate, i.e., the possibility of  know-
QVO�/WL��Q[�LMÅVQ\MTa�I�UI\\MZ�_Q\P�_PQKP�_M�PI^M�VW\�LQ[XMV[ML�aM\��1\�Q[�I�
problem that traditionally has been posited as a problem of  immanence and 
\ZIV[KMVLMVKM��1N �W]Z�ZMÅVML�UWLMZV�[MV[M[�LW�VW\�ITTW_�][�\W�XZQ^QTMOM�I�
being as a focal point of  reference, then what should we do? The book clearly 
struggles to impose a univocal sense of  being on Heidegger, but what is more 
open to question is the equivocity of  ‘immanence’ and ‘univocity.’ After all, 
Scotus still held God to be the Supreme Being even if  he claimed there is a 
univocal sense that applies to all beings. If  Heidegger read the univocal sense 
in Scotus as a logical presupposition rather than a metaphysical one, it does 

3  Ibid., 91.
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not follow that it is a move which Heidegger will accept before questioning 
the metaphysical presupposition of  logic itself.
 It is worth noting that even the analogical account of  being in Shee-
han’s interpretation claims to avoid giving a being a privileged place, a claim 
which Tonner’s argument of  univocity subscribes to. Sheehan writes that 
“there is no second level of  Being in itself ”4 under the analogical conception. 
<PM�JWWS�� \PMZMNWZM��]VQV\MV\QWVITTa�KI[\[� [][XQKQWV�WV�\PM�MٻKIKa�WN �]VQ-
vocity and analogy as adequate vocabulary with which one should approach 
Heidegger’s thought.

4  Sheehan, Heidegger, viii. 



Mattilda Bernstein Sycamore’s The End of  San Francisco emerges at a crucial 
and fertile time in queer thought: thirty-something years into an epidemic, 
wherein AIDS has developed a history upon which scores of  recent memoirs 
and political accounts have attempted to lay claim, Sycamore’s work contex-
tualizes the epidemic in hindsight in concomitance with the mainstreaming 
of  gay politics. But far from a memoir in the conventional sense, Sycamore’s 
challenging, non-linear portrayal of  activism, queer theory, gender, abuse, 
IVL�Y]W\QLQIV�TQNM�QV�;IV�.ZIVKQ[KW¼[�5Q[[QWV�VMQOPJWZPWWL�[MMUQVOTa�LMÅM[�
the impulse to frame the evolution of  queer life through any one particular 
valence. Rather, by exposing the history of  queer being (and being queer) to 
MVLTM[[�LQٺMZMVKM�\PZW]OP�[MTN�ZMÆM`Q^Q\a¸\PI\�Q[��I�KWV\QV]W][�Y]M[\QWVQVO�
of  what is and what has been—Sycamore tears at the contours of  such histori-
KIT�IVL�XWTQ\QKIT�_WZS��\ZW]JTQVO�\PM�̂ MZa�XW[[QJQTQ\a�WN �XZW^QLQVO�\PM�LMÅVQ\Q^M�
accounts which seem so strenuously sought in recent queer writing.
 Condensing the (immense) value of  the End of  San Francisco to queer 
thought becomes relatively impossible—although the following attempts such 
parsing—for Sycamore’s work is in equal measure personal memoir, mani-
festo, gossip column, theoretical intervention, belles lettres, prose poem, call to 
action, and letter to a younger generation of  emergent queers who, like the 
young Sycamore, dream of  escaping suburban America for the seductive tu-
mult of  the gay mecca. Sycamore writes: “I’m trying to get to the place where 
my sexuality doesn’t feel so separate from the visions that inspire me, where 
it’s not just moments so charged like a sudden burst of  everything I need. Like 
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1¼U�ÅTTML�_Q\P�XW[[QJQTQ\a�Q\¼[�UM�1¼U�M^MZa_PMZM�I\�WVKMº�������;M`]ITQ\a�UIa�
be the lens through which Sycamore’s actions are best understood, but sexual 
possibility—which I take to imply the continuous rethinking of  sexuality—is 
her real concern. The End of  San Francisco is about manifesting that possibility 
despite a regulated, policed world, where it is always already lost, where to be 
‘political’ is to mimic certain beliefs. Sycamore’s text is about enacting such 
possibility as a method for thinking beyond the now: what queer might yet 
become, rather than what it is.
� ;aKIUWZM�PMZ[MTN � Q[�[WUM_PI\�WN �IV�MVQOUI\QK�ÅO]ZM�QV�\PM�PQ[\WZa�
of  activism. Known for her work in ACT UP, Fed Up Queers, the inaugural 
Gay Shame event, and her growing collection of  writings—including the col-
lection of  essays Why are Faggots so Afraid of  Faggots and novel So Many Ways to 
Sleep Badly —Sycamore bridges theory and practice, studious understanding 
WN �[WKQWMKWVWUQK�Q[[]M[�_Q\P�XWTQ\QKIT�IK\QWV�IVL�LMUWV[\ZI\QWV��0MZ�Æ]K\]-
ating relationship with gender—Sycamore is genderqueer and uses female 
pronouns—becomes intertwined with her own histories of  childhood sexual 
IJ][M��LZ]O�LMXMVLMVKQM[��IVL��JW\P�NIQTML�IVL�ÆW]ZQ[PQVO��IK\Q^Q[\�QVQ\QI\Q^M[��
producing an intentionally non-linear mode of  writing that is both intense-
ly self-conscious (how does Sycamore’s abuse at the hands of  her father af-
fect her AIDS activism?) and macroscopically global (how does Sycamore’s 
strained relationship to San Francisco Pride, say, speak to larger issues of  
queer assimilation?).
 One might take, as a speciously banal example of  her admixture of  
[XMKQÅK�M`IUXTM[� QUXTaQVO�UWZM�OMVMZITQbML�IL^QKM� NWZ�Y]MMZ� TQ^QVO��;aKI-
more’s learning to walk in Boston during one of  her many escapes from San 
Francisco:
 

So let me tell you about runway. The point is that you walk like you’re going 
to die right now you walk like you’re never going to die you’re never going 
to die as long as you keep walking and you walk like you’re going to kill, kill 
with this walk and you walk like no one can touch you. And the truth is that 
no one can touch you, as long as you’re walking” (112). 

(Her sentences are always this delicious: think William Burroughs meets Dor-
othy Alison.) Walking, as a metonymic extension of  her maturing away from 
San Francisco, and as an act of  self-sustaining expression, is rendered both 
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deeply personal and educational: it is survival advice far exceeding a sanitized 
‘its gets better,’ a form of  cultural aggression, a mode of  self-proclamation. 
The End of  San Francisco is rife with these subtle moments of  advice for the 
careful reader: advice given only through the back door.
 San Francisco, as literal city and metaphoric space, doesn’t quite end 
so much as it is always in the process of  ending. For Sycamore, the city is a 
place of  growth where she develops self-expression beyond social expecta-
\QWV[��NWZ�M`IUXTM��WZ�TMIZV[�\W�KWXM�_Q\P�\PM�XIQV�WN �[M`]IT�IJ][M�QVÆQK\ML�
Ja�PMZ�NI\PMZ��;IV�.ZIVKQ[KW¼[�[WKQIT�Æ]`¸NZWU�\PM�KPIVOQVO�[KMVM[�WN �X]VS�
\W�VM_�_I^M�\W�]ZJIV�PQX[\MZ��WZ�\PZW]OP�XZWKM[[M[�WN �OMV\ZQÅKI\QWV�QVLMTQJTa�
erasing the unassimilated mode of  queerness Sycamore champions—renders 
the city a place of  learning, but from which one must ultimately graduate. For 
San Francisco to be San Francisco, it must end. One must move on. 
 The temporal warp and woof  Sycamore adopts, where scenes from 
her childhood, to her later confrontations with her dying father, to her time 
I\�*ZW_V�=VQ^MZ[Q\a�ÅT\MZML�\PZW]OP�TI\MZ�M`XMZQMVKM[�I\�I�LZ]O�ÅTTML�XIZ\a�
in the mission, re-enacts this continuous process of  escape. Such ‘escape’ si-
U]T\IVMW][Ta�XZW^QLM[�\PM�WXXWZ\]VQ\a�NWZ�[MTN�ZMÆM`Q^Q\a�IVL�\P][�ZM�MV\Za��QN �
only at the level of  thought. So too, San Francisco’s capacity as incubator for 
queer being and becoming is on the wane: as radicality gives way to corporate 
culture, as skyrocketing rents force expressions of  anarchy or anti-assimila-
tionist activism elsewhere, the queer possibility so treasured by Sycamore be-
KWUM[�QVKZMI[QVOTa�LQٻK]T\�\W�IKKM[[��;IV�.ZIVKQ[KW¼[�MVL�MY]ITTa�LMUIZKI\M[�
a changing conception of  queer acceptability, a process with which Sycamore 
is clearly at odds. San Francisco’s end—contrary, one is led to suppose, to the 
intentional act of  ending San Francisco—is mourned as a loss.
 Sycamore’s hopes for the inherent potentiality of  contemporary queer 
thought cannot (and does not) assume polemical form, for any rigidity would 
directly undermine her version of  queerness itself. Rigidity precludes the pro-
KM[[� WN � [MTN�ZMITQbI\QWV� IVL� XMZXM\]IT� LQٺMZMVKM� ;aKIUWZM� LMUIVL[��+WV-
sider Sycamore’s portrayal of  her generation:

?M�_MZM�\PM�ÅZ[\�OMVMZI\QWV�WN �Y]MMZ[�\W�OZW_�]X�SVW_QVO�\PI\�LM[QZM�UMIV\�
AIDS  meant death, and so it made sense that when we got away from the 
other death, the one that meant marriage and a house in the suburbs, a 
lifetime of  brutality both interior and exterior and call this success or keep 
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trying, keep trying for more brutality, but when we got away it made sense 
that everywhere people were dying of  AIDS and drug addiction and suicide 
because we had always imagined death. Some of  the dead were among us, 
just like us, just trying to survive. Others were more in the distance, the el-
ders we barely got to know except as we lost them. We went crazy and cried 
a lot, or went crazy and stopped crying, or just went crazy. (82-83)

To go crazy is not to succumb to death in any of  its forms. Rather, for Syca-
more, to go crazy is to surmount death, to move beyond the enclosure and 
“brutality” of  life lived within the bounds of  acceptability. To go crazy is an 
act of  refusal, a call for an ending. This, in a nutshell, is Sycamore’s call to 
arms, directed at an emergent generation: the political lies in the process of  
ending, for to end or to refuse or to go crazy is to be able to go back again, to 
refashion the parameters of  the literal into the potential of  the possible. This, 
for Sycamore, is the only mode of  survival else queer thought foreclose its 
very queerness. In a world where AIDS, abuse, experimentation, gender ex-
pression, activism and public expression of  queer sexuality continue to mean 
death—socially, politically, and otherwise—Sycamore’s advice must be heard 
at all costs.



With the posthumous publication of  previously undisclosed writings by nov-
elist and philosopher Michel Henry,1 the last decade has seen numerous at-
tempts at deeper comprehension of  the socio-political potency of  the French 
thinker’s material phenomenology.2 One such attempt is Viennese philosopher 
and long-time Henry scholar Rolf  Kühn’s Individuation et vie culturelle.3 Origi-
nally a series of  lectures given by Kühn as an invited professor at Université 
Catholique de Louvain in the fall and winter semesters of  2010-2011, this cohe-
[Q^M�_WZS�WٺMZ[�I�\PWZW]OP�QV^M[\QOI\QWV�WN �\PM�XW\MV\QIT�NWZ�K]T\]ZIT�ZMVM_IT�
QVNWZUML�Ja�\PM�IٺMK\Q^M�NW]VLI\QWV�WN �ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV�]V^MQTML�Ja�UI\MZQIT�
phenomenology. 
 Concentrating on the possibilities for collective cultural practices, or 
praxes as described by Henry in his Marx,4 Individuation et vie culturelle can be 

1  Notably Michel Henry, Le bonheur de Spinoza��8IZQ["�8=.��jXQUu\PuM��������IVL�\PM�
four tomes of  Michel Henry, Phénoménologie de la vie �8IZQ["�8=.��jXQUu\PuM������·������
2  To cite a few, Raphaël Gély, Rôles, actions sociales, imaginaire perception, incarnation 
(2012); Rolf  Kühn, Radicalité et passibilité (2003); and not to forget the yearly international 
colloquia dedicated to Henry’s thought, in Cerisy, Beirut, Louvain, Montpellier, etc.
3  Rolf  Kühn is the chair of  Modern French religious thought at the University of  
Vienna has authored and edited multiple volumes on Henry’s phenomenology of  Life, in 
English, French and German.
4  Michel Henry, Marx, I: ]VM�XPQTW[WXPQM�LM�TI�ZuITQ\u#�Michel Henry, Marx, II: une phi�
losophie de l’économie (Paris: Gallimard, 1976).
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read as a vibrant manifesto in the name of  the priority of  lived experience 
W^MZ�\PM�IL^IVKM�WN �\MKPVW�[KQMV\QÅK�ZMI[WV��3�PV�IXXZWIKPM[�IٺMK\Q^M�M`-
XMZQMVKM�I[�\PM�TQ^QVO�OZW]VL[�NZWU�_PQKP�\PM�_WZTL�WN �[KQMV\QÅK�QV\MTTQOQJQT-
Q\a�[XZQVO[��6MQ\PMZ�I�ÅZ[\�XZQVKQXTM�VWZ�IV�M[[MVKM��IٺMK\Q^Q\a�Q[�LM[KZQJML�I[�
the condition of  possibility for the appearance of  any phenomenon. Henry 
LM[KZQJM[�IٺMK\Q^M�4QNM�I[�¹I�_I^M� \PI\� NMMT[� Q\[MTN�º�_PQKP� Q[� \W� [Ia� \PI\�� QV�
order to come to existence, every event, each thing of  the world must be ex-
XMZQMVKML�Ja�IV�MVÆM[PML�QVLQ^QL]ITQ\a�XZM�M`Q[\QVO�\PM�_WZTLTa�XTIVM�WN �Q\[�
coming into view.5�<PM�IٺMK\ML� ipseity is originary and nonetheless entirely 
[]JUMZOML�QV�W]Z�TQ^QVO�KW[UW[��3�PV�LM[KZQJM[�MVÆM[PML�TQNM�I[�\PM�KW[UQK�
substance procuring intimacy to our dwelling. Life is the only universal, and 
Q\�VMKM[[IZQTa�ÅVL[�Q\[�KWVKZM\QWV�QV�\PM�[MTN�M`XMZQMVKM�WN �IV�IٺMK\ML�ipseity. 
?Q\PQV�IٺMK\ML�TQNM�\PM[M�\_W�TM^MT[�WN �]VQ^MZ[ITQ\a�IVL�XIZ\QK]TIZQ\a�ZMUIQV�
indistinguishable; hence, for both Henry and Kühn, there lies a pathetic com-
U]VQ\a�WN �MVÆM[PML�JMQVO[��I�\WOM\PMZVM[[�\PZW]OP�QVLQ^QL]I\QVO�KW�IٺMK\Q^-
ity prior to the emergence of  any categorial ousio-logies. 
 This pathetic community, or co�XI\PW[, is the raw element from which 
cultural praxes are engendered. For Kühn, the joys and pains of  human be-
ings guide cultural practices through representation. They are always lived 
QV� KWUUWV�� IVL� WٺMZ� M^MZa� [Q\]I\QWV� _Q\P� Q\[� K]T\]ZIT� ZMILIJQTQ\a�� <PQ[� Q[�
designated as the “historiality” of  Life, the abyssal but pregnant sedimented 
history of  its internal movement. Stepping stones of  human communality, 
artistic and religious practices serve as revelators of  the “abyssality” of  Life, 
as evoked in the mysticism of  Meister Eckhart or the poetry of  Novalis. The 
emergence of  invisible Life through artistic metaphor opens its truth to sub-
RMK\[�_PW�ZMKWOVQbM�TQ^ML�IٺMK\Q^M�\WVITQ\a�I[�\PMQZ�W_V�QV\QUIKa��;]KP�I�ZMK-
ognition can lead subjects of  culture to the humble choice of  living up to the 
demands of  pathetic life. Hence, Kühn presents his readers with an ethics of  
cultural life, in which art and religion, acting as deixis, point to the burdened 
potentiality of  lived life. For Kühn, the sacrality of  life must act as the ultimate 
principle guiding all human organization as its only possible justice. Against 

5  “Pour moi les êtres humains sont beaucoup plus comme des nageurs lâchés dans 
un océan, supportés par lui, par ses vagues. Et c’est cela la vie: une vague qui se sent elle-
même,” [For me, human beings are much more like swimmers dropped into an ocean, sup-
ported by it, by the waves. Just like life: a wave that feels itself. –Editor’s translation] Michael 
Henry “Narrer le pathos,” Phénoménologie de la vie, Tome III �8IZQ["�8=.�+WTTMK\QWV�jXQUu\PuM�
2004), 321.
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the Levinasian commandment of  the Other, and the Husserlian telic (and Eu-
rocentric) understanding of  the perfection of  a community of  alter egos, Kühn 
postulates an invisible but undeniable solidarity between every man, one too 
MI[QTa�NWZOW\\MV�QV�W]Z�KaJMZ�KIXQ\ITQ[\QK�KMV\]Za��1V�IٺMK\Q^M�4QNM��3�PV�QLMV-
\QÅM[�I�N]VLIUMV\IT�M\PW[�WN �IٺMK\Q^Q\a�_PQKP�KWV[Q[\[�QV�ZMKWOVQbQVO�IVL�MU-
bracing the immemorial fulguration of  Life individuating every living being, 
whilst gathering all in one infrangible and unsurpassable us. As such, it is an 
attempt to overcome the nihilism following the proclamation of  the death of  
God and the resulting abandonment of  grand narratives. The ultimate goal 
of  Kühn’s interpretation of  material phenomenology would be to allow for 
\PM�M`PQTIZI\QWV�WN �ITT�TQNM��\W�ZMVLMZ�Q\�\W�Q\[�QV\MZVIT�UW^MUMV\�NZWU�[]ٺMZQVO�
towards elation. 
� 1V\MZM[\QVOTa�� 3�PV¼[� \ZMI\UMV\� WN � �MZQVOٺ[] [QOVIT[� I� JZMIS� NZWU�
0MVZa¼[� KWVKMX\QWV�WN �IٺMK\Q^Q\a�� 1VLMML�� NWZ� \PM�XPQTW[WXPMZ�WN �5WV\XMT-
lier, more distant from the Christian doctrine than his Austrian commentator, 
there is no inherent good in Life, no promise of  happiness in the parousia of  
IٺMK\Q^Q\a��?PMZM�3�PV�MTIJWZI\M[�IV�M\PQK[�WN �*MI]\a�� QV�_PQKP�IٺMK\Q^Q\a�
is to guide action through its elation in the recognition of  esthetic forms as 
just and enjoyable, Henry reiterates that Life is not beautiful per se, but always 
pathetically agonizing. I want to argue that for Henry—as can be read in 
multiple texts from L’essence de la manifestation6 to the posthumous “Narrer le 
pathos,º�IVL�I[� \M[\QÅM[� \W�0MVZa¼[� ZMK]ZZQVO�][M�WN � \PM�.ZMVKP�_WZL� épreuve 
(which translates both as a challenge and a torment to describe life)—Life 
Q[�ÅZ[\�IVL�NWZMUW[\�[]ٺMZML and narrated to consciousness as an inescapable 
weight. Here thinking along the lines of  a young Levinas,7 Henry leads us to 
\PQVS�\PI\�Q\�Q[�\PZW]OP�IV�QVLM[KZQJIJTM��VWK\]ZVIT�[]ٺMZQVO¸[\ZQ^QVO�\W�JM�
lived as joy—that cultural forms can emerge, through the co-pathetic coming 
\WOM\PMZ�WN �MVÆM[PML�JMQVO[��1V�\PI\�[MV[M��Q\�KW]TL�JM�P]UJTa�IZO]ML�\PI\�Q\�
is not the plenitude of  life experienced as beauty, but rather the despairing 
IٻZUI\QWV�WN �Q\[�QUXW[[QJQTQ\a¸IVL�\PM�ZM[]T\QVO�[MV\QUMV\�WN �]VI^WQLIJTM�
ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a�NWZ�\PM�[]ٺMZQVO�WN �ITT¸\PI\�_W]TL�WXMV�W]Z�KWUU]VQ\a�\W�IV�
M\PQK[�WN �IٺMK\Q^Q\a�

6  Michael Henry, L’essence de la manifestation��8IZQ["�8=.�+WTTMK\QWV�jXQUu\PuM��!�����
7  Emmanuel Lévinas, De l’évasion (Paris: Le Livre de Poche, 1998).
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